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Chapter 1
Introdution
Quantum dots have reently attrated experimental interest due to their `possible' ap-
pliation in future nano devies and for quantum information proessing. From the
theoretial point of view a many-partile method suited to aount for the two-partile
interations between the eletrons in the dot  whih strongly aet the physis  is
needed. In the literature, the numerial renormalization group (NRG) was frequently
used as a very reliable method to study systems with loal Coulomb orrelations, but
its appliability is limited due to the vast omputational resoures required. Pratially,
only simple geometries an be treated and even there exhaustive sans of the param-
eter spae are impossible. Therefore other aurate methods that allow for a preise
treatment of the two-partile interations in quantum dots are needed, but none of the
reent approahes sueeded in reahing the auray of the NRG alulations, most
times not even on a qualitative level [KEM 2006℄.
Here, we will present a reently-developed renormalization group (RG) sheme based
on Wilson's general RG idea, the funtional renormalization group (fRG). Its starting
point is the replaement of the free propagator by one depending on an infrared uto
Λ in the generating funtional of the single-partile irreduible vertex funtions γm.
Dierentiating the funtional with respet to Λ one obtains an exat hierarhy of ou-
pled ow equations for the funtions γm. This innite set has to be trunated in order
to render it solvable, and within this thesis we will employ a trunation sheme that
aounts for the ow of γ1 (the self-energy) and the two-partile vertex γ2 evaluated
at zero external frequeny (the eetie interation), but neglets all higher-order fun-
tions. Hene we ompute a frequeny-independent approximation for γ1 whih an be
viewed as a renormalization of the dot's single-partile energies.
An important transport property of a quantum dot is the linear-response ondutane
G. In a noninterating model, it is frequently dened using single-partile sattering
theory, whih leads to the well-known Landauer-Büttiker formula. Sine the afore-
mentioned fRG approximation omputes eetive noninterating parameters for the
quantum dot system, one might be tempted to use the ordinary U = 0 expression
to alulate G. This is, however, oneptionally wrong sine it neglets the fat that
this quantity annot be dened a priori using the ordinary sattering theory approah
as one is onfronted with a system of orrelated eletrons, whether the approximation
we employ to desribe it an be interpreted as an eetive noninterating one or not.
Hene a better way to dene the ondutane is to onsider the urrent-urrent response
funtion within the full interating problem and to show that the noninterating ex-
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pression follows onsistently within our fRG framework without need to apply further
approximations.
Having an aurate method at hand to desribe Coulomb orrelations, we will rst
onsider the low-energy physis (at zero temperature) of a spin-polarised dot ontaining
several levels. This an be viewed as a suitable model for an experimentally realised sin-
gle quantum dot, assuming that the experiment showed that the spin degree of freedom
seems to play no role. A series of important experiments on suh systems was performed
in the past few years [YHMS 1995,SBHMUS 1997,AHZMU 2005℄, and in addition to
the ondutane also the transmission phase and, in the very reent one, the average
oupany of the dot were measured. The ondutane was found to exhibit resonanes
(Coulomb blokade peaks) eah time another eletron was added to the system. Surpris-
ingly, the measurement of the phase yielded universal jumps by π between onseutive
peaks, in ontradition to the expeted mesosopi behaviour of jumping between some
while evolving ontinuously between others, the atual realisation depending on the dot
under onsideration. Despite a large amount of theoretial work on this issue (for a
review see [Hakenbroih 2001, Gefen 2002℄; the most important works with eletron-
eletron orrelations as a key ingredient are [BRS 1995, Silvestrov&Imry 2000, SSOD
2005,König&Gefen 2005,Golosov&Gefen 2006℄), none sueeded in giving a fully satis-
fatory explanation. Fortunately, the last experiment ( [AHZMU 2005℄) provided a lue
to this phase lapse puzzle. For dots oupied by only a few eletrons, the mesosopi
behaviour was indeed observed, and only if eletrons were suessively added to the
system, the universally appearing phase lapses were reovered. As noted by [AHZMU
2005℄, the most fundamental dierene between both situations is the single-partile
level spaing whih one would expet to derease for the eletrons oupying the top-
most states. Exploring this idea in a systemati study of the parameter spae of our
spinless quantum dot model with an aurate treatment of Coulomb orrelations is the
aim of the rst part of this thesis.
Next, we desribe a variety of spinful dot geometries where the physis is dominated
by loal orrelations between the eletrons of both spin diretions. We will show how the
Kondo energy sale an be extrated from the linear ondutane in the zero tempera-
ture limit. We will study two geometries (a short Hubbard hain and two side-oupled
dots) that have been takled before by various authors using NRG, and we will demon-
strate the power of the fRG by sanning a muh larger (and in partiular generi) region
of the parameter spae of these systems. For the Hubbard hain this will reveal new
physis, while for the side-oupled geometry it will turn out that the behaviour observed
within the NRG approah already overs all essential phenomena. We will nally in-
vestigate the situation of two parallel dots. This geometry allows for a large amount of
parameters to be varied, and we will report on the physis that is observed in dierent
regimes.
In the last hapter, we will establish the auray of the employed fRG approximation
sheme by omparison to NRG data for every system that has previously been under
onsideration. We will show that the fRG is very reliable up to interation strengths
where the physis is dominated by orrelations (in the sense that the behaviour of all
quantities of interest is signiantly altered with respet to the noninterating ase).
Furthermore, we will prove that this method is far superior to simple mean-eld ap-
proahes.
Chapter 2
The Funtional Renormalization
Group
The funtional renormalization group (fRG) is based on Wilson's general renormaliza-
tion group (RG) idea. The RG is the appropriate framework to deal with quantum
many-partile problems that ontain a multitude of dierent energy sales as well as
with problems that annot be takled by ordinary perturbation theory whih breaks
down if ertain lasses of (low-order) Feynman diagrams diverge. It starts from high
energy sales (where infrared divergenes are ut out) and gradually works its way down
to the low energy region.
The fRG provides one way to implement the general renormalization group idea for in-
terating quantum many-partile systems [Salmhofer 1998℄. It is based on the funtional
integral approah to many-partile physis. Dierentiating the generating funtional of
the single-partile irreduible m-partile vertex funtions γm (with the free propagator
replaed by one that uts out the low energy modes below a sale Λ) with respet to
a uto parameter yields an innite hierarhy of ow equations for the γm. In pra-
tise, this set has to be trunated to make it solvable. A trunation sheme motivated
by physial or pratial reasons renders the fRG an approximate method, most times
perturbative in the two-partile interation. Integrating the resulting nite set of equa-
tions it turns out that in the limit Λ→ 0, whih orresponds to the original uto-free
problem, one often obtains non-divergent results, and even in problems that are not
plagued by infrared divergenes (as those takled within this thesis) it shows that the
fRG produes results far superior to those of perturbation theory. An appliation of
the method to the well-known one-dimensional single-impurity Anderson model an be
found in [HMPS 2004℄. In [EMABMS 2005℄ the fRG is used to suessfully derive power
laws in orrelated one-dimensional quantum wires (Luttinger liquids).
This hapter is organised as follows. In the rst setion, we reall the funtional inte-
gral approah to many-partile physis and how it is used to ompute Green funtions.
In the seond setion, we replae the noninterating propagator in the generating fun-
tional of the vertex funtions by one ontaining a uto. Dierentiating with respet to
the uto parameter Λ then yields an innite hierarhy of ow equations for the vertex
funtions. Sine this hierarhy needs to be trunated in order to make it solvable, we
will develop a trunation sheme that beomes exat in the limit of vanishing strength
of the two-partile interation. Finally, we will speify the uto to be an infrared uto
in frequeny spae to write down oupled ow equations that perturbatively desribe
7
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an interating system.
2.1 Many-partile Green Funtions
In this setion we reall how funtional integrals an be used to ompute the grand
anonial partition funtion of a system of interating quantum mehanial partiles as
well as Green funtions. This will be the appropriate framework to set up the fRG ow
equations.
2.1.1 The Partition Funtion as a Funtional Integral
A Short Reminder of Funtional Integrals in Many-Partile Physis
The fundamental equation for the funtional integral approah to many-partile physis
reads
e−βH = lim
N→∞
(
: e−βH/N :
)N
,
where H is a normal-ordered but otherwise arbitrary many-partile Hamiltonian, and
the olons denote normal-ordering. We insert the unity operator written in terms of
the eigenstates of the annihilation operators between eah of two fators of : e−βH/N :.
Sine we are dealing with fermions, we have to introdue Grassmann variables, that is
anti-ommuting numbers, to write down these states. Beause of the normal-ordering,
the annihilation (reation) operators in the exponential an then be replaed by the
orresponding eigenvalue and we are basially left with an `ordinary' (Grassmann) in-
tegral, that beomes a funtional integral in the limit N →∞. In ase that H ontains
only single-partile terms, this integral is purely Gaussian and an be performed `almost
trivially'. If H ontains more ompliated terms (suh as a two-partile interation),
arrying out the the integral analytially beomes impossible, but one an expand the
interation part of the exponential funtion into a Taylor series (if one notes that we
are now only dealing with numbers and no longer with operators) to set up a perturba-
tion theory. The ontribution of eah order an be evaluated using Wik's theorem, a
property of Gaussian integrals.
A more detailed desription of the funtional integral approah to many-partile
physis an be found in [Negele&Orland 1988℄, or, very niely, in [Shönhammer 2001℄.
The Partition Funtion
As motivated above, the grand anonial partition funtion of a fermioni many-partile
system an be expressed as a funtional integral,
Z =
∫
Dψ¯ψ exp
{
−
∫ β
0
dτ
[∑
l
ψ¯l(τ + 0)
dψl(τ)
dτ
+H({ψ¯} , {ψ})
]}
, (2.1)
where ψ¯ and ψ denote Grassman variables,
ψl
(−)
ψl′ +
(−)
ψl′ ψl = 0,
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and H is obtained from a normal-ordered (but otherwise arbitrary) Hamilton operator
H by substituting
H ({ψ¯} , {ψ}) = H (c†l → ψ¯l(τ + 0), cl → ψl(τ)) .
The boundary onditions of the elds read
ψl(β) = −ψl(0), ψ¯l(β) = −ψ¯(0),
with β being the inverse temperature. In the following, we will always hoose H to
ontain a single-partile term as well as a two-partile interation,
H({ψ¯} , {ψ}) =∑
l
ǫlψ¯l(τ +0)ψl(τ)+
1
4
∑
i,j,k,l
v¯i,j,k,lψ¯i(τ +0)ψ¯j(τ +0)ψl(τ)ψk(τ). (2.2)
Here l denotes a set of quantum numbers in whih the single-partile part of H is
diagonal, ǫl the one-partile dispersion (inluding the hemial potential) and v¯ the
anti-symmetrised matrix elements of the two-partile interation, respetively.
For the upoming alulations it will prove useful to expand the Grassmann elds
into a Fourier series
(−)
ψl (τ) =
1√
β
∑
ωn
e∓iωnτ
(−)
ψl (iωn). (2.3)
The summation extends over all odd (fermioni) Matsubara frequenies. The inverse
transformation is given by
(−)
ψl (iωn) =
1√
β
∫ β
0
dτ e±iωnτ
(−)
ψl (τ). (2.4)
Inserting (2.3) into the imaginary-time funtional integral (2.1) yields
Z
Z0 =
1
Z0
∫
Dψ¯ψ exp
{∑
l
∑
ωn
ψ¯l(iωn)
[G0l (iωn)]−1 ψl(iωn)
− 1
4
1√
β
∑
i,j,k,l
∑
n,n′,m,m′
v¯i,j,k,lδm+m′,n+n′ψ¯i(iωm)ψ¯j(iωm′)ψl(iωn′)ψk(iωn)
}
,
(2.5)
with G0l (iωn) being the noninterating single-partile propagator.1 All onvergene fa-
tors have been omitted to keep the notation short and the noninterating partition
funtion Z0 was introdued to anel the funtional determinant that appears due to
the hange of the integration variables ψ(τ) → ψ(iω). Introduing the shorthand no-
tation (ψ¯,Xψ) :=
∑
k,k′ ψ¯kXk,k′ψk′ where k = (ωn, l) allows for rewriting (2.5) in the
simple form
Z
Z0 =
1
Z0
∫
Dψ¯ψ exp
{(
ψ¯, [G0]−1ψ)− 1
4
∑
k′1,k
′
2,k1,k2
v¯k′1,k′2,k1,k2ψ¯k′1ψ¯k′2ψk2ψk1
}
=:
1
Z0
∫
Dψ¯ψ exp
{
S0 − Sint
}
.
(2.6)
1
We have hosen a basis where G0 is diagonal. This is, however, not a vital ondition, sine all
properties of the noninterating problem (like Wik's theorem) follow from the Gaussian nature of
the funtional integral (2.5) with v¯ = 0, diagonal or not. The shorthand notation introdued in (2.6)
therefore expliitly allows for non-diagonal terms in G0.
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A fator of β−1 as well as the frequeny-onserving δ-funtion have been absorbed into
the anti-symmetrised two-partile interation v¯.
2.1.2 Generating Funtionals of Green Funtions
Conneted Green Funtions
We dene the generating funtional of the m-partile Green funtions as
W({η¯} , {η}) = 1Z
∫
Dψ¯ψ exp
{
S0 − Sint − (ψ¯, η)− (η¯, ψ)
}
. (2.7)
By onstrution, taking the funtional derivative with respet to the external soure
elds η and η¯ yields the m-partile Green funtion in frequeny spae2
Gm(k
′
1, . . . , k
′
m; k1, . . . , km) : = (−1)m
〈
ψk′1 . . . ψk′mψ¯km . . . ψ¯k1
〉
=
δm
δη¯k′1 . . . δη¯k′m
δm
δηkm . . . δηk1
W({η¯} , {η})
∣∣∣∣∣
η=η¯=0
.
(2.8)
In the noninterating ase (2.5) is a Gaussian integral that an be solved easily leading
to the well-known result for the one-partile Green funtion,
G1(l, iωn) = G0l (iωn) =
1
iωn − ǫl ,
and to Wik's theorem to alulate all higher-order funtions diagrammatially using
Feynman diagrams.
The funtional Wc that generates the onneted Green funtions
Gcm(k
′
1, . . . , k
′
m; k1, . . . , km) : = (−1)m
〈
ψk′1 . . . ψk′mψ¯km . . . ψ¯k1
〉
c
=
δm
δη¯k′1 . . . δη¯k′m
δm
δηkm . . . δηk1
Wc({η¯} , {η})
∣∣∣∣∣
η=η¯=0
(2.9)
is given by (for a proof see [Negele&Orland 1988℄)
Wc({η¯} , {η}) = ln [W({η¯} , {η})]. (2.10)
Vertex Funtions
Next, we onsider so-alled m-partile vertex funtions whih are (in a diagramatial
fashion) dened to onsist of all onneted one-partile irreduible diagrams with the
m external legs amputated. In partiular, this implies that they annot be split into
two piees by utting one single-partile line.
The generating funtional Γ for these vertex funtion is given by a Legendre transform
of Wc,
Γ(
{
φ¯
}
, {φ}) = −Wc({η¯} , {η})− (φ¯, η) − (η¯, φ) + (φ¯, [G0]−1 φ), (2.11)
2
From
δW
δη(iωn)
=
R
δη(τ ′)
δη(iωn)
δW
δη(τ ′)
dτ ′ = β−1/2
R
e−iωnτ
′ δW
δη(τ ′)
dτ ′ it follows that by dierentiating
the generating funtional W with respet to the Fourier-transformed elds one obtains the Fourier
transform of the imaginary-time Green funtion.
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where the new elds φ and φ¯ are dened in the standard way,
φ = − δ
δη¯
Wc({η¯} , {η}), φ¯ = δ
δη
Wc({η¯} , {η}), (2.12)
and the last term in (2.11) was added for onveniene. Of ourse it is far from obvious
that the vertex funtions an really be obtained from this funtional by taking the
derivative with respet to the external elds. Anyway, we dene
γm(k
′
1, . . . , k
′
m; k1, . . . , km) :=
δm
δφ¯k′1 . . . δφ¯k′m
δm
δφkm . . . δφk1
Γ(
{
φ¯
}
, {φ})
∣∣∣∣∣
φ=φ¯=0
. (2.13)
2.1.3 Relations between Vertex and Conneted Green Funtions
We will now expliitly show that the one- and two-partile vertex funtions are in fat
obtained by (2.13) (or, to say it the other way round, that the so-dened funtions γ1
and γ2 onsists only of onneted one-partile irreduible diagrams with their two (four)
external legs amputated). Therefore we rst alulate
δ
δφk
Γ(
{
φ¯
}
, {φ}) (2.11)=
∑
q
[
−δW
c
δηq
δηq
δφk
− δW
c
δη¯q
δη¯q
δφk
+ φ¯q
δηq
δφk
− δη¯q
δφk
φq − φ¯q
[G0]−1
q,k
]
+ η¯k
(2.12)
= η¯k −
∑
q
φ¯q
[G0]−1
q,k
(2.14)
δ
δφ¯k
Γ(
{
φ¯
}
, {φ}) (2.11)=
∑
q
[
−δW
c
δηq
δηq
δφ¯k
− δW
c
δη¯q
δη¯q
δφ¯k
+ φ¯q
δηq
δφ¯k
− δη¯q
δφ¯k
φq +
[G0]−1
k,q
φq
]
+ η¯k
(2.12)
= η¯k +
∑
q
[G0]−1
k,q
φq.
(2.15)
The additional minus signs appear beause we are taking the derivative with respet to
Grassmann variables. One should be reminded that as we have turned to the Legendre
transform Γ, φ and φ¯ are independent elds, implying δφ
δφ¯
= 0 et. Next, we onsider
δk,k′ =
δφk
δφk′
(2.12)
= − δ
δφk′
δWc
δη¯k
= −
∑
q
[
δηq
δφk′
δ2Wc
δηqδη¯k
+
δη¯q
δφk′
δ2Wc
δη¯qδη¯k
]
=
∑
q
[(
δ2Γ
δφk′δφ¯q
− [G0]−1
q,k′
)
δ2Wc
δηqδη¯k
− δ
2Γ
δφk′δφq
δ2Wc
δη¯qδη¯k
]
.
(2.16)
The last line follows from dierentiating (2.14) and (2.15) by φ and φ¯, respetively.
Performing similar alulations that start out with
δφ¯k
δφ¯k′
= δk,k′ and
δφ¯k
δφk′
= δφk
δφ¯k′
= 0,
and denoting the resulting equations in a ompat form (by interpreting the derivatives
δ2A
δxk1δyk2
as matrix indies (k1, k2)), we obtain
 δ2Γδφ¯δφ + [G0]−1 δ2Γδφ¯δφ¯
δ2Γ
δφδφ
δ2Γ
δφδφ¯
−
[[G0]−1]T

 ·
(
δ2Wc
δη¯δη − δ
2Wc
δη¯δη¯
− δ2Wcδηδη δ
2Wc
δηδη¯
)
= 1.
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As we will need it later on, we furthermore dene
V(φ¯, φ) :=
(
δ2Wc
δη¯δη − δ
2Wc
δη¯δη¯
− δ2Wcδηδη δ
2Wc
δηδη¯
)
=

 δ2Γδφ¯δφ + [G0]−1 δ2Γδφ¯δφ¯
δ2Γ
δφδφ
δ2Γ
δφδφ¯
−
[[G0]−1]T

−1 . (2.17)
It is now possible to establish a relation between the onneted Green funtions and
the vertex funtions. Therefore we evaluate (2.17) at vanishing external elds and look
at the (1,1)  element of the matrix equation whih is now diagonal,
3
G1(k
′; k)
(∗)
= Gc1(k
′; k) :=
δ2Wc
δη¯k′δηk
∣∣∣
η=η¯=0
=
[
δ2Γ
δφ¯δφ
∣∣∣
φ=φ¯=0
+
[G0]−1]−1
k′,k
. (2.18)
The identity (∗) is the so-alled linked luster theorem. Sine G1 is just the single-
partile propagator G (alulated in presene of the interation term S
int
), (2.18) is
nothing else but the Dyson equation. Consequently, the one-partile vertex funtion is
related to the self-energy Σ, whih is well-known to be one-partile irreduible,4 by
γ1 =
δ2Γ
δφ¯δφ
∣∣∣
φ=φ¯=0
= −Σ. (2.19)
Ignoring the dierene in sign, we will all γ1 self-energy from now on.
To prove that the same (one-partile irreduibility) holds for the two-partile vertex,
we dierentiate (2.16) with respet to φl, whih leads to
0 =
∑
q
[
δ3Γ
δφlδφk′δφ¯q
δ2Wc
δηqδη¯k
+
(
δ2Γ
δφk′δφ¯q
− [G0]−1
q,k′
)
×
∑
s
(
δηs
δφl
δ3Wc
δηsδηqδη¯k
+
δη¯s
δφl
δ3Wc
δη¯sδηqδη¯k
)]
.
Dierentiating one again with respet to φ¯l′ and setting all external elds to zero
simplies this equation enormously, sine all terms that do not ontain an equal number
of eld derivatives δφ and δφ¯ vanish. We obtain
0 =
∑
q
[
δ4Γ
δφ¯l′δφlδφk′δφ¯q
δ2Wc
δηqδη¯k
+
(
δ2Γ
δφk′δφ¯q
− [G0]−1
q,k′
)∑
s,s′
(
δηs
δφl
δη¯s′
δφ¯l′
δ4Wc
δη¯s′δηsδηqδη¯k
)]∣∣∣∣∣
φ=φ¯=0
=−
∑
q
δ4Γ
δφ¯l′δφlδφk′δφ¯q
∣∣∣
φ=φ¯=0
Gk,q −
∑
q,s,s′
[
[G]−1q,k′ [G]−1s,l [G]−1l′,s′
δ4Wc
δη¯s′δηsδηqδη¯k
∣∣∣
φ=φ¯=0
]
=−
∑
q
γ2(l
′, q; k′, l)Gk,q −
∑
q,s,s′
[
[G]−1q,k′ [G]−1s,l [G]−1l′,s′Gc2(s′, k, q, s)
]
,
(2.20)
where we have used
δηs
δφk
(2.14)
=
[G0]−1
s,k
− δ
2Γ
δφkδφ¯s
(φ=φ¯=0)
= [G]−1s,k
δη¯s
δφ¯k
(2.15)
=
[G0]−1
k,s
+
δ2Γ
δφ¯kδφs
(φ=φ¯=0)
= [G]−1k,s.
(2.21)
3
The o-diagonal elements are zero unless we are in a phase of broken symmetry.
4
To be more preise, for a quantity X, being the sum of all onneted one-partile irreduible
diagrams with the two external legs amputated is equivalent to fulllling the Dyson equation.
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Solving (2.20) for γ2 yields
γ2(k
′
1, k
′
2; k1, k2) = −
∑
q′1,q
′
2,q1,q2
[G]−1k′1,q′1[G]
−1
k′2,q
′
2
[G]−1q2,k2 [G]−1q1,k1Gc2(q′1, q′2; q1, q2), (2.22)
whih is the prove of the one-partile irreduibility of the two-partile vertex funtions.
Interpreted diagrammatially, (2.22) just states that the two-partile vertex is obtained
by utting a full single-partile line at eah external leg of every two-partile onneted
diagram. What is then left are those diagrams that annot be further split by just
utting a single-partile line (sine the split-o part would have been amputated before),
whih is preisely the denition of one-partile irreduibility.
2.2 The fRG Flow Equations
Having learnt how funtional integrals an be used to ompute the partition funtion
as well as Green funtions of a fermioni many-partile system, we have established the
formalism to set up the fRG ow equations. In order to do so, we introdue a new
independent variable Λ in the noninterating propagator G0,
G0 → G0(Λ).
Later on, we will think of Λ as an infrared uto in frequeny spae,
G0(iωn,Λ) = Θ(|ωn| − Λ)G0(iωn),
but for the derivation of the ow equations the atual form of the Λ-dependene is
ompletely irrelevant, so that we will not speify it right now.
In a very pragmati sense, the fRG an be viewed as follows. The ow equations
for any physial quantity X[G0(Λ)] (suh as the generating funtionals Wc and Γ) are
obtained by taking the derivative with respet to Λ,
X˙(Λ) = Y (Λ), (2.23)
where Y (Λ) remains to be omputed. If we now hoose two values Λinitial and Λnal suh
that X[G0(Λinitial)] is easy-to-alulate, while the propagator evaluated at Λnal is just
the ordinary free propagator G0(Λnal) = G0, we an try to solve (2.23) with the initial
ondition X(Λinitial) = X[G0(Λinitial)] to ompute our desired quantity X[G0(Λnal)]. A
`simple' X[G0(Λinitial)] is in partiular obtained by utting out all degrees of freedom,
that is hoosing G0(Λinitial) = 0, whih will be our future hoie.
If X depends on other independent variables ϕi (suh as Γ({φ¯}, {φ})), we an expand
it into a Taylor series with oeients µi desribing our physial system (suh as the
self-energy), assuming that we have hosen an appropriate expansion point ϕ˜i. (2.23)
will then provide an innite hierarhy of ow equations for the expansion oeients.
Solving this hierarhy is equivalent to solving the original ow equation for arbitrary
values of the variables ϕi.
One ould immediately argue that in general we are already unable to alulate the
partition funtion of an interating problem, and hene we will totally fail in solving
innitely many oupled dierential equations whose solution would provide us with
omplete knowledge of our system of orrelated fermions. This is ertainly true. The
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fundamental point is that for a suitable hoie of X there is physial reasoning to trun-
ate the innite hierarhy of ow equations for the expansion oeients, rendering their
solution (at least numerially) easy. The generating funtional of the vertex funtions
will turn out to be that suitable hoie if we want to set up an approximation whih
treats the two-partile interation perturbatively, justifying our extensive elaboration
on it.
2.2.1 Flow Equations of Conneted Green Funtions
We will for the moment refrain from setting up a ow equation for the generating
funtional of the vertex funtions and turn to the onneted Green funtions instead.
The ow equations of the latter will be of no further interest, but they will failitate
the omputation of the former.
For onveniene, we replae the full partition funtion in the denominator of (2.7) by
the noninterating one, so that we start out with the following funtional
W({η¯} , {η} ,Λ) = 1Z0(Λ)
∫
Dψ¯ψ exp
{
S0(Λ)− Sint − (ψ¯, η)− (η¯, ψ)
}
. (2.24)
This replaement hangesWc and Γ only by the trivial onstant ln(Z0), while all higher-
order funtions Gcm>0 and γm>0 remain unaeted. In order to derive the ow equation
for the generating funtional of the onneted Green funtions, we have to ompute the
derivative
W˙c(Λ) = 1W(Λ)∂Λ
[
1
Z0(Λ)
∫
Dψ¯ψ exp
{
S0(Λ)− Sint − (ψ¯, η) − (η¯, ψ)
}]
. (2.25)
Therefore we rst alulate
∂Λ
eS0(Λ)
Z0(Λ) =
1
Z0(Λ) S˙0(Λ)e
S0(Λ) −
(
1
Z0(Λ)
)2
eS0(Λ)∂ΛZ0(Λ)
=
1
Z0(Λ) S˙0(Λ)e
S0(Λ) −
(
1
Z0(Λ)
)2
eS0(Λ)
∫
Dψ¯ψ S˙0(Λ)eS0(Λ)
=
eS0(Λ)
Z0(Λ)

(ψ¯, ∂Λ[G0(Λ)]−1ψ)−∑
k,k′
{∫ Dψ¯ψ
Z0(Λ) ψ¯kψk
′eS0(Λ) · ∂Λ[G0(Λ)]−1k,k′
}
=
eS0(Λ)
Z0(Λ)
[(
ψ¯, ∂Λ[G0(Λ)]−1ψ
)− Tr (G0(Λ)∂Λ[G0(Λ)]−1)] ,
whih allows for rewriting (2.25) in the simple form
W˙c(Λ) = −Tr (G0(Λ)∂Λ[G0(Λ)]−1)− 1W(Λ)
(
δ
δη
, ∂Λ[G0(Λ)]−1 δ
δη¯
)
W(Λ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:X
. (2.26)
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If we eliminate W in the seond term,
X = e−W
c(Λ)
(
δ
δη
, ∂Λ[G0(Λ)]−1 δ
δη¯
)
eW
c(Λ)
=
(
δWc(Λ)
δη
, ∂Λ[G0(Λ)]−1 δW
c(Λ)
δη¯
)
+
(
δ
δη
, ∂Λ[G0(Λ)]−1 δ
δη¯
)
Wc(Λ)
=
(
δWc(Λ)
δη
, ∂Λ[G0(Λ)]−1 δW
c(Λ)
δη¯
)
+
∑
k,k′
[
δ2Wc(Λ)
δηkδη¯k′
∂Λ[G0(Λ)]−1k,k′
]
=
(
δWc(Λ)
δη
, ∂Λ[G0(Λ)]−1 δW
c(Λ)
δη¯
)
− Tr
(
∂Λ[G0(Λ)]−1 δ
2Wc(Λ)
δη¯δη
)
,
we are nally able to write down an analyti expression for the ow equation of the
generating funtional of the onneted Green funtions,
W˙c(Λ) =− Tr (G0(Λ)∂Λ[G0(Λ)]−1)+ Tr(∂Λ[G0(Λ)]−1 δ2Wc(Λ)
δη¯δη
)
−
(
δWc(Λ)
δη
, ∂Λ[G0(Λ)]−1 δW
c(Λ)
δη¯
)
.
(2.27)
Having solved this dierential equation, we an alulate the grand anonial potential,
5
−T lnZ = −TGc0 − T lnZ0 = −TGc0(Λ = Λ1)− T lnZ0.
Sine the ow equation for the generating funtional of the Green funtions follows
diretly from (2.26), we write it down for reasons of ompleteness
W˙(Λ) = −
[
Tr
(G0(Λ)∂Λ[G0(Λ)]−1)+ ( δ
δη
, ∂Λ[G0(Λ)]−1 δ
δη¯
)]
W(Λ).
2.2.2 Flow Equations of the Vertex Funtions
Flow Equation of the Generating Funtional
We will now ompute the ow equations for our primary quantity of interest, the vertex
funtions. We start out by simply dierentiating (2.11) with respet to Λ, bearing in
mind that the elds η and η¯ have to be expressed in terms of φ and φ¯ via (2.12) and
therefore aquire a Λ-dependene. We obtain
Γ˙(
{
φ¯
}
, {φ} ,Λ) = − d
dΛ
Wc({η¯(Λ)} , {η(Λ)} ,Λ) − (φ¯, η˙(Λ))− ( ˙¯η(Λ), φ) + (φ¯, ∂Λ[G0]−1φ)
= −W˙c −
∑
k
[
η˙k
δWc
δηk
+ ˙¯ηk
δWc
δη¯k
]
− (φ¯, η˙)− ( ˙¯η, φ) + (φ¯, ∂Λ[G0]−1φ)
(2.12)
= −W˙c({η¯(Λ)} , {η(Λ)} ,Λ) + (φ¯, ∂Λ[G0]−1φ)
(2.27)
= Tr
(G0(Λ)∂Λ[G0(Λ)]−1)− Tr(∂Λ[G0(Λ)]−1 δ2Wc(Λ)
δη¯δη
)
(2.17)
= Tr
(G0(Λ)∂Λ[G0(Λ)]−1)− Tr(∂Λ[G0(Λ)]−1V(1,1)(φ¯, φ,Λ)) ,
(2.28)
5
Remember our replaement Z → Z0 in the denominator of (2.24).
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where the dot on top of Wc denotes the outer derivative, and we have dened V(1,1) as
the (1,1) - element of the matrix equation (2.17) that relates the derivatives of Wc to
those of Γ (at arbitrary values of the external elds).
Flow Equations of Vertex Funtions
In order to expand it into a Taylor series, we rewrite (2.17) as
V(Λ) =

 δ2Γδφ¯δφ + [G0]−1 δ2Γδφ¯δφ¯
δ2Γ
δφδφ
δ2Γ
δφδφ¯
−
[[G0]−1]T

−1
=
[(
[G(Λ)]−1 0
0 − [[G(Λ)]−1]T
)
+
(
U(Λ) δ2Γ(Λ)
δφ¯δφ¯
δ2Γ(Λ)
δφδφ −U(Λ)
)]−1
=−
[
1−
(−G(Λ) 0
0 [G(Λ)]T
)
·
(
U(Λ) δ2Γ(Λ)
δφ¯δφ¯
δ2Γ(Λ)
δφδφ −U(Λ)
)]−1
︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:Vˆ
·
(−G(Λ) 0
0 [G(Λ)]T
)
,
with U(φ¯, φ,Λ) being the dierene of the one-partile vertex funtion and the seond
derivative of Γ evaluated at arbitrary external elds,
U(Λ) : = δ
2Γ(Λ)
δφ¯δφ
− δ
2Γ(Λ)
δφ¯δφ
∣∣∣
φ=φ¯=0
=
δ2Γ(Λ)
δφ¯δφ
− γ1(Λ)
=
δ2Γ(Λ)
δφ¯δφ
− [G(Λ)]−1 + [G0(Λ)]−1.
Dening V˜ := Vˆ(1,1), (2.28) an be ast in the following form,
Γ˙(Λ) = Tr
(G0(Λ)∂Λ[G0(Λ)]−1)− Tr(G(Λ)∂Λ[G0(Λ)]−1V˜(Λ)) . (2.29)
Of ourse there is no new physial insight in (2.29) as it is just a dierent formulation
of (2.28) with renamed variables. But these new variables allow for a Taylor expan-
sion, whih will be useful to derive ordinary dierential equations from the funtional
dierential equation (2.29). Namely,
V˜(Λ) = 1− GU + GUGU − G δ
2Γ
δφ¯δφ¯
GT δ
2Γ(Λ)
δφδφ
+ . . . , (2.30)
where we have written down all terms up to seond order of the geometri series.
Next, we expand Γ(φ¯, φ,Λ) around φ¯ = φ = 0,
Γ(φ¯, φ,Λ) =
∞∑
m=0
(−1)m
(m!)2
∑
k′1...k
′
m
∑
k1...km
γm(k
′
1, . . . , k
′
m; k1, . . . , km; Λ)φ¯k′1 . . . φ¯k′mφkm . . . φk1 ,
whih by substitution into (2.29) sets up ow equations for the physial meaningful
expansion oeients γm. For γ0 we obtain
γ˙0(Λ) = Tr
(G0(Λ)∂Λ[G0(Λ)]−1)− Tr (G(Λ)∂Λ[G0(Λ)]−1) ,
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whih is the rst term in (2.29) together with the zeroth order ontribution of V˜ to the
seond term, sine U as well as δ2Γ
δφ¯δφ¯
and
δ2Γ
δφδφ are at least of seond order in the elds.
6
Flow of the Self-Energy
To set up the ow equation for γ1, we have to ompute the part of V˜ that is linear in
φ¯φ. It is given by
V˜ lin = 1
(2!)2
δ2
δφ¯q′δφq
∑
k′1,k
′
2,k1,k2
γ2(k
′
1, k
′
2; k1, k2; Λ)φ¯k′1 φ¯k′2φk2φk1
= −
∑
k′,k
γ2(k
′, q′; k, q; Λ)φ¯k′φk,
where we have used that by onstrution it follows that
γ2(k
′
1, k
′
2; k1, k2; Λ) = −γ2(k′2, k′1; k1, k2; Λ),
and likewise for the interhange of k1 and k2. Comparison of the oeients of the
term linear in φ¯φ on the left- and right hand side of (2.29) now yields the desired ow
equation,
γ˙1(k
′; k; Λ) = Tr
(G(Λ)∂Λ[G0(Λ)]−1G(Λ)γ2(k′, ; k, ; Λ)) , (2.31)
with γ2(k
′, ; k, ) denoting a matrix with indies [γ2(k′, ; k, )]q′,q := γ2(k′, q′; k, q). The
self-energy ouples diretly into this equation via the full propagator, G(Λ).
The Flow of γ2 and Higher-Order Funtions
In order to derive a ow equation for the two-partile vertex, we have to nd all terms
on the right hand side of (2.29) (or rather of (2.30)) ontaining four external elds.
Again, by omparison of oeients we obtain
γ˙2(k
′
1, k
′
2; k1, k2; Λ) =Tr
(G(Λ)∂Λ[G0(Λ)]−1G(Λ)γ3(k′1, k′2, ; k1, k2, ; Λ))
−Tr (G(Λ)∂Λ[G0(Λ)]−1G(Λ)γ2( , ; k1, k2; Λ)[G(Λ)]T γ2( , ; k1, k2; Λ))
−Tr
[
G(Λ)∂Λ[G0(Λ)]−1G(Λ)γ2(k′1, ; k1, ; Λ)G(Λ)γ2(k′2, ; k2, ; Λ)
− [k′1 ↔ k′2]− [k1 ↔ k2] + [k′1 ↔ k′2, k1 ↔ k2]
]
.
(2.32)
The oupling to the three-partile vertex γ3 emerges from the part that is proportional
to φ¯φ¯φφ in the seond term of (2.30), while the seond term results from the quadrati
part of G δ2Γ
δφ¯δφ¯
GT δ2Γ(Λ)δφδφ (the fourth term of (2.30)). The last four terms arise from
GUGU (third term of (2.30)) after anti-symmetrisation of the oeient of the quadrati
6
For
δ2Γ
δφ¯δφ¯
and
δ2Γ
δφδφ
this follows beause all terms in the Taylor expansion that not ontaining an
equal number of elds φ¯ and φ vanish (unless we are in a phase of broken symmetry), while for U all
zeroth order terms are anelled by denition.
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FIG. 2.1: Diagrammati representation of the ow equation for the self-energy (2.31).
part (this is neessary sine it is not anti-symmetri by itself; or put dierently: anti-
symmetrisation will naturally our when writing down all possible ways of mathing
the oeients on both sides of (2.29)).
We ould pursue this game forever and forever, writing down ow equations for the
vertex funtions of arbitrary order that would always turn out to ouple to even higher-
order funtions. After having derived all these expressions (whih is impossible) we
would have to solve innitely many oupled dierential equations (whih is impossible
as well). Fortunately, having onsidered vertex funtions will turn out to have been a
very lever hoie, beause their ow beomes negletible with inreasing order if one
assumes the two-partile interation to be small. In fat, it will be suient to treat
the innite hierarhy only up to the seond order (setting all other vertex funtions to
zero), and the orresponding ow equations were derived in this setion.
The general struture of the higher-order equations, however, should have beome
lear by now. The ow equation for γm ontains one term involving γm+1 as well as
ontributions from all lower orders (exept from γ0). For example, the ow of γ1 (2.31)
is determined by γ2 and by γ1 itself (via G).
Feynman Diagrams
It is often onvenient to denote the matrix summations appearing on the right hand side
of an arbitrary-order ow equation in analogy with Feynman diagrams. A m-partile
vertex is symbolised by a dot with 2m external lines, and there are two (and only two,
as should be lear from (2.30)) ombinations that involve γ1 on the right hand side of
(2.29), namely G(Λ) and G(Λ)∂Λ[G(Λ)]−1G(Λ), and they are represented by a single line
or a rossed-out line, respetively. The quantity G(Λ)∂Λ[G(Λ)]−1G(Λ) =: S(Λ) is also
alled single-sale propagator. As for ordinary Feynman diagrams, summation over all
internal lines is impliitly assumed. An example for the ow of the self-energy is shown
in Fig. 2.1.
Initial Conditions
Up to now we have not thought of the initial onditions that are neessary for the
solution of all the aforementioned dierential equations to be well-dened. It is of
ourse possible to derive these onditions analytially [Meden 1998℄, but here we only
give a very simple diagrammati argument. Sine at the beginning of the ow we want
to ut out all degrees of freedom, that is G0(Λinitial) = 0, all diagrams ontaining a
nite number of free propagators are zero. The only nonvanishing diagram is the pure
interation v¯ (its external legs G0 have been amputated by denition). Therefore the
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initial generating funtional reads
Γ(Λinitial) =
1
4
∑
i,j,k,l
v¯i,j,k,lφ¯iφ¯jφlφk,
and the initial onditions for ow equations of the vertex funtions are given by
γ2(k
′
1, k
′
2; k1, k2; Λ
initial) = v¯k′1,k′2,k1,k2 (2.33)
for m = 2, and
γm(Λ
initial) = 0 (2.34)
otherwise.
7
2.2.3 Trunation Shemes
General Arguments
As mentioned above, we need to trunate the innite hierarhy of ow equations for the
vertex funtions in order to render it solvable. In this setion, we will set up a trunation
sheme that is valid in the limit of a small two-partile interation v¯. It will turn out,
however, that despite its perturbative nature the resulting nite set of equations will
be suient in desribing the eets of `fairly large' interations even on a quantitative
level in all situations onsidered in this thesis (we will disuss the limitations of this
approximation in the last hapter).
The right hand side of the ow equation for eah vertex funtion γm ontains ontri-
butions from γm+1 as well as from all lower-order verties. At the beginning of the fRG
ow, all funtions γm exept for the two-partile interation γ2(Λ = ∞) = v¯ vanish,
so that all verties γm with m 6= 2 are generated only by v¯. Now, the fundamental
point in setting up a trunation sheme perturbative in the interation is the following.
Sine we are onsidering vertex funtions, an m-partile vertex γm(Λ) has to be irre-
duible for arbitrary hoie of Λ. In partiular, it an only be generated by irreduible
diagrams on the right hand side of (2.30). Sine there are no suh diagrams with 2m
external (amputated) legs that ontain less than m terms v¯,8 all vertex funtions γm6=2
are generated by terms that are at least of order m in the interation. If the latter is
initially small and stays small for all Λ it is justied to ut the innite hierarhy of ow
equations at a ertain order, negleting the ow of all higher-order vertex funtions.
Approximation Shemes
The very simplest approximation that emerges from these onsiderations is to neglet
the ow of all verties exept the one for the self-energy. This leaves us with one single
equation (remember that G = [(G0)−1 + γ1]−1),
γ˙1(k
′; k; Λ) = Tr
(G(Λ)∂Λ[G0(Λ)]−1G(Λ)γ2(k′, ; k, ; Λ = 0))
=
∑
q,q′
[G(Λ)∂Λ[G0(Λ)]−1G(Λ)]q,q′ v¯k′,q′,k,q, (2.35)
7
Sometimes one absorbs some additional one-partile terms Vk′,k into the interating part of the
ation (S
int
). The initial ondition for γ1 in then reads γ1(k
′; k; Λinitial) = Vk′,k.
8
Consider for example the three-partile vertex. There is one possibility to write down a diagram
with two interation verties and six external (amputated) legs, but this diagrams ontains one single-
partile line onneting the interation verties, rendering it reduible.
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whih is easy to takle numerially (and sometimes an even be solved analytially).
Sine the bare interation v¯ is frequeny-independent, the self-energy will not aquire
a frequeny dependene during the ow, so that the eet of the interation is just
to renormalize the single-partile energies of our system by γ1(Λ
nal), allowing for an
(eetive) one-partile interpretation.
The next logial step would be to onsider the oupled ow equations of the self-
energy and the two-partile vertex. Unfortunately the resulting problem would not be
frequeny-independent any more, so that we would again have to solve innitely many
oupled equations (beause we have innitely many Matsubara frequenies). Therefore
we implement another approximation: we neglet all frequeny-dependenies of the two-
partile vertex exept for frequeny onservation, whih we have expliitly inluded in
v¯ and whih is onserved by the ow equation (sine G0 is diagonal in frequeny spae).
As the bare interation is frequeny-independent, this will lead to errors only of seond
order for the self-energy, and of third order for the two-partile vertex. Alltogether,
(2.31) and (2.32) an then be reast as
γ˙1(k
′; k; Λ) =
∑
iωn
∑
q,q′
[G(iωn,Λ)∂Λ[G0(iωn,Λ)]−1G(iωn,Λ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:S(iωn,Λ)
]q,q′γ2(k
′, q′; k, q; Λ) (2.36)
for the ow of the self-energy, and
γ˙2(k
′
1, k
′
2; k1, k2; Λ) =∑
iωn
∑
s′,q′,s,q
[
− Sq,q′(iωn,Λ)γ2(q′, s′; k1, k2; Λ)Gs,s′(−iωn,Λ)γ2(k′1, k′2; s, q; Λ)
−
{
Sq,q′(iωn,Λ)γ2(k′1, q′; k1, s; Λ)Gs,s′(iωn,Λ)γ2(k′2, s′; k2, q; Λ)
− [k′1 ↔ k′2]− [k1 ↔ k2] + [k′1 ↔ k′2, k1 ↔ k2]
}]
(2.37)
for the ow of the eetive interation (as we will all the frequeny-independent two-
partile vertex from now on). Here all the labels ki only denote the single-partile
quantum numbers, the frequeny-dependene has been written out expliitly. It will
turn out that the remaining summations over the Matsubara frequeny iωn an be
easily performed if we introdue a sharp uto in frequeny spae.
Also this more elaborate approximation sheme yields a self-energy γ1(Λ
nal) that
is frequeny-independent, whih will again failitate gaining further insights into our
upoming results as it allows for an interpretation in a simple eetive single-partile
piture.
9
Symmetries
By applying the aforementioned approximations, we have boiled down the innite hi-
erarhy of ow equations to N2 + N4 oupled ordinary dierential equations, where
9
A word of warning is in order. If the whole eet of the interation is to renormalize the single-
partile energy of our system, the properties of this eetive system an of ourse be interpreted very
easily due to its noninterating nature. This does, however, not answer the question why the interation
partiularly renormalizes the levels the way it does.
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N denotes the number of single-partile quantum numbers that dene our interating
system. For all N onsidered in this thesis (N ≤ 8), this set an be solved very easily by
diret implementation on a state-of-the-art personal omputer. However, if one wants
to even further speed up the numeris, one should realise that many ow equations are
still redundant sine up to now we have not exploited any symmetries.
The most obvious symmetry to redue the number of independent equations is the
(anti)symmetry of the two-partile vertex. By denition, the bare interation v¯ is sym-
metri under the exhange of the rst with the last two indies, and it is antisymmetri
under the exhange of the rst or the last indies, respetively. These symmetries
are onserved by the ow equation (2.37). For the rst term on the right hand side
onservation of the symmetry is seen if one onsiders
Sq,q′(iωn,Λ)γ2(q′, s′; k′1, k′2; Λ)Gs,s′(−iωn,Λ)γ2(k1, k2; s, q; Λ)
= Sq,q′(iωn,Λ)γ2(s, q; k1, k2; Λ)Gs,s′(−iωn,Λ)γ2(k′1, k′2; q′, s′; Λ)
= Sq′,q(−iωn,Λ)γ2(q, s; k1, k2; Λ)Gs′,s(iωn,Λ)γ2(k′1, k′2; s′, q′; Λ),
where we have used Gs,s′(iωn) = −Gs′,s(−iωn) as well as (2.39). Renaming the sum-
mation indies (q ↔ q′, s ↔ s′, iωn → −iωn) then yields the desired symmetry under
exhange of the rst with the last indies. For the seond term this follows diretly
from the denition, and it is obvious that (2.37) preserves the anti-symmetry of the
two-partile vertex as well.
10
The seond important symmetry of the equations (2.36) and (2.37) is spin onserva-
tion. If the bare interation and the free propagator are spin-onserving, no terms that
are non-diagonal in spin spae an be generated by the ow.
Comparison to Ordinary Perturbation Theory
In order to render the innite hierarhy of ow equations solvable, we have applied a
trunation sheme valid in the limit of vanishing strength of the two-partile interation.
One ould now immediately ask why suh a perturbative approah should be superior
to ordinary perturbation theory (whih does not require 20 pages of elaboration on
funtional integrals to be set up). This, however, an already be seen by onsidering
only the very simplest approximation, the ow equation for the self-energy with the
two-partile vertex set to its initial value v¯ (2.35),
γ˙1(k
′; k; iωn; Λ) =
∑
iωn
∑
q,q′
[G(iωn,Λ)∂Λ[G0(iωn,Λ)]−1G(iωn,Λ)]q,q′ v¯k′,q′,k,q
≈
∑
iωn
∑
q,q′
[−∂Λ[G0(iωn,Λ)]−1]q,q′ v¯k′,q′,k,q.
In the seond line we have furthermore replaed the full propagator G by the noninter-
ating one, negleting the self-energy. The integration an then be performed trivially,
leading to
γ1(k
′; k; iωn; Λnal) ≈ −
∑
iωn
∑
q,q′
[G0(iωn)]−1q,q′ v¯k′,q′,k,q,
10
The two-partile vertex is of ourse antisymmetri for arbitrary hoie of Λ. But sine we are only
omputing an approximation for the exat vertex it is, however, not from the beginning obvious that
this approximate vertex obeys the same antisymmetry relations.
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whih is preisely the expression that would have followed from rst order perturbation
theory, but it is only reovered beause we have made a further approximation within
our original ow equation. To say it the other way round, (2.35) has to orrespond
to a summation of more than rst order diagrams. In fat, it will turn out that in all
situations onsidered in this thesis, the funtional renormalization group will produe
results far superior to those of perturbation theory.
2.2.4 Speiation of a Cuto
Introdution of a Sharp Cuto
The only remaining step now is to speify a ertain form of the Λ-dependent propagator
G0(Λ). As mentioned above, we hoose Λ to be an infrared uto in frequeny spae,
namely
G0(iωn,Λ) = Θ(|ωn| − Λ)G0(iωn). (2.38)
We have employed a `sharp' Θ - funtion uto to simplify our alulations and to speed
up the numeris
11
(in partiular to make it possible to arry out the summation over
the Matsubara frequenies in (2.36) and (2.37) analytially). Sine we want to ut out
all degrees of freedom at the beginning of the ow, we hoose Λinitial = ∞, and we set
Λnal = 0 to reover the original free propagator.
Carrying Out the Freqeny Integrals: Morris' Lemma
In order to perform the remaining frequeny summation in the ow equations for the
self-energy and the eetive interation, we onsider
S(iωn,Λ) = G(iωn,Λ)∂Λ[G0(iωn,Λ)]−1G(iωn,Λ)
=
G0Θ
1 + G0Θγ1 [G
0Θ]−1G0δ[G0Θ]−1 G
0Θ
1 + G0Θγ1
=
G0δ
(1 + G0Θγ1)2
= δ∂Θ
[ G0Θ
1 + G0Θγ1
]
= δ(|ωn| − Λ)∂ΘG(iωn,Λ).
(2.39)
In the zero-temperature limit, on whih we will mainly fous within this thesis, we an
write the summation over Matsubara frequenies as an integral,
∑
iωn
→ (2πT )−1 ∫ dω,
11
Of ourse the speial hoie of the uto should not inuene the underlying physis. It an
nevertheless eet the quality of the results obtained. We will, however, not elaborate on this issue
here.
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and with the help of (2.39), (2.36) beomes
γ˙1(k
′; k; Λ) =
1
2π
∫
dω
∑
q,q′
Sq,q′(iω,Λ)γ2(k′, q′; k, q; Λ)
=
1
2π
∫
dω
∑
q,q′
δ(|ω| − Λ)∂ΘGq,q′(iω,Λ)γ2(k′, q′; k, q; Λ)
(∗)
=
1
2π
∫
dω
∑
q,q′
δ(|ω| − Λ)
∫ 1
0
dt
{
∂tGq,q′(iω,Λ;Θ→ t)
}
γ2(k
′, q′; k, q; Λ)
=
1
2π
∫
dω
∑
q,q′
δ(|ω| − Λ)G˜q,q′(iω,Λ)γ2(k′, q′; k, q; Λ)
=
1
2π
∑
ω=±Λ
∑
q,q′
G˜q,q′(iω,Λ)γ2(k′, q′; k, q; Λ).
(2.40)
The fator of T was anelled by one impliitly ontained in the two-partile vertex γ2
via the initial ondition (2.34) (beause we have initially absorbed a fator of β−1 into
the bare interation whih we will from now on onsequently think of not ontaining
the temperature any more), and we have introdued
G˜(Λ) := 1
[G0]−1 + γ1(Λ) .
The identity (∗) is the so-alled Morris' lemma that allows for evaluating the at rst
sight ambiguous produt of a δ- with a Θ-funtion, assuming that the sharp uto Θ is
implemented as a limit of inreasingly sharp broadened uto funtions Θǫ→0 [Morris
1994℄,
δǫ(x− Λ)f [Θǫ(x− Λ)]→ δ(x − Λ)
∫ 1
0
f(t)dt,
with f being a ontinuous but otherwise arbitrary funtion. The funtional form of Θǫ
for nite ǫ does not aet the result in the limit ǫ→ 0.
To show how the frequeny summation in the ow equation for the eetive interation
is performed, we examine∑
iωn
Sq,q′(iωn,Λ)Gs,s′(∓iωn,Λ)
=
β
2π
∫
dω δ(|ω| − Λ)
∫ 1
0
dt
{
∂t[Gq,q′(iω,Λ,Θ→ t)]Gs,s′(∓iω,Λ,Θ→ t)
}
=
β
2π
∫
dω δ(|ω| − Λ)
∫ 1
0
dt
{
1
2
∂t[Gq,q′(iω,Λ,Θ→ t)Gs,s′(∓iω,Λ,Θ→ t)]
}
=
β
4π
∫
dω δ(|ω| − Λ)G˜q,q′(iω,Λ)G˜s,s′(∓iω,Λ)
=
β
4π
∑
ω=±Λ
G˜q,q′(iω,Λ)G˜s,s′(∓iω,Λ).
The third line follows beause (2.37) is symmetri under the exhange of the summation
indies (s↔ q, s′ ↔ q′, iωn → ∓iωn) (by preisely the same argument used to show the
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symmetry under the exhange of the rst and the last two external indies). Altogether,
the ow equation for the eetive interation an then be ast in the form
γ˙2(k
′
1, k
′
2; k1, k2; Λ) =
1
2π
∑
ω=±Λ
∑
s′,q′,s,q
[
− 1
2
G˜q,q′(iω,Λ)γ2(q′, s′; k1, k2; Λ)G˜s,s′(−iω,Λ)γ2(k′1, k′2; s, q; Λ)
− G˜q,q′(iω,Λ)γ2(k′1, q′; k1, s; Λ)G˜s,s′(iω,Λ)γ2(k′2, s′; k2, q; Λ)
+ G˜q,q′(iω,Λ)γ2(k′2, q′; k1, s; Λ)G˜s,s′(iω,Λ)γ2(k′1, s′; k2, q; Λ)
]
.
(2.41)
The speial form of the uto has ompletely disappeared from both (2.40) and (2.41),
ruling numerial problems due to the `disontinuous' δ-funtion out from the beginning.
Finite Temperatures
At nonzero temperatures one annot replae the frequeny summation in (2.36) and
(2.37) by an integral. However, using
∑
iωn
=
∫
dω
∑
n δ(ω−ωn) we an reast the ow
equations for A = {γ1, γ2} as
A˙ =
∫
dω
2π
2πT
∑
n
δ(ω − ωn)Θ˙(|ω| − Λ)B(Θ, ω),
with an appropriate hoie of B. If we implement the sharp uto Θ as a limit of
inreasingly sharp uto funtions we annot apply Morris' lemma beause the right
hand side of the ow equations is now disontinuous. Choosing a smooth uto instead
would though not giving rise to oneptional problems onsiderably slow down the
numeris. One way out of the misery that was originally proposed by [Enss 2005b℄ is
to take the limits in a dierent order. If we rst replae δ(ω − ωn) by a ontinuous
δ-funtion δx(ω − ωn) sharply entred around ω = ωn, we an implement the sharp
uto and apply Morris' lemma,
A˙ =
∫
dω
2π
2πT
∑
n
δx(ω − ωn)δ(|ω| − Λ)B˜(ω)
=
∫
dω
2π
2πT
∑
n
δx(ω − ωn)δ(|ω| − Λ)B˜(ωn)
= T
∑
n
δx(Λ− |ωn|)B˜(ωn),
again assuming an appropriate B˜. If we hoose δx to be a box of height (2πT )
−1
and
width 2πT , we obtain
A˙ =
1
2π
∑
|ωn|≈Λ
B˜(ωn), (2.42)
whih is exatly the zero temperature ow equation, but with the ontinuous ω = ±Λ
replaed by the disrete Matsubara frequeny nearest to Λ, ωn ≈ ±Λ.
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Again: Initial Conditions
We have dropped all onvergene fators exp(iω0+) when we initially replaed the
imaginary-time funtional integral for the partition funtion (2.1) by its pendant in
frequeny spae (2.5). For nite Λ this exponential fator is irrelevant in the above ow
equations, but we need it to dene their initial onditions at Λinitial =∞ properly. This
an be seen if one integrates (2.40) from innity down to some arbitrary large Λ0, whih
yields a nite value,
1
2π
lim
Λ0→∞
∫ Λ0
∞
dΛ
∑
ω=±Λ
∑
q,q′
eiω0
+ G˜(iω,Λ)γ2(k′, q′; k, q; Λ)
=
1
2π
lim
Λ0→∞
∫ Λ0
∞
dΛ
∑
ω=±Λ
∑
q,q′
eiω0
+ δq,q′
iω
v¯k′,q′,k,q +O(Λ
−1
0 )
=
1
π
lim
Λ0→∞
∑
q
v¯k′,q,k,q
∫ Λ0
∞
dΛ
{
sin(Λ0+)
Λ
}
+O(Λ−10 )
=
1
π
lim
Λ0→∞
∑
q
v¯k′,q,k,q
[ ∫ 0
Λ0
dΛ
{
sin(Λ0+)
Λ
}
︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0
−
∫ ∞
0
dΛ
{
sin(Λ0+)
Λ
}
︸ ︷︷ ︸
=π
2
]
+O(Λ−10 )
=− 1
2
∑
q
v¯k′,q,k,q.
(2.43)
In the seond line we have replaed the two-partile vertex by its value at Λ =∞, and
we have used that G˜q,q′(iω) ω→∞−→ δq,q′iω [Negele&Orland 1988℄. With these onsiderations,
the initial onditions (2.33) and (2.34) read
γ1(k
′; k; Λinitial →∞) = −Vk′,k − 1
2
∑
q
v¯k′,q,k,q
γ2(k
′
1, k
′
2; k1, k2; Λ
initial →∞) = v¯k′1,k′2,k1,k2 ,
(2.44)
with Vk′,k being an additional one-partile potential not inluded in the free propaga-
tor.
12
We an now start the integration of the ow equations at some large arbitrary Λ0
disarding the exponential onvergene fator, whih is espeially important beause in
general this integration has to be arried out numerially.
Is Everything Well-Dened?
Finally, a few general words about potentially ill-dened expressions are in order. If we
ut out all degrees of freedom at the beginning of the fRG ow, we have to take are
of all those terms that ontain a divsion by the free propagator G0(Λ = ∞) = 0. One
suh term is the rst one in (2.29), but it is anelled by a ontribution from the seond
term if we put in the expansion G = G0 − G0γ1G0 + . . .. Otherwise, ∂Λ[G0]−1 appears
only in the well-dened ombination
G0∂Λ[G0]−1G0 = δ(|ω| − Λ)G0,
12
As explained above, suh a potential an be inluded in S
int
on from the beginning and will aet
the whole fRG sheme only via the initial onditions (2.33) and (2.34).
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so that there are no ill-dened expressions in the ow equation (2.29) if we hoose a
sharp uto.
13
13
At least if we implement it as the limit of inreasingly sharp broadenend uto funtions, as argued
above.
Chapter 3
Quantum Dots
Quantum dots, whih is the usual name for mesosopially onned eletrons, are re-
ently of great experimental interest. This is mainly due to their `possible' appliation in
nano-eletron devies and for quantum information proessing [Loss&DiVinenzo 1998℄.
The simplest realisation of a quantum dot system is the so-alled single-eletron tran-
sistor (SET), whih ontains a `droplet' of loalised eletrons oupled by tunnelling bar-
riers to a sea of deloalised eletrons (the `leads'). An external voltage an be applied by
soure and drain ontats. If the dot is small enough one would expet its energy level
spaing to be large, so that only a few levels must be onsidered, at least if the temper-
ature is suiently low. The simplest model to desribe suh a situation theoretially
is the famous single-impurity Anderson model (SIAM). If one onsiders the simplest
ase of only one level ontaining spin up and spin down eletrons, in the zero tempera-
ture limit one would intuitively expet a urrent to ow if the single-partile energy of
this level Vg rosses the Fermi energy of the leads, the lineshape of the linear-response
ondutane G(Vg) only broadened due to the oupling of the onned eletrons to the
latter. This follows indeed if we solve the SIAM assuming that the spin up and down
eletrons do not interat. The lineshape observed in the experiment [GGKSMM 1998℄
is, however, not Lorentzian but rather box-like onsistent with the SIAM preditions
if we take into aount a suiently large loal interation. This enhanement of the
ondutane is in ontrast to the simple piture that the usual eet of the interation,
the Coulomb repulsion, in ombination with the spatial onnement of the eletrons
should lead to harge quantisation and Coulomb blokade transport properties. It is
due to the Kondo eet whih is generally ative below the Kondo temperature if a dot
with arbitrary many levels and the level spaing being muh larger than the level broad-
ening is oupied by an odd number of eletrons. Thus Kondo orrelation physis is the
basis for the use of a single quantum dot as a nano-transistor, sine the ondutane
properties an be manipulated by adding or removing single eletrons.
In this hapter we will introdue a Hamiltonian that desribes more omplex geome-
tries ontaining several dots and/or several levels with arbitrary level spaing. We will
assume two-partile interations to be present between the loalised eletrons in the
dots (the `interation region') while we model the soure and drain as noninterating
semi-innite tight-binding leads. For appliation of the fRG, the latter have to be pro-
jeted out in order to get a nite set of ow equations. Finally we will show how the
ondutane through the dots an be omputed in an approah beyond single-partile
sattering theory whih is used to desribe transport if no orrelations are present.
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3.1 General Setup
3.1.1 Experimental Realisation
A frequently used method to fabriate quantum dot systems (suh as the aforemen-
tioned SET devie) is to employ GaAs/AlGaAs heterostrutures whih ontain a two-
dimensional eletron gas that results from the eletroni properties of the dierent
layers. Adding metalli gates and applying a negative voltage exludes the eletrons
from regions right below these eletrodes, rendering it possible to separate a small re-
gion (the quantum dot) from the rest of the heterostruture by tunnelling barries whih
strength an be tuned by hanging the applied voltage. The energy of the dot relative
to the eletron gas an be ontrolled by an additional gate eletrode with potential Vg.
By adding drain and soure ontats one an then measure the linear response ondu-
tane G as a funtion of Vg by swithing on a small bias voltage. A sanning eletron
mirosope (SEM) piture that shows a SET used to measure the G(Vg) dependeny
at very low temperatures exhibiting the typial Kondo box-like lineshape is shown in
Fig. 3.1. Tehnial details on the fabriation of the quantum dot system an be found
in [GSMAMK 1998℄.
At T = 0, whih is a meaningful limit sine in experiments the temperature an be
FIG. 3.1: SEM piture of a GaAs/AlGaAs
heterostruture and metalli gate eletrodes.
The eletrode on the right and the upper
and lower ones on the left dene the quan-
tum dot and ontrol the strength of the tun-
nelling barriers to the rest of the eletron
gas (the `leads') by varying the magnitude
of the applied voltage. The middle eletrode
on the left an be used to hange the energy
of the dot. Soure and drain ontats are
not shown. (Reprinted by permission from
Mamillan Publishers Ltd: Nature 391, 156,
opyright 1998.)
FIG. 3.2: SEM image of a two-path inter-
ferometer formed on a GaAs/AlGaAs het-
erostruture. Eletrons an travel from
the emitter (E) to the olletor (C) either
through the referene arm (right path) or
through the quantum dot (QD, left path)
whih are separated by an island. The
ground regions (B) are based and serve as
draining reservoirs, ensuring that interfer-
ene is only between the two path. The en-
ergy of the QD is ontrolled via a plunger
gate voltage. An additional quantum point
ontat (QPC) is apaitively oupled to the
QD, allowing for measurement of its ou-
pany. All other eletrodes are used for
ne-tuning. (Reprinted by permission from
Mamillan Publishers Ltd: Nature 436, 529,
opyright 2005.)
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tuned to be the smallest energy sale in the system (for example about one perent of
the level-lead hybridisation strength in [AHZMU 2005℄), the ondutane G is onneted
to the transmission probability Tˆ by a onstant of proportionality. The transmission
probability itself is the absolute square of the transmission amplitude Tˆ = |tˆ|2 that is
related to matrix elements of the propagator by ordinary sattering theory. We will for
the moment stik to this single-partile piture. Further omments on how to alulate
the ondutane of an interating system and the onnetion to the ordinary sattering
theory approah will be given in Se. 3.2.2. The transmission phase is now dened as
the argument of the omplex number tˆ, whih is nothing else but the phase hange of
the wavefuntion of the eletron passing through the system. Thus to fully desribe
transport both the transmission probability and phase have to be determined. Theoret-
ially the omputation of the latter poses no problem as soon as the exat propagator
of the system is known. Experimentally it an be extrated by plaing the quantum
dot in one arm of a double-slit interferometer and piering the whole system by a mag-
neti ux Φ. The transmission probability Tˆa through the whole system is then given
by Tˆa = |tˆ + ei∆ϕtˆs|2, where ts refers to the amplitude through the seond path of
the interferometer and ∆ϕ is an additional phase dierene indued by the ux. The
interferometer has to be suiently open to avoid multi-path interferene. Assuming
fully oherent transport, as should be expeted at suiently low temperatures, the
interferene term in this expression reads |tˆ||tˆs| cos(∆ϕ + arg(tˆs) + arg(tˆ)). The trans-
mission probability is therefore expeted to osillate as a funtion of the magneti eld
strength, as it is indeed observed in the experiment [AHZMU 2005℄. If we assume the
transmission through the seond arm ts to be onstant (in partiular independent of the
energy of the quantum dot), a hange in the phase of tˆ will lead to a similar hange in
phase of the osillations, whih therefore allows for a diret measurement of the former.
An SEM piture of an experimental setup that establishes an interferometer with a
quantum dot plaed in one arm is depited in Fig. 3.2.
3.1.2 Model Hamiltonian
We will now speify a ertain quantum-mehanial model to desribe interating quan-
tum dots oupled to noninterating semi-innite leads. We assume that our general
Hamiltonian onsists of three parts, namely
H = H
lead
+H
dot
+H
lead-dot
. (3.1)
Here H
lead
desribes the leads, H
dot
the interation region of the dots and H
lead-dot
the
oupling between the two. For simpliity, we assume the two leads to be equal and
model them by a tight-binding approah,
H
lead
= −
∑
s=L,R
∑
σ
∞∑
m=0
[
τ
(
c†m,σ,scm+1,σ,s + cm,σ,sc
†
m+1,σ,s
)
+ µsc
†
m,σ,scm,σ,s
]
, (3.2)
with c
(†)
m,σ,s being the annihilation (reation) operator for an eletron with spin diretion
σ = ↑, ↓ loalised on lattie site m of the left (s = L) or right (s = R) lead. τ denotes
the hopping amplitude between two nearest-neighbour sites m and m + 1, and µs the
hemial potential of the left or the right lead, respetively. For the time being, we will
always assume our model to inlude spin degrees of freedom, sine the Hamiltonian to
desribe spin-polarised situations just follows by dropping all spin indies in (3.1).
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The Hamiltonian that desribes the quantum dots is made up of three terms,
H
dot
= H1P
dot
+Hhop
dot
+H int
dot
. (3.3)
The rst term denotes the on-site energies of the dierent dot levels,
H1P
dot
=
∑
σ
∑
l
ǫl,σd
†
l,σdl,σ, (3.4)
with d
(†)
l,σ being the dot eletron annihilation (reation) operators and ǫl,σ the one-
partile dispersion
1
of the states from the interation region. In general, we will hoose
this dispersion to inlude a onstant position (that an be dierent) for eah level as
well as a variable gate voltage Vg,
ǫl,σ = ǫ
0
l,σ + Vg. (3.5)
Later on, we will mainly fous on studying the properties of the system desribed by
(3.1) as a funtion of Vg. If we apply a magneti eld B, the spin dependene of ǫ
0
l,σ
reads
ǫ0l,σ = ǫ
0
l − σ
B
2
, (3.6)
with the onvention that σ = ↑ orresponds to σ = +1. The seond term in (3.3)
introdues a hopping between the dierent dots,
Hhop
dot
= −
∑
σ
∑
l>l′
[
tl,l′d
†
l,σdl′,σ +H..
]
, (3.7)
while the last one aounts for the two-partile interations,
H int
dot
=
1
2
∑
σ,σ′
∑
l,l′
Uσ,σ
′
l,l′
(
d†l,σdl,σ −
1
2
)(
d†l′,σ′dl′,σ′ −
1
2
)
. (3.8)
We hoose U to be symmetri, Uσ,σ
′
l,l′ = U
σ′,σ
l′,l , and of ourse we set U
σ,σ
l,l = 0. The
additional shift of the single-partile energies was hosen suh that Vg = 0 orresponds
to the partile-hole symmetri point. As suggested by our notation, we assume this
energy shift not to be inluded in the free propagator. It will then aet the fRG
sheme via the initial ondition (2.44), whih now reads
γ1(l
′, σ′; l, σ; Λ =∞) = 1
2
∑
l′′,σ′′
Uσ,σ
′′
l,l′′ δl,l′δσ,σ′ −
1
2
∑
l′′,σ′′
v¯l′σ′,l′′σ′′,lσ,l′′σ′′
=
1
2
∑
l′′,σ′′
Uσ,σ
′′
l,l′′ δl,l′δσ,σ′ −
1
2
∑
l′′,σ′′
Uσ,σ
′′
l,l′′ δl,l′δσ,σ′ = 0.
We have used that in order to obtain (3.8), we have to dene
v¯l1σ1,l2σ2,l3σ3,l4σ4 := −Uσ1,σ3l1,l3 δl1,l4δσ1,σ4δl2,l3δσ2,σ3 + U
σ1,σ4
l1,l4
δl1,l3δσ1,σ3δl2,l4δσ2,σ4 .
1
In fat, this name is slightly misleading beause Hhop
dot
is of ourse a single-partile term as well
whih together with H1P
dot
would determine the one-partile dispersion ǫ˜l˜,σ .
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FIG. 3.3: General setup desribed by the Hamiltonian (3.1). The two noninterating leads
(green) are modeled by a tight-binding approah with a hopping matrix element τ , and they are
onneted to the interation region (red) via tunnelling barries ts=L,Rj . The interation region
of the dots itself omprises levels with arbitrary onsite energies ǫl,σ, two-partile interations
Uσ,σ
′
l,l′ , and inter-dot hoppings tl,l′ . The latter indue a spatial geometry into the system, and
the whole Hamiltonian is qualied to model arbitrary many dots eah with arbitrary many
levels.
Up to now we were quite sloppy in using the terms `dot' and `level' when referring
to the region in between the noninterating leads. A more preise notion would be
the following. If we want to use (3.3) to model several spatially separated quantum
dots eah ontaining several energy levels, it is meaningful to introdue hopping matrix
elements tl,l′ only between those l's that belong to dierent dots. The hoie of these
hoppings therefore indues the spatial geometry of our system in the Hamiltonian. For
eah level there should be a loal interation Uσ,σ¯l,l (at least if we want to inlude spin
degrees of freedom), and we an introdue both inter-level and inter-dot interations
Uσ,σl,l′ and U
σ,σ¯
l,l′ . Having all this in mind, we will ontinue the aforementioned sloppiness
and speak of `dots' when referring to the interating region to keep the notation short.
The last term in (3.1) that needs to be disussed is the oupling between our quantum
dots and the noninterating leads. It is modeled by
H
lead-dot
= −
∑
σ
∑
s=L,R
∑
l
(
tsl c
†
0,σ,sdl,σ +H..
)
, (3.9)
where only the hoppings tsl do not vanish if the orresponding dot l is onneted to the
lead s. The general setup is again depited in Fig. 3.3.
3.2 Theoretial Approah
In this setion we will show how the fRG ow equations derived in the previous hapter
are applied to our dot system. We will map the innite system desribed by the general
Hamiltonian (3.1) to a nite one by projeting out the noninterating leads. Finally
we will show how quantities that might be measurable in the experiment are alulated
in an interating system. For our main quantity of interest, the ondutane, we will
derive a generalisation of the Landauer-Büttiker formula, the latter desribing transport
through a noninterating system.
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3.2.1 Appliation of the fRG
General Considerations
The starting point in order to treat the interating many-partile Hamiltonian (3.1)
are the oupled equations (2.40) and (2.41) for the ow of the self-energy and the two-
partile vertex evaluated at zero frequeny. But sine our system is innitely large due
to the semi-innite leads, solving these equations would mean that one would again
have to takle innitely many oupled dierential equations. Fortunately this set an
be boiled down to one of size N2+N4 (not aounting for symmetries), where N is the
number of degrees of freedom within the dot region, by the following onsiderations.
Sine the interation region is nite at the beginning, it will remain nite during the
fRG ow. In partiular, no additional single-partile or interation terms with indies
outside the dot region an be generated by (2.40) and (2.41), sine all external indies
on the left hand side of these equations are onneted to a two-partile vertex on the
right hand side, whih by denition vanishes for Λ = Λinitial if one index is hosen
from the leads.
2
Furthermore it follows from the usual expansion (with the impliit
understanding of G referring to the interation region only),
G = 1
(G0)−1 + γ1 = G
0 − G0γ1G0 + . . . ,
that the free propagator entering the ow equations only needs to be evaluated at dot
indies l, and hene we an replae G0 by its projetion on the dot region, PG0P . The
omputation of the latter will turn out to be very easy by applying a standard projetion
method presented below. Finally, G˜(Λ) an be alulated as the inverse of an N ×N 
matrix
G˜(Λ) = 1
(PG0P )−1 + γ1(Λ) . (3.10)
It is important to note that the projetion tehnique that leads to (3.10) is an exat
proedure.
Projeting Out the Leads
The propagator of a noninterating system
3
desribed by the Hamiltonian H reads
G(z) = 1
z −H .
In our ase, H is obtained from the general Hamilton operator (3.1) by setting the
interation U to zero (and replaing the many-partile Hamiltonian by its pendant in
the standard single-partile spae). If we now dene operators P and Q that split the
2
Of ourse this does not mean that the interation in the dot region does not aet the leads.
If, for example, we wanted to alulate the full propagator Gm,m′ with lead indies m and m
′
, there
would always be a ontribution from diagrams (if for the moment we think of the propagator exatly
expanded in an innite perturbation series) ontaining dot indies l sine both are oupled via (3.9).
It only means that the single-partile energies in the leads are not renormalized by the ow.
3
Later on, we will also need this projetion tehnique when the interation in the dot region is
present. Generalising the results derived in this setion will, however, turn out to be quite simple, so
that we will stik to the noninterating ase for the time being.
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Hilbert spae by projeting on the dots (P ) or the leads (Q), we an rewrite G as
G(z) =
(GPP (z) GPQ(z)
GQP (z) GQQ(z)
)
.
The projetion on the dot's region GPP := PGP an be omputed by onsidering
(z −H)G(z) = 1
⇒ (z −H)(P +Q)G(z)P = P
⇒ (zP − PHP )PG(z)P − PHQQG(z)P = P
(z −H)G(z) = 1
⇒ (z −H)(Q+ P )G(z)P = P
⇒ (zQ−QHQ)QG(z)P −QHPPG(z)P = 0,
where we have used that P and Q are projetors, that is P 2 = P , Q2 = Q and P+Q = 1.
By eliminating GQP = QGP from these two equations, we obtain
GPP (z) = 1
zP −HPP −HPQ 1zQ−HQQHQP
= :
1
zP −H
e
,
(3.11)
with the obvious denition HPP := PHP, . . ., and likewise for the other omponents:
GPQ(z) =− GPP (z)HPQ 1
zQ−HQQ
GQP (z) =− 1
zQ−HQQHQPGPP (z)
GQQ(z) = 1
zQ−HQQ +
1
zQ−HQQHQPGPP (z)HPQ
1
zQ−HQQ .
(3.12)
Sine only H
lead-dot
will ontribute when alulating HPQ and HQP , we again write
down its single-partile version H˜
lead-dot
to avoid notational onfusion:
H˜
lead-dot
= −
∑
σ
∑
s=L,R
∑
l
[
tsl |0, σ, s〉〈l, σ| + (tsl )∗|l, σ〉〈0, σ, s|
]
. (3.13)
The states |0, σ, s〉 and |l, σ〉 denote the wavefuntion with spin σ loalised at the last
site (m = 0) of the left (s = L) or right (s = R) lead and of the dot level l, respetively.
We an then ompute the eetive Hamiltonian H
e
that determines the propagator G
projeted on the dots,
H
e
= HPP +HPQ
1
zQ−HQQHQP
= HPP +
∑
σ,σ′
∑
s,s′=L,R
∑
l,l′
[
(tsl )
∗ts
′
l′ |l, σ〉〈0, σ, s|(zQ −HQQ)−1|0, σ′, s′〉〈l′, σ′|
]
= HPP +
∑
σ
∑
s=L,R
∑
l,l′
[
(tsl )
∗tsl′ |l, σ〉 〈0, σ, s|(zQ −HQQ)−1|0, σ, s〉︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:gσs (z)
〈l′, σ|
]
.
(3.14)
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The last line follows beause the left and the right lead do not ouple diretly. Exept
for the alulation of the funtion gσs (z) we have now sueeded in deriving a nite set
of ow equations that desribe the eets of the interation in between the quantum
dots.
As we will need them later on, we also alulate the following matrix elements:
Gσl;0s(z) : = 〈l, σ|GPQ(z)|0, σ, s〉
= −
∑
σ′
∑
s′=L,R
∑
l′
〈l, σ|GPP (z)|l′, σ′〉(ts′l′ )∗〈0, σ′, s′|(zQ−HQQ)−1|0, σ, s〉
= −
∑
l′
Gσl;l′(tsl′)∗gσs (z),
Gσ0s;l(z) : = 〈0, σ, s|GQP (z)|l, σ〉
= −
∑
σ′
∑
s′=L,R
∑
l′
〈0, σ, s|(zQ −HQQ)−1|0, σ′, s′〉ts′l′ 〈l′, σ′|GPP (z)|l, σ〉
= −
∑
l′
Gσl′;ltsl′gσs (z),
(3.15)
for an arbitrary hoie of s = L,R, and,
Gσ0R;0L(z) : = 〈0, σ,R|GQQ(z)|0, σ, L〉
=
∑
σ′,σ′′
∑
s′,s′′=L,R
∑
l′,l′′
[
〈0, σ,R|(zQ −HQQ)−1|0, σ′, s′〉ts′l′ 〈l′, σ′|GPP (z)|l′′, σ′′〉
(ts
′′
l′′ )
∗〈0, σ′′, s′′|(zQ−HQQ)−1|0, σ, L〉
]
=
∑
l′,l′′
Gσl′;l′′(tLl′′)∗tRl′ gσL(z)gσR(z).
(3.16)
Here l is always assumed to be a single-partile index from the dot region.
Calulation of gσs (z)
Finally we have to alulate the propagator gσs (z) of a semi-innite noninterating lead
desribed by (3.2) evaluated at the last lattie site. This is most easily ahieved by a
symmetry argument. Sine both leads are assumed to be equally modeled by a tight-
binding approah, their propagator gσs (z) will be of the same struture, so that without
loss of generality we an onsider the left semi-innite lead with hemial potential µL
ranging from −∞ up to some arbitrary site m. The desired funtion gL(z) is then
given by gL(z) = 〈m|(z − K)−1|m〉, where K denotes the single-partile version of
the standard tight-binding Hamiltonian (3.2), and we suppress the index σ from now
on sine the leads are symmetri in the spin degree of freedom. Beause the lead is
semi-innite and homogeneous, adding one additional site at the right end with the
same hopping amplitude τ will not hange the Green funtion at the last site, that is
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〈m+ 1|(z −K)−1|m+ 1〉 = g˜L(z) != gL(z). If we now apply the projetion (3.11) with
P projeting on the site m+ 1 and Q on the rest of the lead, we obtain
[g˜L(z)]
−1 = 〈m+ 1|(z −K)|m+ 1〉
= 〈m+ 1|(z −K)|m+ 1〉 − 〈m+ 1|K|m〉〈m|(zQ −QKQ)−1|m〉〈m|K|m+ 1〉
= z + µL − τ2gL(z) != [gL(z)]−1.
In the rst line we ould interhange the order of alulating the `inverse' and evaluating
the salar produt sine in this ase P is projeting on a one-dimensional spae. The
omplex roots of the resulting quadrati equation,
τ2g2L(z)− (z + µL)gL(z) + 1 = 0,
are given by
gL(z) =
{
1
2τ2
[z + µL − i
√
4τ2 − (z + µL)2] if Im(z) > 0
1
2τ2
[z + µL + i
√
4τ2 − (z + µL)2] if Im(z) < 0.
(3.17)
The sign was determined suh that the imaginary part of gL(z) has a branh ut at the
real axis and that limω→±∞ gL(iω) = 0 holds. The orresponding density of states at
the last lattie site reads
ρ
lead,L(ω) = − 1
π
ImgL(ω + i0) =
1
2πτ2
√
4τ2 − (ω + µL)2. (3.18)
Later on, we will always take ρ
lead,L(ω) to be energy-independent, i.e. perform the
so-alled wide-band limit.
Generalisation to the Interating Problem
Up to now, we have only developed the projetion method for a ompletely noninter-
ating problem (arising from (3.1) by setting Uσ,σ
′
l,l′ = 0). In order to set up a nite set
of fRG ow equations, this is all that we need, sine these equations inlude only the
free propagator evaluated at dot indies. To alulate the ondutane of an interating
system we will, however, also need to projet out the leads when the interation terms
are present, that is in the full propagator.
Fortunately, it is easy to see that (3.15) and (3.16) also hold in the interating ase.
Therefore we expand the full propagator as usual,
Gσi;j = (Gσi;j)0 −
∑
l1,l2
Gσi;l1γ1(l1, σ; l2, σ)(Gσl2;j)0,
where we have suppressed the frequeny dependene. The summation extends only over
the interation region, sine all self-energy diagrams vanish if one index is taken from
the leads. If we now plug in the results from projeting the free propagator, we reover
the noninterating expression,
Gσl;0s = −
∑
l′
(Gσl;l′)0(tsl′)∗gs +
∑
l′
∑
l1,l2
Gσl;l1γ1(l1, σ; l2, σ)(Gσl2;l′)0(tsl′)∗gs
= −
∑
l′
Gσl,l′(tsl′)∗gs,
(3.19)
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likewise for Gσ0s;l, and
Gσ0R;0L =
∑
l′,l′′
(Gσl′;l′′)0(tLl′′)∗tRl′ gLgR +
∑
l′′
∑
l1,l2
Gσ0R;l1γ1(l1, σ; l2, σ)(Gσl2;l′′)0(tLl′′)∗gL
=
∑
l′,l′′
(tLl′′)
∗tRl′ gLgR

(Gσl′;l′′)0 −∑
l1,l2
Gσl′;l1γ1(l1, σ; l2, σ)(Gσl2;l′′)0


=
∑
l′,l′′
Gσl′;l′′(tLl′′)∗tRl′ gLgR.
(3.20)
3.2.2 The Condutane for an Interating System
Transport through a noninterating one-dimensional system an be desribed by the
Landauer-Büttiker formalism [Bruus&Flensberg 2004℄, but sine we are dealing with a
system of interating fermions, it annot be applied here. One ould now argue that
sine we have set up an approximation sheme where the self-energy remains frequeny-
independent during the fRG ow, we map our interating system to a noninterating
one, so that at the end all properties of the system (suh as the ondutane) an
be alulated as in the well-known noninterating model. For reasons of onsisteny
it is, however, better to derive expressions for the desired quantities within the full
interating problem and then to verify that in our ase these expressions orrespond
to the noninterating ones (with renormalized parameters) without applying further
approximations. Basially, this has been done before [Enss 2005a℄, but here we will
present a slightly more general approah that allows for arbitrary ouplings of the dots
region with the noninterating leads.
Transport in Linear Response  Kubo Formula
If we apply a voltage V = µR − µL between the `ends' of our two leads, we expet a
urrent to ow. The linear ondutane an in general be omputed as [Oguri 2001,
Bruus&Flensberg 2004℄
G =
e2
~
lim
ω→0
K(ω)−K(0)
iω
, (3.21)
where the retarded urrent-urrent orrelation funtion in frequeny spae K(z) is given
by the analytial ontinuation of
K(iω) =
∫ β
0
dτeiωτ 〈T JR(τ)JL(0)〉. (3.22)
Here ω is an even (bosoni) Matsubara frequeny. JL and JR are the urrent operators
at the left and right ends of the system. They are dened straight-forwardly as
JL : = −N˙L = i~[NL,H] = i~[NL,Hlead-dot]
= −i
∑
σ
∑
l
[
tLl c
†
0,σ,Ldl,σ − (tLl )∗d†l,σc0,σ,L
]
JR : = N˙R = −i~[NR,H] = −i~[NR,Hlead-dot]
= i
∑
σ
∑
l
[
tRl c
†
0,σ,Rdl,σ − (tRl )∗d†l,σc0,σ,R
]
,
(3.23)
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with NL,R being the partile number operator of the left or right lead, respetively.
Calulation of K
We will begin the alulation of the orrelation funtion (3.22) by expanding it into
an innite perturbation series. Due to the linked-luster theorem, only onneted di-
agrams will ontribute. Importantly, it is not neessary that all four external legs are
onneted to an overall onneted diagram. Put dierently: we an split up the four-
point funtion into two parts, the rst one (K) omprising all diagrams that onsist of
two unonneted parts eah with two external legs, and the seond one (Kv) desribing
the overall onneted diagrams (see also [Negele&Orland 1988, Eqn. (2.158b)℄). The
ontribution of the former to (3.22) reads
K(iω) :=
∑
σ,σ′
∑
l,l′
∫ β
0
dτeiωτ
{
− tRl tLl′ 〈T dl′,σ′(0)c†0,σ,R(τ)〉〈T dl,σ(τ)c†0,σ′,L(0)〉
+ tRl (t
L
l′ )
∗ 〈T c0,σ′,L(0)c†0,σ,R(τ)〉〈T dl,σ(τ)d†l′,σ′(0)〉
+ (tRl )
∗tLl′ 〈T dl′,σ′(0)d†l,σ(τ)〉〈T c0,σ,R(τ)c†0,σ′,L(0)〉
− (tRl )∗(tLl′ )∗ 〈T c0,σ′,L(0)d†l,σ(τ)〉〈T c0,σ,R(τ)d†l′,σ′(0)〉
}
.
Those terms where one reation is paired with one annihilation operator at equal times
vanish. Sine the Hamiltonian is time translational invariant, they do not depend on
time at all, and the integral
∫ β
0 dτ exp(iωτ) with ω being an even Matsubara frequeny
is zero. If we now plug in the Fourier expansion of the Green funtions and arry out the
τ -integration (whih yields the inverse temperature times a delta funtion) as well as
one spin summation (whih is trivial beause we assume spin onservation), we obtain
K(iω) = T
∑
σ
∑
l,l′
∑
iǫ
[
− tRl tLl′ Gσl′;0R(iǫ)Gσl;0L(iω + iǫ)
+ tRl (t
L
l′ )
∗ Gσ0L;0R(iǫ)Gσl;l′(iω + iǫ)
+ (tRl )
∗tLl′ Gσl′;l(iǫ)Gσ0R;0L(iω + iǫ)
− (tRl )∗(tLl′ )∗ Gσ0L;l(iǫ)Gσ0R ;l′(iω + iǫ)
]
.
Next, we express the orrelation funtion in terms of Green funtions with indies only
in the interation region by applying the projetion tehnique for the full propagator
(3.19, 3.20),
K(iω) = T
∑
l,l′,k,k′;σ
∑
iǫ
[
− tRl tLl′ (tRk )∗(tLk′)∗gR(iǫ)gL(iω + iǫ) Gσl′;k(iǫ)Gσl;k′(iω + iǫ)
+ tRl (t
L
l′ )
∗tLk (t
R
k′)
∗gR(iǫ)gL(iǫ) Gσk;k′(iǫ)Gσl;l′(iω + iǫ)
+ (tRl )
∗tLl′ t
R
k (t
L
k′)
∗gR(iω + iǫ)gL(iω + iǫ)Gσl′;l(iǫ)Gσk;k′(iω + iǫ)
− (tRl )∗(tLl′ )∗tLk tRk′gR(iω + iǫ)gL(iǫ) Gσk;l(iǫ)Gσk′;l′(iω + iǫ)
]
= T
∑
l,l′,k,k′;σ
∑
iǫ
[
− tRl tLl′ (tRk )∗(tLk′)∗fR(iǫ, iǫ + iω)fL(iǫ, iǫ+ iω) Gσl′;k(iǫ)Gσl;k′(iω + iǫ)
]
,
(3.24)
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where we have dened
fL(iǫ, iǫ + iω) := gL(iǫ+ iω)− gL(iǫ)
fR(iǫ, iǫ + iω) := gR(iǫ)− gR(iǫ+ iω)
f(iǫ, iǫ+ iω) := fL(iǫ, iǫ + iω)fR(iǫ, iǫ + iω).
(3.25)
In order to arry out the iǫ-summation, we rewrite (3.24) as a a omplex ontour
integral with an appropriate losed integration path C by substituting T∑iǫ F (iǫ) →
−(2πi)−1 ∫C dzF (z)g(z), where the simple poles at z = iǫ of g(z) should not oinide
with those of F (z).4 Sine ǫ is an odd Matsubara frequeny in ontrast to ω, the Fermi
funtion fulllls this ondition. Hene we hoose g(ǫ) = 1/(exp(βǫ) + 1) from now on.5
In our ase, F (z) has a branh ut at the real axis Im(z) = 0 as well as at the line
Im(z) = −ω (beause the propagators are nonanalyti at z = iω), so that the ontour
C onsists of three parts. The Fermi funtion falls o exponentially for large positive
arguments while it tends to one for large negative arguments. But sine eah propagator
falls o linearly, we an deform the integration path into four lines slightly above and
below the axes of nonanalytiity. This yields
K(iω) =
∑
l,l′,k,k′;σ
tRl t
L
l′ (t
R
k )
∗(tLk′)
∗
∫
dǫ
g(ǫ)
2πi
{
f(ǫ+ i0, ǫ+ iω)Gσl′;k(ǫ+ i0)Gσl;k′(ǫ+ iω)
−f(ǫ− i0, ǫ+ iω)Gσl′;k(ǫ− i0)Gσl;k′(ǫ+ iω)
+f(ǫ− iω, ǫ+ i0)Gσl′;k(ǫ− iω)Gσl;k′(ǫ+ i0)
−f(ǫ− iω, ǫ− i0)Gσl′;k(ǫ− iω)Gσl;k′(ǫ− i0)
}
.
(3.26)
The rst and fourth term are of O(ω2), and hene they will vanish in the limit ω → 0
in (3.21). The former an be seen if we onsider
gs(ǫ± iδ) = 1
2τ2
[
ǫ± iδ + µ∓ i
√
4τ2 − (ǫ± iδ + µ)2
]
=
1
2τ2
[
ǫ+ µ∓ i
√
4τ2 − (ǫ+ µ)2
]
+O(δ),
with µ being the hemial potential of both the left and right lead, whih is now equal
sine we are alulating the ondutane in linear response. Thus, for small ω
fL,R(ǫ± iω, ǫ± i0) = O(ω)
fL
R
(ǫ− i0, ǫ+ iω) = ∓ i
τ2
√
4τ2 − (ǫ+ µ)2 +O(ω)
fL
R
(ǫ− iω, ǫ+ i0) = ∓ i
τ2
√
4τ2 − (ǫ+ µ)2 +O(ω).
Performing the analytial ontinuation iω → ω + i0 and substituting ǫ → ǫ+ ω in the
seond term of (3.26), we obtain
K(ω) =
∑
l,l′,k,k′;σ
tRl t
L
l′ (t
R
k )
∗(tLk′)
∗
∫
dǫ
g(ǫ+ ω)− g(ǫ)
2πi
×
{
f(ǫ− i0, ǫ+ ω + i0)Gσl′;k(ǫ− i0)Gσl;k′(ǫ+ ω + i0)
}
+O(ω2).
(3.27)
4
This is the so-alled Possion summation formula, for a omplete review see e.g. [Mahan 2000℄.
5
Be areful not to onfuse this with the propagator gs(z).
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The ondutane that follows from this part of the orrelation funtion then takes the
simple form
G =
e2
~
lim
ω→0
K(ω)−K(0)
iω
= −e
2
h
∫
dǫ g′(ǫ)f(ǫ− i0, ǫ+ i0)
∑
l,l′,k,k′;σ
tRl t
L
l′ (t
R
k )
∗(tLk′)
∗Gσl′;k(ǫ− i0)Gσl;k′(ǫ+ i0)
= −e
2
h
∑
σ
∫
dǫ g′(ǫ)
4τ2 − (ǫ+ µ)2
τ4
∣∣∣∑
l,l′
tRl (t
L
l′ )
∗Gσl;l′(ǫ+ i0)
∣∣∣2
= −e
2
h
∑
σ
∫
dǫ g′(ǫ)
∣∣∣2πρ
lead
(ǫ)
∑
l,l′
tRl (t
L
l′ )
∗Gσl;l′(ǫ+ i0)
∣∣∣2,
(3.28)
where we have used that Gσl;l′(z) = Gσl′;l(z) due to time-reversal symmetry of the Hamil-
tonian,
6
and G(ω + iδ) = (G(ω − iδ))∗, and we have reintrodued the density of states
at the last site ρ
lead
(ω).
Vertex Corretions
Before further ommenting on (3.28), we have to alulate the seond ontribution to
(3.21) whih we will all Kv. It arises from those diagrams where all four external
legs are onneted to an overall onneted part, i.e. the onneted two-partile Green
funtions, whih an be related to the two-partile vertex funtions via (2.22). This
will prove meaningful sine we are diretly alulating this quantity within our fRG
approah. If we then arry out the τ integration in (3.22) (whih kills one frequeny
summation) and use that the two-partile vertex is frequeny-onserving (whih kills
another frequeny summation), we obtain
Kv = −T 2
∑
l,l′
σ,σ′
∑
l1,...,l4
∑
iǫ,iǫ′
[
tLl′Gσ
′
l1;0L
(iǫ+ iω)Gσ′l′;l2(iǫ)− (tLl′ )∗Gσ
′
l1;l′(iǫ+ iω)Gσ
′
0L;l2
(iǫ)
]
× Γσ,σ′l2,l3;l1,l4(iǫ, iǫ′ + iω; iǫ+ iω, iǫ′)
×
[
tRl Gσl;l3(iǫ′ + iω)Gσl4;0R(iǫ′)− (tRl )∗Gσ0R;l3(iǫ′ + iω)Gσl4;l(iǫ′)
]
,
(3.29)
where the li summations run only over the interation region (sine the two-partile
vertex vanishes outside), and we have dened
Γσ,σ
′
l1,l2;l3,l4
(iω1, iω2; iω3, iω4) := γ2
({l1, σ′, iω1}, {l2, σ, iω2}; {l3, σ′, iω3}, {l4, σ, iω4}) .
6
Imagine the exat propagator Gl;l′ expanded in an innite perturbation series. If we now in eah
diagram interhange the diretion of every internal line (whih is possible if we assume that the single-
partile dispersion is symmetri) and shift the time by τ → −τ (whih is possible beause the Hamil-
tonian was assumed to be time-reversal invariant), we will end up with a diagram of preisely the same
struture that would appear in the expansion of Gl′;l.
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Applying the projetion tehnique (3.19, 3.20) yields
Kv = T 2
∑
σ,σ′
∑
l,l′,k,k′
∑
l1,...,l4
∑
iǫ,iǫ′[
tLl′ (t
L
k )
∗Gσ′l1;k(iǫ+ iω)Gσ
′
l′;l2(iǫ)gL(iǫ+ iω)− (tLl′ )∗tLkGσ
′
l1;l′(iǫ+ iω)Gσ
′
k;l2(iǫ)gL(iǫ)
]
× Γσ,σ′l2,l3;l1,l4(iǫ, iǫ′ + iω; iǫ+ iω, iǫ′)×[
tRl (t
R
k′)
∗Gσl;l3(iǫ′ + iω)Gσl4;k′(iǫ′)gR(iǫ′)− (tRl )∗tRk′Gσk′;l3(iǫ′ + iω)Gσl4;l(iǫ′)gR(iǫ′ + iω)
]
= T
∑
σ′
∑
l′,k
∑
l1,l2
∑
iǫ
tLl′ (t
L
k )
∗Gσ′l1;k(iǫ+ iω)Gσ
′
l′;l2(iǫ)fL(iǫ, iǫ+ iω)Λ
σ′
l3,l4(iǫ; iω)
(3.30)
with the denition
Λσ
′
l3,l4(iǫ; iω) :=∑
l,k′;l3,l4
σ;iǫ′
Γσ,σ
′
l2,l3;l1,l4
(iǫ, iǫ′ + iω; iǫ+ iω, iǫ′)tRl (t
R
k′)
∗Gσl;l3(iǫ′ + iω)Gσl4;k′(iǫ′)fR(iǫ′, iǫ′ + iω).
(3.31)
Up to now, we have not applied any approximations exept for the fat that we are
desribing the transport through our interating system in linear response. This means
that (3.28) and (3.30) give an exat expression for the ondutane, but in general it
is impossible to evaluate at least the seond one exatly even if we knew the exat
propagator. In ontrast, in the ontext of our fRG approximation sheme this beomes
very simple whih an be seen by an argument following [Enss 2005a℄. Sine we have
hosen a trunation sheme that keeps the two-partile vertex frequeny-independent,
it is easy to apply Poisson's summation formula again in omplete analogy to (3.26) to
write down
Λσ
′
l3,l4(iǫ; iω) = −
∑
l,k′;l3,l4
σ
Γˆσ,σ
′
l2,l3;l1,l4
tRl (t
R
k′)
∗
∫
g(ǫ′)dǫ′
2πi
{
Gσl;l3(ǫ′ + iω)Gσl4;k′(ǫ′ + i0)fR(ǫ′ + i0, ǫ′ + iω)
−Gσl;l3(ǫ′ + iω)Gσl4;k′(ǫ′ − i0)fR(ǫ′ − i0, ǫ′ + iω)
+Gσl;l3(ǫ′ + i0)Gσl4;k′(ǫ′ − iω)fR(ǫ′ − iω, ǫ′ + i0)
−Gσl;l3(ǫ′ − i0)Gσl4;k′(ǫ′ − iω)fR(ǫ′ − iω, ǫ′ − i0)
}
.
As before, in the rst and the fourth term the funtion fR has frequeny arguments at
the same side of the branh ut and hene these terms are by an order of ω smaller than
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the other two. Performing the analytial ontinuation we an thus write
Λσ
′
l3,l4(iǫ;ω + i0) = −
∑
l,k′;l3,l4
σ
Γˆσ,σ
′
l2,l3;l1,l4
tRl (t
R
k′)
∗
∫
dǫ′
2πi
{
[g(ǫ′ + ω)− g(ǫ′)]Gσl;l3(ǫ′ + ω + i0)Gσl4;k′(ǫ′ − i0)fR(ǫ′ − i0, ǫ′ + ω + i0)
}
= O(ω).
This expression is independent of iǫ, hene we an perform the frequeny summation
in (3.30) as well. Sine the struture of this equation is preisely the same, it will also
be of O(ω), so that for the vertex orretions to the ondutane we obtain
Gv =
e2
~
lim
ω→0
O(ω2)
ω
= 0. (3.32)
Hene (3.28) is the expression for the ondutane onsistent with our approximation
sheme. In the zero temperature limit, this result is muh more general. Under quite
weak assumptions for the two-partile vertex it is possible to show that the vertex
orretions exatly vanish [Oguri 2001℄.
Speial Cases
We will now disuss the form of (3.28) in some speial ases. In this thesis, we will
mainly fous on the zero temperature limit, in whih minus the derivative of the Fermi
funtion beomes a δ-funtion, and the ondutane reads
G =
e2
h
∑
σ
∣∣∣2πρ
lead
(0)
∑
l,l′
tRl (t
L
l′ )
∗Gσl;l′(0)
∣∣∣2. (3.33)
If only two dots from the interation region (1 and N) are onneted to the left or right
lead, respetively, we reover the familiar result
G =
e2
h
∑
σ
∣∣∣2πρ
lead
(0)tL1 t
R
NGσN ;1(0)
∣∣∣2.
The general form of (3.28) naturally allows for dening the partial ondutane of the
spin up and down eletrons,
G = G↑+G↓
T=0
=
e2
h


∣∣∣2πρ
lead
(0)
∑
l,l′
tRl (t
L
l′ )
∗G↑l;l′(0)
∣∣∣2 + ∣∣∣2πρ
lead
(0)
∑
l,l′
tRl (t
L
l′ )
∗G↓l;l′(0)
∣∣∣2

 .
The name `partial ondutane' is justied beause the so-dened expression for Gσ
would follow if we alulate the urrent-urrent response funtion for the spin up and
down eletrons separately by replaing J → Jσ := −N˙σ in (3.22).
There is one ase where one an obtain a very simple expression for the ondutane
valid at arbitrary temperature, and we will note it sine it is frequently used in the
literature to desribe transport even at T = 0 where (3.28) is exat. Namely, if the
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interation region omprises only one single dot (with interating spin up and down
eletrons), the ondutane an be expressed as [Meir&Wingreen 1992℄
G = −e
2π2
h
4t2Lt
2
R
t2L + t
2
R
∑
σ
∫
dω g′(ω)ρ(ω)ρ˜σ(ω), (3.34)
with tL and tR being the ouplings to the left and right lead, g(ω) the Fermi funtion,
and ρ(ω) and ρ˜σ(ω) the density of states at the last site of the leads and at the dot,
respetively.
Connetion to Sattering Theory
Everybody who is a bit onfused by the form of the ondutane if an arbitrary number
of dots is onneted to the leads or by its derivation should onsider the following. In
the noninterating ase (where (3.28) is exat) one usually denes the zero temperature
ondutane using ordinary single-partile sattering theory as a fator of e2/h times
the absolute square of the transmission amplitude.
7
The latter is most easily derived
by looking at an eigenstate of the isolated left-lead Hamiltonian,
〈m|k, L〉 =
{√
2
π sin [k(m−M)] for m from the left lead
0 otherwise.
M is impliitly assumed to be hosen suh that this linear ombination of left- and
right-moving waves vanishes at an imaginary site added to the right end of the lead.
Sine everything is assumed to be diagonal in spin spae anyway, we suppress the σ
index. Sattering states are the dened as usual,
|k, L,±〉 := lim
η→0
(±iη)G(ǫk ± iη)|k, L〉.
The free propagator G of the system fulllls the Dyson equation,
G = Gˆ + GˆH
oup
G = Gˆ + GH
oup
Gˆ,
with Gˆ being the propagator of the full (noninterating) system exluding the onnetion
H
oup
between the leads and the dot region, Gˆ(z) = (z −H +H
oup
)−1. Thus, for any
m from the right lead we an write
〈m|k, L,+〉 =〈m|
[
i0
ǫk −H +Houp + i0 + G(ǫk + i0)Houp
i0
ǫk −H +Houp + i0
]
|k, L〉
= 〈m|k, L〉︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0
+〈m|G(ǫk + i0)Houp|k, L〉
=〈m|Gˆ(ǫk + i0)HoupG(ǫk + i0)Houp|k, L〉,
7
One should note, however, that although it frequently appears in the literature (see e.g. [Datta
1995℄), there is a lot of sloppiness buried in suh a denition. An equally intuitive but muh more
stringent approah to derive the Landauer-Büttiker formula starts out from the time evolution of the
urrent operator, limt→∞〈φ(t)|j|φ(t)〉 (impliitly weighted by the Fermi funtion), with |φ(0)〉 being the
ground state of the isolated leads (see [Shönhammer 2005℄). The subsequent omputation, however,
is ruially based on the single-partile nature of the Hamiltonian governing the system.
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whih by plugging in the single-partile version of the level-lead oupling Hamiltonian
(3.9),
H
oup
= −
∑
s=L,R
∑
l
[
tsl |0, s〉〈l|+H..
]
,
simplies to
〈m|k, L,+〉 =
∑
l,l′
(tLl )
∗tRl′ 〈m|Gˆ(ǫk + i0)|0, R〉〈l|G(ǫk + i0)|l′〉〈0, L|k, L〉
=
1√
2π
eikm+iϕ
[2 sin(k)
τ
∑
l,l′
(tLl′ )
∗tRl 〈l|G(ǫk + i0)|l′〉
]
.
Sine the matrix element of Gˆ is just an outgoing wave, 〈m|Gˆ|0, R〉 = τ−1 exp(ikm−iϕ),
we an now read o the transmission probability T (ǫ) as
T (ǫ) =
∣∣∣∣∣∣2 sin(k)τ
∑
l,l′
(tLl′ )
∗tRl 〈l|G(ǫk + i0)|l′〉
∣∣∣∣∣∣
2
. (3.35)
If we furthermore introdue the density of states at the last site of the lead,
ρ
lead
(ǫ) =
1
2πτ2
√
4τ2 − ǫ2 = 1
2πτ
√
1− cos2(k) = sin(k)
πτ
,
we preisely reover the expression (3.33) derived above, showing that in the noninter-
ating ase both approahes are equivalent. At nonzero temperatures, the distribution
of the lead eletrons is governed by the Fermi funtion, suh that the obvious T > 0
generalisation of the noninterating sattering theory denition of the ondutane is
to introdue another weighted energy integration, whih is again onsistent with (3.28).
Our fRG approximation sheme maps the general interating problem to an eetive
noninterating one, and it turned out that we an ompute the ondutane using the
U = 0 expressions with renormalized parameters. However, sine in the interating
ase we have to dene this quantity in a dierent way (as we annot use single-partile
sattering theory), this is not obvious.
From the sattering theory approah it is also immediately lear that sine the trans-
mission probability is bounded by one, the maximum ondutane is given by e2/h per
hannel, that is 2e2/h if take into aount the spin, and e2/h in spin-polarised situations.
Partile Numbers
An important quantity that is also aessible in the experiment is the oupation number
of eah dot in the interation region. For the dot with single-partile index l it is given
by
〈nσl 〉 = 〈c†l,σcl,σ〉 = 〈T cl,σc†l,σ(−δ)〉 = T
∑
iωn
eiωnδGσl;l(iωn),
with δ going to zero. For T → 0 the sum an be written as an integral,
〈nσl 〉 =
1
2π
∫
dω eiωδGσl;l(iω), (3.36)
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whih is easy to takle numerially, sine the ontribution from large ω an be omputed
similarly to (2.43). At nonzero temperatures we use Poisson's summation formula to
obtain
〈nσl 〉 = T
∑
iωn
eiωnδGσl;l(iωn)
=− 1
2πi
∫
C
dz ezδGσl;l(z)g(z)
=− 1
2πi
∫
dω g(ω)
[Gσl;l(ω + i0)− Gσl;l(ω − i0)]
=
∫
dω g(ω)ρσl;l(ω),
(3.37)
whih is easy to alulate numerially as well.
Chapter 4
Numerial Results
In this hapter we will present results from the appliation of the fRG to dot systems
with a few levels for various geometries. Unless stated otherwise, we will always use the
trunation sheme that inludes the ow of the (frequeny-independent) two-partile
vertex. Despite that fat this approximation an stritly be justied only in the limit of
small two-partile interations, we will also apply it to fairly large U . Allover this hap-
ter, we will only sporadially omment on what `fairly large' means and on the question
whih parameter regions are for sure out of reah within our approah. We will fous
here on desribing the physis that arises due to the presene of the interation with the
impliit understanding that the fRG produes reliable results for all situations shown.
In the next hapter, by omparison to other data either obtained from a (ompliated)
exat solution or numerial methods known to be very preise we will verify that this
is indeed in the ase. We will furthermore speify in more detail whih interation
strength an no longer be takled by our simple fRG trunation sheme.
Sine our main interest is in transport properties of dot systems, we will ompute the
linear-response ondutane G as well as the transmission phase α (at zero temperature,
this is the argument of the transmission probability) as a funtion of the gate voltage Vg
that shifts the single-partile energies of eah dot. For situations with spin degeneray, in
partiular in absene of magneti elds, the transmission phase of the spin up and down
eletrons is equal and will be denoted as α := α↑ = α↓. Frequently, we will also alulate
the oupany of eah level sine this often failitates the physial interpretation of the
results. Unless stated otherwise (that is everywhere outside the setion alled `nite
temperatures'), we will fous on the low-energy physis in the T = 0 limit.
Every system under onsideration exhibits three typial energy sales that determine
the gate voltage dependene of the ondutane, namely a single-partile energy ∆
(whih might be a level detuning between parallel dots or a nearest-neighbour hopping
between sites of a hain), the two-partile interation U , and the hybridisation strength
with the leads Γ. To systematially study their inuene on the physis that governs
G(Vg), we will pursue the following ourse of ation whih is guided by the limitations
imposed by the perturbative nature of the fRG. First, we will disuss the noninterating
limit U = 0, varying the single-partile spaing from ∆ ≪ Γ to ∆ ≫ Γ. Next, we will
turn on an interation suh that the physis is signiantly inuened (whih will mostly
turn out to be U ≈ Γ). If possible, we will nally inrease U suh that all important
limits an be aptured ({∆≪ Γ, U ≫ Γ}, . . .), allowing us to determine whih quantity
governs the physis in eah ase. This will, however, only turn out to be possible in the
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spinless two-level ase and for the SIAM. Hene it is meaningful to fous on the eets of
gradually turned on small interations rather than onentrating on the extreme limits
where one quantity is muh larger (smaller) than the others.
It is very important to point out that everything shown in this hapter represents
the generi behaviour of eah partiular system under onsideration, and, even more,
we will refrain from disussing speial non-generi situations. In order to obtain a
omplete piture of what should be assoiated with the former and what with the
latter, we have taken advantage of the small omputational power required by fRG to
san wide regions of the parameter spae. The onsequenes showing up if one arelessly
stiks to situations of too high symmetry, whih are a formidable andidate for yielding
non-generi behaviour, an be quite drasti. In [SOG 2002℄, a noninterating spinless
parallel double dot was studied, and the authors foused on ompletely symmetri
hybridisations. The paper aimed at giving a lue towards an explanation of the evolution
of the transmission phase observed in quantum dot experiments (an issue that we will
also takle later on). Though giving many important insights, the results would have
been more enlightening if generi hybridisations had been onsidered, as later on stated
by the authors themselves [Golosov&Gefen 2006℄.
From now on, we set the hemial potential of the leads to zero. Furthermore, we
perform the wide-band limit, whih is ahieved by substituting τ → ητ for the hopping
matrix element of the leads and tsl →
√
ηtsl for all hoppings from the last site of the
latter into the dot region and taking the limit η → ∞. The propagator gσs (iω) then
reads
gσs (iω) =
{
−iτ−1 Im(ω) > 0
+iτ−1 Im(ω) < 0,
(4.1)
and the density of states ρ
lead
beomes energy-independent, whih justies the name
wide-band limit. It is important to note that we do not perform this approximation
for omputational reasons, but only beause it usually appears in the literature. It is
motivated by the fat that the details of the leads should not inuene the transport
properties of the system dramatially. For the system of two parallel spin-polarised dots
(Se. 4.1.2) we have veried that this is indeed the ase. Sine the density of states is
independent of energy, the same will hold for the hybridisations
Γsl := π|tsl |2ρlead. (4.2)
Allover this hapter, the unit of energy is hosen to be
1
Γ :=
∑
l
Γl :=
∑
s=L,R
Γsl , (4.3)
and we introdue the shorthand notation Γ = {ΓLA/Γ ΓRA/Γ ΓLB/Γ . . .}.
4.1 Spin-Polarised Dots
In this setion we will apply the fRG to quantum dot systems where the spin degree
of freedom is ignored. As mentioned above, the Hamiltonian to desribe spin-polarised
1
Choosing Γ as the unit of energy might be questionable, espeially if the system under onsideration
omprises a large number of dots N where one would expet the physis to be governed by the ratio
U/Γ
typ
and ∆/Γ
typ
(with Γ
typ
:= Γ/N) rather than by U/Γ and ∆/Γ. Pratially it turns out, however,
that for all situations onsidered here Γ is indeed the most suitable hoie of the unit of energy.
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systems is obtained by dropping all spin indies in the general Hamiltonian (3.1). We
will fous on systems of up to six parallel dots eah ontaining one level (or one dot
ontaining up to six levels, or mixtures of both situations; we will keep the aforemen-
tioned linguisti sloppiness and do not distinguish between `dots' and `levels', ignoring
the spatial geometry that is indued by the hoie of the hoppings tl,l′). The term
`parallel' means that every dot is onneted to the leads by nonzero tunnelling barriers
ts=L,Rl .
On the one hand, the physial importane of a model negleting the spin degree of
freedom arises as it should reprodue the results of a model ontaining spin if a large
magneti eld is applied. In the next setion, we will exemplarily demonstrate that this
is indeed true. On the other hand if it ours in the experiment that the spin degree of
freedom does not seem to play a role (signalised by the absene of Kondo physis), it
might be justied to try to explain these experiments using a spin-polarised model.
This setion is organised as follows. First, we will as an introdution desribe transport
through a single impurity in a homogeneous hain, whih is by denition a noninter-
ating model and therefore exatly solvable. It will serve for a better understanding of
transport through more than one dot if the singe-partile level spaing is assumed to
be large so that the dierent levels do not overlap. This piture of transport ourring
through eah level individually will remain valid in presene of a two-partile intera-
tion, only that the separation of the transmission resonanes is enlarged due to Coulomb
repulsion. In ontrast, the eet of the interation will be muh more dramati if the
spaing between the levels dereases so that they overlap signiantly. In a noninter-
ating piture, this would imply that they simultaneously ontribute to the transport
so that no well-separated resonanes are to be expeted. In presene of interations,
we will observe suh peaks of good separation nevertheless due to Coulomb repulsion
(`Coulomb blokade peaks'). Furthermore, we will frequently nd the G(Vg) urve to
exhibits additional orrelation indued resonanes (CIRs) if the integration between the
eletrons exeeds a ertain ritial value depending on the dot parameters. These CIRs
were rst predited for a two-level dot by [Meden&Marquardt 2006℄ using the fRG.
As stated in the introdution, our main fous within this setion will be on the number
of resonane peaks and transmission zeros (and orresponding jumps in the phase α)
in the ondutane G(Vg) as a funtion of the dot's single-partile level spaing. If
an experimentally realised quantum dot is suessively lled with eletrons, one would
expet the latter to derease for those eletrons that oupy the states of highest energy.
Taking this as an input from the experiment, our results might serve as an explanation of
the puzzling behaviour of the phase evolution α(Vg) experimentally observed in quantum
dots [YHMS 1995,SBHMUS 1997,AHZMU 2005℄.
4.1.1 A Single Impurity
For a single dot oupled to tight-binding leads the Hamiltonian (3.1) reads
H = Vgd
†d−
(
tLc
†
0,Ld+ tRc
†
0,Rd+H..
)
+H
lead
.
The propagator projeted on the dot (3.11) is then given by
G(iω) = 1
iω − Vg + i sgn(ω)Γ , (4.4)
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FIG. 4.1: Condutane G (blak) and transmission phase α (red) as a funtion of the gate
voltage for a single impurity with ΓL/Γ = ΓR/Γ = 0.5.
and the linear-response ondutane reads
G(Vg) = 4
e2
h
ΓLΓR
V 2g + Γ
2
. (4.5)
This is a Lorentzian of full width 2Γ and height 4e
2
h
ΓLΓR
(ΓL+ΓR)2
entred around Vg = 0.
In the left-right symmetri ase (ΓL = ΓR) the ondutane reahes the unitary limit,
and the more asymmetri the hybridisations are hosen, the more it is suppressed. The
transmission phase α, whih an be omputed as
α(Vg) = arctan
(
Γ
Vg
)
, (4.6)
hanges by π over the resonane. In fat, for a single dot at T = 0 it is no independent
quantity in the sense that it is diretly onneted to the ondutane by a generalised
Friedel sum rule [Hewson 1993℄. The same holds for the level oupany, whih equals
the transmission phase in units of π. The ondutane and the transmission phase are
depited in Fig. 4.1.
4.1.2 Parallel Double Dots
Appliation of the fRG
We will now turn to a more omplex system of two parallel spin-polarised dots. The
free propagator with the leads projeted out an be ast in the form
[G0(iω)]−1 =

 iω − Vg +
∆
2 + i sgn(ω) ΓA i sgn(ω)
[√
ΓLAΓ
L
B + s
√
ΓRAΓ
R
B
]
i sgn(ω)
[√
ΓLAΓ
L
B + s
√
ΓRAΓ
R
B
]
iω − Vg − ∆2 + i sgn(ω) ΓB

 ,
(4.7)
where we have introdued the level spaing ∆, and a vanishing diret hopping between
both levels was assumed, sine it an always be tuned away by a basis transformation of
the dot states (leading to an additional level detuning). The notation used to derive the
general expressions for the eetive projeted Hamiltonian (3.11) and the ondutane
(3.28) allows for all hopping matrix elements being arbitrary omplex numbers. This is
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neessary if we for example want to desribe the eet of a magneti ux piering the
ring geometry. Here we will onentrate on real hoppings, in whih ase the o-diagonal
element of the free propagator an be expressed by the square roots of the hybridisations
Γsl and the relative sign s of all hopping matrix elements, s = sgn(t
L
At
R
At
L
Bt
R
B). The fat
that it is only the relative sign that enters the alulation of all quantities of interest
is easily seen. Assuming an arbitrary hoie for s˜sl := sgn(t
s
l ) and ipping s˜
R
A ↔ s˜RB
does not hange the projeted part of the free propagator (3.11) or the expression for
the ondutane (3.33). The interhange of s˜LA with s˜
R
A hanges the overall sign of the
o-diagonal elements of G0, whih implies that also the sign of the o-diagonal elements
of the full propagator is ipped, while that of the diagonal terms is unaeted. This
beomes lear if we expand the full propagator in an innite perturbation series. Here
this series only ontains one single type of interation verties (v¯A,B,A,B), and hene
eah term in the expansion of Gl;l (Gl;l¯) has to ontain an even (odd) number of fators
(Gl,l¯)0. However, in the expression of the ondutane every o-diagonal term aquires
an additional minus sign as well, and all that enters the omputation of the average level
oupanies are the diagonal parts of the propagator. Hene all quantities of interest
depend only on the relative sign of all ouplings as laimed. By writing down (4.7) we
have impliitly assumed that this relative sign is realised suh that tLl > 0, t
R
A > 0, and
sgn(tRB) = s.
The fRG ow equations (2.40) for the eetive level position Vl=A,B(Λ) := −γ1(l; l)
and inter-level hopping t(Λ) := γ1(A;B) read
∂ΛVl(Λ) =− U(Λ)
2π
∑
ω=±Λ
G˜l¯;l¯(iω; Λ)
∂Λt(Λ) =− U(Λ)
2π
∑
ω=±Λ
G˜A;B(iω; Λ),
(4.8)
with l¯ denoting the omplement, A¯ = B, and the ow of the eetive interation
U(Λ) := γ2(A,B;A,B) (2.41) is given by
∂ΛU(Λ) = −U
2(Λ)
2π
∑
ω=±Λ
[
− G˜A;A(iω; Λ)G˜B;B(−iω; Λ) + G˜A;B(iω; Λ)G˜B;A(−iω; Λ)
+ G˜A;B(iω; Λ)G˜B;A(iω; Λ)− G˜A;A(iω; Λ)G˜B;B(iω; Λ)
]
.
(4.9)
We have hosen the matrix G˜ as[
G˜(iω; Λ)
]−1
=
 iω − VA(Λ) + i sgn(ω) ΓA t(Λ) + i sgn(ω)
[√
ΓLAΓ
L
B + s
√
ΓRAΓ
R
B
]
t(Λ) + i sgn(ω)
[√
ΓLAΓ
L
B + s
√
ΓRAΓ
R
B
]
iω − VB(Λ) + i sgn(ω) ΓB

 ,
so that the initial onditions (2.44) read VA(Λ→∞) = Vg − ∆2 , VB(Λ→∞) = Vg + ∆2 ,
t(Λ→∞) = 0, and U(Λ→∞) = U , with U being the interation between the eletrons
of both levels. Solving these dierential equations provides us with the full propagator
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G = G˜(Λ = 0) of the system and we an ompute the zero temperature ondutane
using (3.28), whih here takes the form
G = 4
e2
h
∣∣∣∣√ΓLAΓRAGA;A(0) +√ΓLBΓRAGA;B(0) + s√ΓLAΓRBGB;A(0) + s√ΓLBΓRBGB;B(0)
∣∣∣∣2 .
(4.10)
Again, we have assumed that the relative sign of all ouplings is realised in a way that
tLl > 0, t
R
A > 0, and sgn(t
R
B) = s.
The Noninterating Case
Sine the double dot system is already a quite omplex geometry (in the sense that it
has a fairly large number of parameters to be varied), we will rst study it without
interation. Replaing G by the free propagator (4.7) in (4.10) then yields
G(Vg) = 4
e2
h
ΓLAΓ
R
Aǫ
2
B + Γ
L
BΓ
R
Bǫ
2
A + 2s
√
ΓLAΓ
R
AΓ
L
BΓ
R
BǫAǫB[
ΓLAΓ
R
B + Γ
L
BΓ
R
A − 2s
√
ΓLAΓ
R
AΓ
L
BΓ
R
B − ǫAǫB
]2
+
[
ǫAΓB + ǫBΓA
]2 , (4.11)
with the obvious denition ǫA = Vg− ∆2 and ǫB = Vg+ ∆2 . As mentioned above, we will
always fous on studying the generi behaviour of the ondutane and transmission
phase as a funtion of the gate voltage. The term generi refers to that fat that we
would expet the qualitative features and dependene on the dot parameters U , ∆ and
s of both urves to be independent of the hoie of the hybridisations. This is indeed
true for all Γsl exept for a three-dimensional manifold in the four-dimensional spae
of all ouplings. In partiular, it will prove that a left-right and A-B asymmetry only
inuenes the overall height of the ondutane urve, the set-in of the rossover regime
at sale ∆
ross
, and the orrelation indued strutures whih vanish for ∆ > ∆
CIR
(see
below). An indiation for this is already given by the noninterating ase if one analyses
the exat expression (4.11). For the interating ase, we have veried numerially by
sanning a large part of the parameter spae that the results presented in this setion
are indeed the generi ones. Many parameter sets {Γsl } inluded in the manifold of non-
generi hybridisations are not of physial relevane anyway. For example, it shows that
the qualitative behaviour of G(Vg) for degenerate levels and s = + is not generi in the
left-right symmetri ase. For a more detailed disussion of the manifold of non-generi
hybridisations see [Meden&Marquardt 2006℄.
For degenerate levels the urve desribed by (4.11) is a Lorentzian of full width 2Γ
for large gate voltages that has a dip and a transmission zero loated at Vg = 0. For
a large A-B asymmetry (that is for ΓA/ΓB ≫ 1, or vie versa), this an be viewed as
a Fano anti-resonane resulting from destrutive interferene between the two dierent
path through the system. The transmission phase hanges by π over eah `peak' and
shows a phase jump orresponding to the transmission zero in between. Inreasing Vg
both levels are heightened in energy and therefore suessively depleted.
For s = + inreasing ∆ shifts the transmission peaks to larger Vg, the transmission
zero always remaining in between. For large ∆ ≫ Γ their separation is given by ∆,
while the width and height of eah peak is determined by the individual hybridisations
ΓL,RA and Γ
L,R
B . This is more or less obvious sine in the limit of large ∆, the domi-
nant ontributions to the ondutane (4.10) will ome from the diagonal parts of the
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FIG. 4.2: Gate voltage dependene of the ondutane G (blak) and transmission phase α (red)
of a noninterating two-level dot with generi level-lead hybridisations Γ = {0.1 0.3 0.4 0.2} for
one small and one large level spaing. Level oupanies for dot A (green) and dot B (blue) are
shown as well.
propagator whih have support on Vg-regions separated by ∆. The transmission phase
hanges by π over eah peak (and jumps in between), and again the form of α(Vg) is
the same as in the single-level ase. Both dots are depleted individually over their asso-
iated resonanes, whih nally manifests the intuitive piture that for nondegenerate
levels with level spaing larger than the level broadening transport is observed eah time
the energy of one level rosses the Fermi energy of the leads. For s = − the rossover
regime from ∆ ≪ Γ to ∆ ≫ Γ is very dierent. One of the peaks present if the levels
are degenerate splits up while the other beomes vanishingly small. For large ∆ we
reover the resonanes orresponding to the individual levels, but now the transmission
zero lies outside next to the (not observable) third resonane. Fig. 4.2 again shows the
desribed behaviour for the two regimes ∆≪ Γ and ∆≫ Γ for s = + and s = −.
Interating Case, Nearly Degenerate Levels
If we add an interation U of order Γ between the eletrons on both levels, the physis
hanges. For nearly degenerate levels ∆ ≪ Γ inreasing U enlarges the separation of
the two peaks (the wings of the Lorentzian with the dip at Vg ≈ 0) and hanges their
lineshape. The height of the peaks inreases as well as their separation whih is given
by U and hene omparable to their width whih is of order Γ (for U ≈ Γ ≤ Uc). At a
ertain ritial strength of the interation (depending on the level-lead hybridisations)
Uc({Γsl }, s) = O(Γ) eah peak splits up into two, the height of all four resonanes being
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FIG. 4.3: Gate voltage dependene of the ondutane G of a two-level dot with generi level-
lead hybridisations Γ = {0.1 0.3 0.4 0.2} at dierent loal interations. If the latter exeeds
a ritial strength depending on the dot parameters, additional sharp resonanes split of the
Coulomb blokade peaks loated at Vg = ±U/2. Note that the urves for the largest U around
Vg = 0 are only shown in the insets.
equal and now independent of U . For large U = O(Γ), the outer peaks are loated
approximately at Vg ≈ ±U/2, and their width is again of order Γ and not of order U
or Γl. They are frequently interpreted in a usual Coulomb blokade piture. The inner
resonanes result from a subtle many-partile eet (justifying the name orrelation
indued resonanes, CIRs) and annot be explained in a simple way. Only reently they
were predited by [Meden&Marquardt 2006℄ using the same fRG approah we employ
here. Inreasing U , the CIRs beome very sharp and are loated exponentially lose to
Vg = 0. All this is shown in Fig. 4.3.
The ritial Uc that determines the interation strength at whih the additional res-
onanes show up depends on the hybridisations Γsl as well as on the relative sign of the
level-lead ouplings s. If we x Γ as the unit of energy, we have to analyse a three-
dimensional parameters spae for eah s = +,− in order to obtain a omplete piture
of Uc that might serve to better understand the nature of these strutures. Sine this is
optially impossible, we stik to two-dimensional manifolds, and we start with s = −.
One important hoie for suh a manifold is ertainly that where the total oupling
strength of dots A and B (governed by ΓA/Γ) as well as the left-right asymmetry as-
sumed to be equal for both levels, ΓRA/Γ
L
A = Γ
R
B/Γ
L
B = ΓR/ΓL, is varied (Fig. 4.4, left
panel). We nd that Uc is always roughly of order Γ, and it dereases for dereasing
symmetry (A-B or left-right) of the system. Another important parameter manifold
arises for xed ΓA/ΓB but arbitrary Γ
L
A/Γ
R
A and Γ
L
B/Γ
R
B (Fig. 4.4, right panel). If we
assume dot B being stronger oupled than dot A, we nd that for onstant ΓRA/Γ
L
A, Uc
dereases the more ΓRB/Γ
L
B deviates from one. Furthermore, Uc beomes larger (smaller)
if for xed ΓRB/Γ
L
B < 1 (Γ
R
B/Γ
L
B > 1) Γ
R
A/Γ
L
A is inreased. In the s = + ase, an equal
left-right asymmetry does not represent generi parameters; omputing Uc as a funtion
of ΓA/ΓB and Γ
R
A/Γ
L
A = 2Γ
R
B/Γ
L
B yields the same piture as in the s = − ase with
xed asymmetry. We will refrain from a more detailed disussion here.
The transmission phase α hanges by π over eah Coulomb blokade peak and jumps
by π at the transmission zero whih remains lose to Vg = 0 for arbitrary strength of
the interation. If present, the phase hanges steeply when rossing the CIRs (see the
upper left panel of Fig. 4.5), but basially it exhibits an S-like lineshape that beomes
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FIG. 4.4: The ritial Uc that determines the appearane of the CIRs in the ondutane of a
double dot with degenerate levels and s = − for xed left-right asymmetry ΓRA/ΓLA = ΓRB/ΓLB =
ΓR/ΓL (left panel) and onstant A-B asymmetry ΓA/Γ = 0.25 (right panel).
more pronouned the larger the interation is hosen (ompare the upper left panel
of Fig. 4.6 with U/Γ = 10.0 in Fig. 4.8). The level oupanies experiene a more
dramati hange if the interation is swithed on. In the limit of large U , they no longer
depend monotonially on the level energy. Coming from large negative Vg, the dot that
is more strongly oupled gets depleted over the rst Coulomb blokade peak, while the
oupation of the other stays lose to one. At Vg ≈ 0, the former is lled again while
now the latter gets depleted, and a transmission zero instead of a resonane is observed.
This inversion of the level populations if followed by another depletion of the more
strongly oupled level over the seond Coulomb blokade peak. In the limit of large
Vg, both levels get depleted. It is important to note that the population inversion is
not diretly related to the appearane of the CIRs, sine the strength of the interation
where the former sets in does not oinide with the ritial Uc (see for example Figs.
4.5 & 4.6). Furthermore, one should be aware that the total oupany still depends
monotonially on the gate voltage and hanges by one over eah resonane.
Interating Case, Large Level Spaing
If we inrease the level spaing ∆, the CIRs gradually vanish. The largest ∆ =: ∆˜
CIR
where they are still observable is a funtion of the other parameters of the dot, but
roughly it is given by ∆ ≈ Γ/50. Applying a larger level detuning leaves only the
Coulomb blokade peaks at position Vg ≈ ∆ ± U/2 whih have width of order Γ and
the transmission zero in between. The subsequent evolution from ∆ < Γ to ∆ ≫ Γ
(the rossover regime) is ompletely similar to the noninterating ase. For s = + the
separation of the peaks inreases, but the ondutane always vanishes at some point
lose to Vg = 0. For s = − one of the peaks splits up (the one that one would assoiate
with the more strongly oupled level
2
), while the other beomes vanishingly small.
2
In that fashion that one would think of the level with higher energy to get depleted rst; however,
the universal peak width of Γ shows that suh an interpretation is inorret. In fat, it would be best
just to say that if dot A (B) is the more strongly oupled one, it is the right (left) peak that splits.
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FIG. 4.5: Gate voltage dependene of the ondutane G (blak) and transmission phase α
(red) of a two-level dot with generi level-lead hybridisations Γ = {0.1 0.3 0.4 0.2} for four
dierent level spaings ∆. Level oupanies for dot A (green) and dot B (blue) are shown as
well. For nearly degenerate levels, the phase hanges rapidly beause of the remnants of the
CIRs. The eet of the population inversion is only weakly developed sine the interation is
still too small. For large level spaings, the ondutane is governed by transport through the
individual levels.
The sale ∆˜
ross
that separates the ∆ ≪ Γ regime where one observes two resonanes
with a transmission zero in between from the rossover regime where one of the peaks
signiantly dereases while the other begins to split depends on the parameters of the
dot (and of ourse on its preise denition), but a very rough estimate should be ∆˜
ross
=
Γ/10. Surprisingly, ∆
ross
is always of order Γ no matter how U is hosen (Fig. 4.8).
If the CIRs are present, it might not be possible to distinguish their vanishing and the
splitting up of one peak if for ertain dot parameters it happens that ∆˜
ir
≈ ∆˜
ross
,
as it is likely to happen if these strutures are well-pronouned, that is for suiently
large U . In both the s = + and the s = − ase in the limit ∆ ≫ Γ one ends up with
two peaks either with a transmission zero and assoiated phase jump of π in between
(s = +), or the ondutane stays nite and the phase evolves ontinuously (s = −).
As in the noninterating ase, this situation orresponds to separate transport through
eah of the original levels, but in ontrast to U = 0, the separation of both peaks is now
given by U +∆.
The latter follows from the intuitive piture that eah time one dot gets depleted, all
other levels are lowered in energy by U due to the lak of the Coulomb repulsion. A
more preise understanding an be gained if one diagonalises the interating isolated dot
system deoupled from the leads, whih is meaningful if the energies of the former (U
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FIG. 4.6: The same as Fig. 4.5, but for s = −. Here, the interation does not exeed the ritial
Uc so that the CIRs are not observed for nearly degenerate levels, while the population inversion
is already visible. In the subsequent evolution, one peak splits up and the transmission zero
moves outwards.
and ∆) are muh larger than the energy sale that is determined by the oupling to the
latter. In the oupation number basis {|0, 0〉, |1, 0〉, |0, 1〉, |1, 1〉} the dot Hamiltonian
reads
H
dot
=


0
Vg − U+∆2
Vg − U−∆2
2Vg

 .
One would now expet transport to be possible when the states with zero and one or
those with one and two eletrons have the same energy. At Vg = −(U +∆)/2 this holds
for |0, 0〉 and the single-partile state with lowest energy, |1, 0〉, and at Vg = (∆+U)/2
the latter and the two-partile state |1, 1〉 are degenerate. These are approximately
the positions of the resonane peaks for large level spaing. The same argumentation
holds if the dot system omprises arbitrary many levels eah with levels spaing ∆
and two-partile interation U but no diret hopping. For arbitrary Vg, the n + 1-
partile state of lowest energy will then exeed the energy of that with n partiles by
Vg + n∆+ nU , and likewise the latter exeeds the energy of the n− 1-partile state by
Vg + (n− 1)∆ + (n− 1)U . Hene the dierenes dier by ∆+ U as laimed.
A nal overview of the ondutane and transmission phase of the double dot geometry
that partiularly aounts for the dierent energy sales within the system (though
ontaining nothing that has not been mentioned before) is shown in Fig. 4.8.
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Eetive Level Interpretation
To gain more insight into the interating ase it is often useful to exploit that the self-
energy omputed by our fRG sheme is frequeny-independent. Hene the eet of the
eletron orrelations is buried in the renormalized level positions and hoppings (whih
are not present in the free propagator, but in general they are generated by the ow)
as a funtion of Vg. Equivalently, one an onsider the eigenvalues ωi and eigenvetors
~V i of the dot system with these eetive parameters deoupled from the leads. The
eigenvetors {(λ1, λ2), (µ1, µ2)} determine the hybridisations of new levels with energies
ωi(Vg) to the leads by expressing the oupling part of the Hamiltonian in terms of the
new eigenstates of the eetive isolated dot Hamiltonian and reading of the hopping
matrix elements. More preisely, the old dot operators dA,B an be written as
d
(†)
A = λ1d
(†)
1 + µ1d
(†)
2
d
(†)
B = λ2d
(†)
1 + µ2d
(†)
2 ,
hene the new ouplings read
t˜s1 = λ1t
s
A + λ2t
s
B
t˜s2 = µ1t
s
A + µ2t
s
B,
(4.12)
and the hybridisations follow as γsl = π|t˜si |2ρlead. Transport through this new system
is then equivalent to transport to the original one, whih is evident beause the Green
funtion G01L;1R is of ourse independent of the hoie of a basis in the dot region, and
in an (eetive) noninterating problem it is irrelevant whih matrix element of the
propagator we use to alulate the ondutane, so that G01L;1R determines the latter
ompletely. If we have an arbitrary number N of parallel dots, the new ouplings follow
similarly,
t˜si (Vg) =
N∑
j=1
V ij t
s
j .
One should note that they are normalized beause of the orthogonality of the
~V i,
γ =
∑
i,s
γsi = πρlead
∑
i,s
∑
j,j′
V ij V
i
j′t
s
j(t
s
j′)
∗ = πρ
lead
∑
s,j
|tsj |2 = Γ.
In the ase of nearly degenerate levels (Fig. 4.7, left panel) and regardless of the
relative sign s, we nd that for Vg → ∓∞ the new eetive levels ωi (the eigenvalues
of the isolated dot system at the end of the ow) are given by ωi = Vg ± U/2. This is
plausible sine in the limit of large gate voltages, the latter is the dominant energy so
that for Vg → ∞ we would indeed expet ωi = Vg − U/2. If on the other hand both
dots are lled (Vg → −∞) their energy is shifted by the onstant U , whih explains
the observed behaviour ωi = Vg + U/2. In ontrast, in the region around Vg = 0, the
interation (assumed to be suiently large) has a more dramati eet, in partiular
the eigenergies now no longer depend monotonially on the bare energy of the original
levels. The more strongly oupled level (referring to the new ouplings determined from
the eigenvetors) rosses the Fermi energy of the leads at the rst Coulomb blokade
peak, but lose to Vg = 0 both levels ross (and ross µ) so that a transmission zero
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FIG. 4.7: Condutane G (blak) of a two-level dot with generi level-lead hybridisations
Γ = {0.1 0.3 0.4 0.2} for two dierent level spaings. For almost degenerate levels, the level
oupanies (dot A: green, dot B: blue) depend non-monotonially on the gate voltage Vg. The
same holds for the eetive eigenenergies ωi (more weakly oupled dot: red, more strongly
oupled dot: orange). Note that it is always the more strongly oupled eetive level (original
dot) that rosses the hemial potential (gets depleted) at eah Coulomb peak. For large level
spaings, ωi rosses µ linearly at eah peak. The new hybridisations almost oinide with the
original ones and are therefore not shown (this does not longer hold for N > 2 and ∆ ≪ Γ
where orrelations enhane the asymmetry between the dots).
(a type of Fano-antiresonane) instead of a peak is observed. At the seond Coulomb
resonane it is then again the more strongly oupled level that rosses the hemial
potential. This is losely related to the aforementioned population inversion, sine it
turns out that the renormalized level positions are the dominant part of the eetive
Hamiltonian deoupled from the leads that one diagonalises in order to obtain the
ωi, implying that the hybridisations barely hange. The whole senario of the most
strongly oupled level rossing the hemial potential again and again at eah peak is in
lose analogy to the one observed by [Silvestrov&Imry 2000℄ (SI) who studied haoti
quantum dots ontaining a few hundred levels. One should note, however, that the
situation desribed here is more general sine it does not require SI's assumption of
strong asymmetry in the hybridisations. In partiular, the behaviour of the level with
largest γi rossing µ at eah resonane is observed generially even if not one of the
original Γi is muh larger than the other.
For large level spaings (Fig. 4.7, right panel) it shows that the renormalized level
positions are not only dominant (as for nearly degenerate levels) but at least two orders
of magnitude larger than the hoppings generated by the ow, and therefore the former
are the eigenenergies of the eetive dot system with unhanged tsl and s. At eah
Coulomb blokade peak, one of them (say ωA) rosses the hemial potential. For all
gate voltages exept those lose to the other Coulomb peak ωA depends linearly on
the gate voltage (ωA = Vg + c). This explains why the form of the resonanes and
the behaviour of the transmission phase are preisely the same as in the noninterating
ase. In partiular, the height and width of the peaks are determined by the parameters
Γsl of the orresponding level through whih transport takes plae, and a phase jump
is observed in between for s = −. At the other Coulomb peak (when ωB rosses
the hemial potential and the other dot is depleted), the energy ωA is shifted by U
due to the interation of both eletrons, so that in the limit Vg → ∓∞ we reover
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FIG. 4.8: Systemati aount for the three dierent energy sales (nearest-neighbour intera-
tion U , level spaing ∆, and hybridisation strength Γ) that govern the ondutane G (blak)
and transmission phase α (red) of a spinless two-level dot. The relative sign of the level-lead
ouplings is s = − for the solid and s = + for the dashed urves, and the hybridisations read
Γ = {0.1 0.3 0.4 0.2}. Note that the depited behaviour is the generi one and in partiular
qualitatively independent of the atual hoie of Γ = {. . .}. The most fundamental points of this
gure are the following. For nearly degenerate levels, we observe two transmission resonanes
(Coulomb blokade peaks) with width of order Γ separated by U . They are aompanied by
additional orrelation indued resonanes for appropriate hoies of U and ∆≪ Γ. The trans-
mission phase shows an S-like hange of π over eah peak and jumps by π at the transmission
zero loated lose to Vg = 0. Inreasing the level spaing, the behaviour of the urves begins to
depend on s. In the limit ∆ ≫ Γ, we nd two resonanes of width Γl separated by U +∆. α
drops by π over eah of them and jumps by π at the zero whih is still in between for s = +,
while evolving ontinuously for s = −.
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ωi = Vg ± (U +∆)/2.
A word of warning about the interpretation of the system in an eetive single-partile
piture is in order. Sine at the end of the fRG ow we are left with a frequeny-
independent self-energy it is of ourse possible to desribe transport from suh a one-
partile point of view, or, even simpler, to diagonalise the eetive Hamiltonian to
obtain new level energies ωi with new hybridisations as a funtion of the gate voltage.
However, it is important to note that in the rst instane everything that an be ex-
trated from this piture is that if we had a noninteration dot system with energies ωi
and orresponding level-lead ouplings t˜si , then transport through suh a system would
oinide with transport through the eetive interating one and therefore allow for a
more or less easy interpretation.
3
But what we a priori do not know is why the in-
teration renormalizes the levels the way it does. The eetive piture may therefore
in some ases failitate the interpretation of the results (as in the ase of large level
spaing, where the eetive energies depend linearly on Vg and are only shifted by U
if one level gets lled, whereas the new hybridisations oinide with the original ones
and are in partiular independent of Vg) while it proves to be of limited validity in oth-
ers. This is most strikingly shown at nearly degenerate levels where the ondutane
exhibits Coulomb blokade peaks of width Γ. But sine the hybridisations of the new
levels basially oinide with the original ones (beause the hopping generated by the
interation is small ompared to renormalized level energy), it is impossible to interpret
them as resonanes arising from transport through separate levels. To put it the other
way round, those peaks have to be aused by several overlapping eetive levels, and it
is of ourse far from evident why the interation produes suh a situation.
4.1.3 Parallel Triple Dots
General Considerations
Next, we onsider the parallel geometry that onsists of three dots. The free propagator
of this system an in omplete analogy to the two-level ase be ast in the form
[G0(iω)]−1 =

iω − Vg +∆ iω − Vg
iω − Vg −∆

−H
e
+HPP , (4.13)
with the last term being the ontribution from the projeted leads,
− He −HPP
i sgn(ω)
=

ΓA
√
ΓLAΓ
L
B + s1
√
ΓRAΓ
R
B
√
ΓLAΓ
L
C + s2
√
ΓRAΓ
R
C√
ΓLAΓ
L
B + s1
√
ΓRAΓ
R
B ΓB
√
ΓLBΓ
L
C + s1s2
√
ΓRBΓ
R
C√
ΓLAΓ
L
C + s2
√
ΓRAΓ
R
C
√
ΓLBΓ
L
C + s1s2
√
ΓRBΓ
R
C ΓC

 .
As usual, Vg is a variable gate voltage that simultaneously shifts the on-site energies of
the dots, ∆ denotes a level spaing idential for all levels, and s1 = sgn(t
L
At
R
At
L
Bt
R
B) and
3
One should note, however, that even for U = 0 and large ∆ no simple explanation (besides the one
buried in the exat expression for the ondutane) of why s governs the ourrene of a phase jump
between the transmission resonanes exists.
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s2 = sgn(t
L
Bt
R
Bt
L
Ct
R
C) the relative signs of the ouplings, and Γ
s
l the energy-independent
hybridisations with the leads in the wide-band limit. As before, the relative signs are
assumed to be realised suh that tRB = s1, t
R
C = s2, and t
s
l > 0 otherwise. Furthermore,
we introdue the shorthand notation s = {s1s2}. The general expression for the zero
temperature ondutane (3.33) then reads
G =
e2
h
∣∣∣2πρ
lead
(0)
∑
l,l′
sl,l′
√
ΓRl Γ
L
l′Gl;l′(0)
∣∣∣2, (4.14)
with
sl,l′ :=


s1 for l = B and arbitrary l
′
s2 for l = C and arbitrary l
′
1 otherwise.
The full propagator in presene of interations between all eletrons,
U := v¯A,B,A,B = v¯A,C,A,C = v¯B,C,B,C ,
is obtained by solving the ow equations for the self-energy and the eetive interation
(2.40, 2.41). Alltogether, they omprise twelve equations, six for the eetive on-site
energies Vl(Λ) and inter-dot hoppings tl,l′(Λ) (whih are in general of ourse generated
by the ow), and six for all the independent omponents of the two-partile vertex,
γ2(i, j; k, l; Λ) with (ijkl) = {ABAB,ABAC,ABBC,ACAC,ACBC,BCBC}.
It is important to note that for otherwise arbitrary parameters relaxing the assumption
of equal interations between all eletrons and introduing asymmetri level spaings
only leads to quantitative hanges but does not inuene our results qualitatively.
In ontrast to the previously studied double dot geometry, we will refrain from rst
desribing the noninterating ase here. This is beause for small level spaings ∆ ≪
Γ the U = 0 ase is qualitatively very dierent from that with U > 0 and hene
no additional insight into the interating problem an be gained from onsidering the
noninterating ase. Therefore we will delay the disussion of the latter until the end
of this setion. As before, we will fous on the generi behaviour of our system. In
partiular, we will ignore all hoies of the hybridisations (and all them non-generi)
where the ondutane and transmission phase as a funtion of Vg, ∆, U and s deviate
from the behaviour observed for general Γsl if the dimension of the manifold of these
hybridisations is smaller than six. By omputing approximately 6500 data sets in the
(U,∆, s,Γ)  parameter spae (∼ 5 · 107 data points G(Vg)) we have veried that the
behaviour presented in this setion is indeed the generi one.
Interating Case, Nearly Degenerate Levels
For nearly degenerate levels, nonzero interations of order Γ and arbitrary {Γ, s} we
nd three resonanes separated by U in the ondutane if the gate voltage is varied.
They are of almost equal height and width, the latter always being of the of the order
of Γ rather than of Γl or U . The transmission phase α hanges by π over eah of the
peaks and jumps by π at the transmission zeros loated at Vg ≈ ±U/2 in between.
The average level oupanies show a ompliated behaviour. As for the double dot
geometry, they depend nonmonotonially on the gate voltage and show population
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FIG. 4.9: Condutane G (blak), transmission phase α (red), and average level oupanies
(dot A: green, dot B: blue, dot C: orange) as a funtion of the gate voltage for parallel triple
dots with nearly degenerate levels and dierent hybridisations Γ = {0.06 0.14 0.07 0.03 0.3 0.4}
(upper left and lower right), Γ = {0.06 0.14 0.3 0.4 0.07 0.03} (upper right), Γ =
{0.2 0.3 0.25 0.15 0.07 0.03} (lower left).
inversion, but here it is not always the most strongly oupled dot that is depleted eah
time Vg is on-resonane. All this is shown in Fig. 4.9.
Another similarity with the ase of two dots is the gradual appearane of additional
strutures in the ondutane if the interation is inreased (Fig. 4.10). First, above a
ertain ritial strength Uc depending on the hybridisations Γ
s
l and the relative signs
s, the peaks loated at Vg ≈ ±U split up into two. For U > Uc the outer of the new
peaks are still loated at Vg ≈ ±U , while the inner ones beome more and more sharply
entred at the transmission zeros at Vg ≈ ±U/2, suh that one would expet only the
outer peaks to remain observable in the limit of large U . Unfortunately, we are not
able to takle interations large enough to onrm this within our fRG approximation
sheme (see next hapter). The additional resonanes vanish if one inreases the level
spaing above a sale ∆
CIR
≪ Γ. This whole senario is idential to the appearane of
the orrelation indued resonanes for the double dot geometry.
Furthermore, the third peak entred at Vg ≈ 0 shows very sharp strutures that
beome further pronouned if the interation is inreased. Unfortunately, the preise
shape of these `sharp strutures' is not universal, but most frequently they take the
form of an additional peak (sometimes aompanied by dips on its left and right side)
of width muh smaller than Γ (Figs. 4.9 & 4.10). In general, the strutures vanish for
∆˜
CIR
≪ Γ. If (and only if) we hoose s1 = s2 = − and ΓB < ΓA + ΓC , the dips in the
ondutane next to the additional resonane may even be transmission zeros for some
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FIG. 4.10: Appearane of additional orrelation indued strutures in the ondutane of par-
allel triple dots with Γ = {0.03 0.07 0.04 0.06 0.2 0.6}.
speial hoies of the hybridisations (Fig. 4.11, upper left panel). In partiular, this is
always the ase for left-right symmetri Γsl . Turning on slight asymmetries (whih is the
generi ase) the zeros gradually disappear (Fig. 4.11, other panels). Surprisingly, they
do not vanish if the level spaing is inreased but always appear above a sale ∆
DPL
whih depends on the dot parameters, in partiular on left-right asymmetry (Fig. 4.12).
For symmetri hybridisations, we have ∆
DPL
= 0, and this sale beomes larger and
in partiular no longer muh smaller than Γ the more asymmetri the ΓL,Rl are hosen.
If it happens that ∆
DPL
and the level spaing where the rossover regime (see below)
sets in beome omparable, the additional zeros will never appear in between the limits
∆≪ Γ and ∆≫ Γ.
As for the double dot geometry, the orrelation indued strutures are aompanied by
a steep hange of the transmission phase. If for s1 = s2 = − the additional transmission
zeros are present, α jumps by π at eah of them, so that we observe double phase lapses
(DPLs) next to the sharp resonane.
Due to the very sharp strutures lose to Vg = 0, one word about the reliability
of the fRG results is in order. At rst sight they might be interpreted as an artifat
of our approximation, espeially sine they beome more pronouned the larger the
interation is hosen. However, there are strong indiations that these strutures are
indeed believable features of our interating quantum dot model. First, they appear
onsistently within the dierent fRG trunation shemes, and seond, they are onrmed
in some speial ases that an be takled by an NRG alulation believed to give very
preise results. All this will be explained in muh more detail in the next hapter. Here,
we should only keep in mind that everything presented should be taken to be reliable,
as promised in the introdution.
From Small to Large Level Spaings: the Crossover Regime
As mentioned above, the qualitative behaviour of the ondutane as a funtion of Vg is
independent of the hoie of the hybridisations (as long as they are generi) for nearly
degenerate levels. In partiular, similar to the double dot ase the only inuene of the
left-right or the A-B-C asymmetry is on the overall height of the ondutane urves,
on the sales ∆
CIR
, ∆˜
CIR
, and ∆
DPL
related to the orrelation indued strutures, and
on the atual shape of the sharp feature lose to Vg = 0 (Figs. 4.9 & 4.11). This does no
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FIG. 4.11: Illustration of the dependene of ∆
DPL
on left-right asymmetry ΓRl /Γ
L
l . For level
spaings within ∆
DPL
< ∆ < ∆
ross
, orrelation indued double phase lapses (DPLs) are
observed in the transmission phase α (red) of triple dots with s = {−−}. The ouplings read Γ =
{0.15 0.15 0.2 0.2 0.15 0.15}, Γ = {0.1 0.2 0.1 0.3 0.12 0.18}, Γ = {0.05 0.25 0.05 0.35 0.05 0.25},
Γ = {0.1 0.2 0.05 0.35 0.2 0.1} (from upper left to lower right). The ondutane G (blak) is
shown as well.
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FIG. 4.12: The same as Fig. 4.11, but for Γ = {0.16 0.24 0.13 0.07 0.24 0.16} and dierent level
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.
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FIG. 4.13: Condutane G (blak) and transmission phase α (red) as a funtion of the gate volt-
age for parallel triple dots with generi level-lead hybridisations Γ = {0.1 0.2 0.06 0.14 0.4 0.1}.
longer hold (see below) when the level spaing exeeds ∆
ross
(Γ, s) and the dot merges
into the rossover regime (as we will all the evolution from ∆ ≪ Γ to ∆ ≫ Γ), whih
should be lear beause similar to the double dot we would expet α(Vg) to be strongly
dependend on s for large level detunings.
In order to searh for the dierent parameter regions that lead to distint behaviour
in the rossover regime, rst, one has to onvine oneself that there are only three
independent hoies of the two relative signs s1 and s2, namely {s1s2} = {++,+−,−−}.
This an be seen by onsidering the partile-hole transformation dl → h†l under whih
a Hamiltonian of the type
H =
∑
l
Vld
†
l dl + U
∑
l>l′
(
d†l dl −
1
2
)(
d†l′dl′ −
1
2
)
=
∑
l
(
Vl − (N − 1)U
2
)
d†l dl + U
∑
l>l′
d†ldld
†
l′dl′ + onst.
goes over to
H˜ =
∑
l
(
Vl − (N − 1)U
2
)
(1− h†lhl) + U
∑
l>l′
(1− h†lhl)(1 − h†l′hl′) + onst.
=
∑
l
(
−Vl − (N − 1)U
2
)
h†lhl + U
∑
l>l′
h†lhlh
†
l′hl′ + onst.,
with N being the number of levels in the system. Hene, this transformation implies
that the hoie s1 = −, s2 = + is equivalent to s1 = +, s2 = − if we additionally replae
Vg → −Vg. As argued above, the rossover regime will strongly depend on whih of the
three independent possibilities is realised. For s = {++}, it turns out to be independent
of the size of the hybridisations, while for s = {+−,−−} it is the strength of the dot A˜
whih ouplings dier in sign from the other two, sgn(tL
A˜
tR
A˜
) 6= sgn(tL
B˜
tR
B˜
) = sgn(tL
C˜
tR
C˜
),
that determines the behaviour of the ondutane in between ∆ ≪ Γ and ∆ ≫ Γ. In
partiular, there are two distint parameter regions in eah ase, namely ΓA˜ < ΓB˜+ΓC˜
(regime W), and ΓA˜ > ΓB˜ + ΓC˜ (regime S).
The most simple ase is that with s = {++}. It is depited in Fig. 4.13. Starting
from nearly degenerate levels, the orrelations indued resonanes lose to Vg = ±U/2
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FIG. 4.14: Gate voltage dependene of the ondutane G (blak) and transmis-
sion phase α (red) for parallel triple dots with generi level-lead hybridisations Γ =
{0.06 0.14 0.07 0.03 0.3 0.4}, illustrating the rossover from ∆ ≪ Γ to ∆ ≫ Γ in regime
S.
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FIG. 4.15: The same as Fig. 4.14, but for generi hybridisations from regime W, Γ =
{0.06 0.14 0.25 0.35 0.13 0.07}.
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and the sharp feature at Vg ≈ 0 vanish (if they are present at all) for ∆ ≈ ∆CIR
and ∆˜ ≈ ∆
CIR
, respetively. The separation of the three remaining resonanes (the
Coulomb blokade peaks) inreases, their lineshape gradually hanges and for ∆ ≫ Γ
we nally observe three Lorentzian resonanes separated by U + ∆. They orrespond
to transport through the individual levels, and aordingly the height and width of the
peak over whih dot l gets depleted is determined by the hybridisations ΓLl and Γ
R
l . As
for ∆ ≪ Γ, the transmission phase hanges by π with the noninterating single-level
lineshape over eah resonane and jumps by π at the two transmission zeros in between.
For s = {+−}, the transition from small to large level spaings is more ompliated.
As before, the additional features observed in the three-peak struture gradually dis-
appear if the level spaing is inreased. As mentioned, the subsequent evolution in the
rossover regime depends on the relative oupling strength of the dierent dots. In-
reasing ∆, one of the Coulomb peaks splits up (the left one `orresponding' to dot A˜ in
regime S; the entral resonane in regime W) while another beomes inreasingly small
(regime S: right resonane; regime W: left resonane). In analogy to the parallel double
dot, we dene a sale ∆
ross
(Γ, s) haraterising the set-in of the rossover regime (for
example by the height of the resonane that almost disappears). This sale depends on
the dot parameters, but it is roughly given by ∆
ross
≈ Γ/10 > ∆
CIR
, ∆˜
CIR
. If for some
parameters it happens that either ∆
CIR
≈ ∆
ross
or ∆˜
CIR
≈ ∆
ross
, the vanishing of
the orrelation indued strutures and the split-o of one of the peaks in the rossover
regime might not be distinguishable. Finally, we obtain three Lorentzian resonanes
idential to the s = {++} ase for ∆≫ Γ, only that now the phase that hanges with
the noninterating lineshape over eah resonane shows a jump by π between those
orresponding to level A and B while evolving ontinuously between B and C. In par-
tiular, α only jumps in between the peaks related to those dots whih ouplings do
not dier in sign (sgn(tLAt
R
A) = sgn(t
L
Bt
R
B)). The transition from small to large level
detunings for s = {+−} is depited in Fig. 4.14 (regime S) and Fig. 4.15 (regime W).
Finally, the behaviour of the ondutane for s = {−−} in between the limits of small
and large ∆ an be desribed as follows. In regime S (shown in Fig. 4.16), the entral
peak (the one `orresponding' to the dot A˜) splits up into three at a sale ∆
ross
while
the outer ones beome vanishingly small. In ontrast, the entral resonane gradually
disappears in regime W (depited in Fig. 4.17), and the outer one that one would
relate to the more strongly oupled dot splits up into two. For extreme hoies of the
hybridisations, namely ΓB ≪ Γ and ΓA
≪≫ ΓC , the resonane lose to Vg = 0 in regime
W always remains a maximum surrounded by transmission zeros and orresponding
phase jumps though beoming unidentiable on a sale G of the order of the unitary
limit. This similarly ours in the noninterating ase and we will delay a more detailed
haraterisation of the aeted parameter region. In general, the entral resonane
ompletely vanishes in the sense that it beomes a minimum and the transmission
zeros disappear. As mentioned above, an additional orrelation indued sharp peak and
espeially the double phase jumps (lapses) on both of its sides appear if∆ exeeds a sale
∆
DPL
depending on the hybridisations. Normally, this happens before the rossover
regime is reahed, but if in partiular for large left-right asymmetries it happens that
∆
DPL
≈ ∆
ross
, these additional features will never be observed. Finally, in both regime
S and W we end up with the well-known Lorentzian three-peak struture, only that now
the phase does not exhibit any jumps between any of them. This is onsistent with the
ases onsidered before, sine here the ouplings of the levels orresponding to both
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FIG. 4.16: The same as Fig. 4.14, but for s = {−−}, and Γ = {0.06 0.14 0.3 0.4 0.07 0.03},
illustrating the generi rossover from ∆≪ Γ to ∆≫ Γ for regime S.
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FIG. 4.17: The same as Fig. 4.16, but with generi hybridisations for regime W, Γ =
{0.06 0.14 0.13 0.07 0.25 0.35}.
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Region of ∆ Typial values Related phenomenon
∆≪ Γ ∆/Γ = 0.01
Three `Coulomb' resonanes of equal height, width of
order Γ and separation U for arbitrary {s,Γ}; addi-
tional orrelation indued strutures if the interation
is large enough.
∆
CIR
∆/Γ = 0.05 Vanishing of the CIRs loated at Vg ≈ ±U/2.
∆˜
CIR
∆/Γ = 0.05
Vanishing of the sharp features loated lose to half
lling.
∆
DPL
Depends on
left-right
asymmetry.
Appearane of the additional transmission zeros and
orresponding double phase jumps (lapses) for s =
{−−} and ΓB < ΓA + ΓC .
∆
ross
∆/Γ = 0.1
Set-in of the rossover regime where some peaks be-
ome inreasingly small while others split up.
∆≫ Γ ∆/Γ = 5.0
Three Lorentzian resonanes separated by U + ∆
whih height and width are determined by the or-
responding hybridisations ΓLl and Γ
R
l . The transmis-
sion phase jumps by π between those peaks related to
levels whih ouplings do not dier in sign.
TABLE 4.1: The dierent ∆ - regimes of the triple dot geometry.
pairs of subsequent resonanes dier in sign, sgn(tLAt
R
A) 6= sgn(tLBtRB), and sgn(tLBtRB) 6=
sgn(tLCt
R
C).
Eetive Level Interpretation
As in the double dot ase, further insight in the underlying physis might be gained by
onsidering the eetive energies ωi (the eigenvalues of the isolated dot Hamiltonian with
renormalized parameters) and the new hybridisations γi (obtained from the orrespond-
ing eigenvetors) of our system in the limits∆≪ Γ and∆≫ Γ. For small level spaings,
large U , and arbitrary s we nd (again in analogy to [Silvestrov&Imry 2000℄) that at
eah of the three Coulomb peaks the most strongly oupled level rosses the hemial
potential of the leads µ = 0 upwards leading to a resonane (Fig. 4.18, left panel). This
is possible sine the eetive levels do not depend monotonially on the gate voltage
(whih is again related to population inversion). In partiular, near the transmission
zeros loated in between the peaks, the level with the largest γi rosses the hemial
potential downwards, but roughly at the same point it rosses another level so that a
zero instead of a peak is observed. This an be interpreted as a Fano-antiresonane,
espeially sine it shows that the interation enhanes the bare asymmetry of the Γl
suh that γi of the most strongly oupled eetive level is signiantly larger than the
largest Γl.
For large level spaings every ωi depends linearly on the gate voltage and is only shifted
by U when one of the other levels is lled (Fig. 4.18, right panel). The hybridisations
γi almost oinide with the original ones sine virtually no hopping is generated by the
ow. However, well-separated levels linearly rossing the hemial potential just lead
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FIG. 4.18: Condutane G (blak), eetive eigenenergies ωi (solid lines) and hybridisations
γi = γ
L
i + γ
R
i (dashed lines) for parallel triple dots with Γ = {0.06 0.14 0.3 0.4 0.07 0.03} for
two dierent level spaing. At ∆ ≪ Γ, the most strongly oupled eetive level (red) rosses
the hemial potential upwards at eah resonane, while lose to the transmission zeros this
level rosses µ downwards but at the same time it rosses another level, giving rise to a Fano-
antiresonane. The interation enhanes the bare asymmetry of the hybridisations. Note that
due to the degeneray of the levels for |Vg| → ∞, there is no need to reover the original Γl in
this limit. For ∆≫ Γ, all ωi ross µ linearly, hene s governs the behaviour of α as for U = 0.
to the noninterating Lorentzian resonanes whih width and height are determined by
the orresponding hybridisations ΓLl and Γ
R
l , only that now their separation is U +∆
rather than ∆. Furthermore it follows that the relation between the relative signs of
the level-lead ouplings s and the behaviour of the transmission phase in between the
peaks has to be the same as for U = 0.
The Noninterating Case
Finally, we will onsider the parallel triple dot geometry at U = 0. Similar to the double
dot, the behaviour of the ondutane in the region of large level spaings and in the
rossover regime does not hange if the interation is gradually swithed o. However,
one observes the width of the Vg-region where the ondutane is signiantly larger
than zero to derease when the level spaing is lowered. Hene in the limit ∆ ≪ Γ we
would expet fairly sharp strutures on a sale of Γ arising from simultaneous transport
through several levels in analogy to the sharp dip lose to Vg = 0 in G(Vg) of the double
dot with U = 0. Therefore it is reasonable to seek for analytial statements that follow
from the exat solution of the noninterating problem. Unfortunately, evaluating the ex-
pression for the ondutane (4.14) with G replaed by the free propagator yields a very
lengthy expression that is hardly suited to reveal interesting information. Nevertheless,
in the speial ase of left-right symmetry some insight in the number and position of the
transmission zeros an be gained. For the double dot with nite level spaing, stiking
to ΓLl = Γ
R
l does not lead to non-generi behaviour and thus it seems reasonable that
the same holds for the triple dot geometry. Regardless of that, we have numerially
onrmed that everything stated here indeed represents the generi behaviour. Solving
for the zeros of (4.14) then yields
Vg
∆
= f1(Γ, s)±
√
f3(Γ, s)
f2(Γ, s)
, (4.15)
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with
f1(Γ, s) =


−4ΓA − 2ΓB + 0.5
4ΓB−1
16ΓA+16ΓB−2
8ΓA+4ΓB−1
16ΓB−2
, f2(Γ, s) =


2 for s = ++
16ΓA + 16ΓB − 2 for s = +−
16ΓB − 2 for s = −−
,
and, most important,
f3(Γ, s) =


64Γ2A − 16ΓA + 64ΓAΓB + 8ΓB + 16Γ2B + 1 for s = ++
144Γ2B − 48ΓB + 132ΓAΓB + 1 for s = +−
144Γ2B − 48ΓB + 64ΓAΓB + 64Γ2A − 16ΓA + 1 for s = −−
.
We have impliitly assumed that Γ is hosen as the unit of energy, implying that we
an substitute ΓC = 1− ΓA − ΓB. The rst impliation of (4.15) is that the number of
transmission zeros is independent of the level spaing, and it turns out (by multidimen-
sional analysis or simply by performing a 3d plot) that for s = {++,+−} the funtion
f3({s,Γ} is larger than zero for [ΓA,ΓB ] = [0 . . . 1, 0 . . . ΓA] so that their number is
indeed two. This is onsistent with the general (numerial) observation that the region
of large ∆ as well as the rossover regime are idential for both U = 0 and U > 0 for
arbitrary hoie of {Γ} if one keeps in mind that for s = {+−} in both regime S and
W the transmission zeros present for small level spaings lie outside the Lorentzian res-
onanes but do not vanish in the limit ∆≫ Γ. However, the seond important insight
that an be gained from the analytial solution is that the gate voltages with G(Vg) = 0
depend linearly on the the level spaing with a prefator that is roughly of the order of
Γ. Hene for ∆ ≪ Γ though still having the orret number of transmission zeros we
expet to nd a very sharp three-peak struture on the usual sale of the hybridisations
(Fig. 4.19, upper left panel). The strutures beome broader when inreasing ∆, but
for s = {+−} the rossover regime sets in at sale ∆ . Γ, implying that the heights of
the resonanes begin to dier (Fig. 4.19, upper right panel).
However, for s = {+−} (and of ourse for s = {++}) the behaviour of the ondutane
is idential within both the interating and the U = 0 ase if one is only onerned about
the number of transmission zeros and the position of the resonanes. This turns out
to be dierent if we hoose s = {−−}, beause here the funtion f3(s,Γ) is no longer
positive for all hybridisations of interest. By solving f3(s,Γ) = 0 we an ompute the
region of Γ where the ondutane does not exhibit any zeros (Fig. 4.19, lower left panel).
We nd that there are two solutions of G(Vg) = 0 if dot B is strongly oupled, implying
that the behaviour of the ondutane in regime S is idential to the interating ase for
all ∆. On the other hand, in most parts of regime W we observe no transmission zeros
whih is still onsistent with the laim that the rossover regime and region of large
level spaings are idential for both U 6= 0 and U = 0. However, sine their number
is independent of ∆, additional zeros do not appear in the limit ∆ ≪ Γ in ontrast to
the interating ase. Hene for small level spaings, we observe a very sharp three-peak
struture but the ondutane stays nite in between them, and, more important, the
phase evolves ontinuously (Fig. 4.19, lower right panel). One exeption to this is found
for ΓA,ΓB ≪ ΓC or ΓC ,ΓA ≪ ΓB (the upper and lower left orner in the lower left
panel of Fig. 4.19). Here, we nd indeed two transmission zeros within the three-peak
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FIG. 4.19: Upper row: Gate voltage dependene of the ondutane G and transmission phase
α (red) of noninterating parallel triple dots with s = {+−}, Γ = {0.06 0.14 0.07 0.03 0.3 0.4},
∆/Γ = 0.05 (left panel), and ∆/Γ = 0.2 (right panel). Lower row, left panel: Appearane of
transmission zeros as a funtion of the hybridisations for the left-right symmetri, noninterating
ase with s = {−−} for arbitrary level spaing. Lower row, right panel: The same as in the
upper row, but for s = {−−}, Γ = {0.15 0.25 0.1 0.2 0.12 0.18}, and ∆/Γ = 0.05.
struture for ∆≪ Γ. As the hybridisations are from regime W, one of these peaks splits
up while the entral one beomes small when the level spaing is inreased. In ontrast
to the other parameters in regime W, the resonane lose to Vg = 0 always remains a
maximum surrounded by zeros and phase jumps, but it beomes too small to identify
on sale of the order of the unitary limit. As mentioned above, idential behaviour is
observed in presene of the interations.
4.1.4 Parallel Geometries with More Than Three Dots
Four Levels
In this setion, we will generalise the previously onsidered models by adding further
levels. We will fous on the ∆ regions of most interest, whih are in partiular the
limits ∆≪ Γ and ∆≫ Γ, and we refrain from providing a omplete desription of the
rossover regime.
First, we will study a four-level dot where the projeted free propagator reads
[G0(iω)]−1 = iω − Vg +


1.5∆
0.5∆
−0.5∆
−1.5∆

−He +HPP , (4.16)
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and the projeted part H
e
−HPP has the well-known form (3.11),
H
e
−HPP =
∑
s=L,R
∑
l,l′
[
− i sgn(ω)Sl,l′(s)
√
ΓslΓ
s
l′ |l〉〈l′|
]
,
with the denition
Sl,l′(s) := δs,L + δs,R


1 s1 s2 s3
s1 1 s1s2 s1s3
s3 s1s2 1 s2s3
s3 s1s3 s2s3 1

 .
The ondutane is omputed via (3.33), whih here reads
G =
e2
h
∣∣∣2πρ
lead
(0)
∑
l,l′
sl,l′
√
ΓRl Γ
L
l′Gl;l′(0)
∣∣∣2, (4.17)
where we have dened
sl,l′ :=


s1 for l = B and arbitrary l
′
s2 for l = C and arbitrary l
′
s3 for l = D and arbitrary l
′
1 otherwise.
It is straight-forward to onvine oneself that the six independent hoies for the
relative signs of the level-lead ouplings s = {s1s2s3} are given by s = {+ + +,+ +
−,+ − −,+ − +,− + −,− − −}. As before, we introdue U as the strength of the
two-partile interation assumed to be equal between the eletrons of all dots. The fRG
ow equations omprise four for the on-site energies, six for the inter-dot hoppings and
21 for the independent omponents of the eetive interation.
For nearly degenerate levels, we observe four ondutane resonanes separated by
U of almost idential height and width (Fig. 4.20). The transmission phase hanges
approximately by π when rossing eah of them and jumps by π at the three trans-
mission zeros loated in between. For inreasing interation strength, the peaks exhibit
additional orrelation indued strutures at whih the phase hanges steeply. In par-
tiular, we nd features similar to the CIRs of the parallel two-level dot (Fig. 4.20,
upper right panel) as well as double phase lapses (jumps), the latter depending on the
left-right symmetry of the hybridisations (ompare the lower left panel of Fig. 4.20 with
the lower left panel of Fig. 4.22).
In the limit of large level spaings, we reover the usual struture of six Lorentzian
resonanes of separation U+∆ orresponding to transport through the individual levels
(Fig. 4.21). The ondutane vanishes for one gate voltage in between those peaks
assoiated with levels whih relative ouplings do not dier in sign while remaining nite
otherwise. Correspondingly, the transmission phase exhibits jumps by π in the former
ase and evolves ontinuously in the latter. If the level spaing is hosen somewhere
in between the limits ∆ ≪ Γ and ∆ ≫ Γ, a rossover regime similar to the two- and
three-level dot is observed, but we will refrain from giving a detailed desription here.
Just like before, the noninterating lineshape G(Vg) diers strongly from that with
U > 0 in the limit of nearly degenerate levels. It shows very sharp strutures on a sale
Γ, and, more important, it does not exhibit four transmission resonanes with a zero in
between (Fig. 4.22, lower right panel) for arbitrary hoie of the dot's parameters (the
hybridisations and the relative signs of the ouplings).
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FIG. 4.20: Gate voltage dependene of the ondutane G (blak) and transmission phase α
(red) for a four-level dot with nearly degenerate levels and generi level-lead hybridisations Γ =
{0.05 0.15 0.075 0.225 0.025 0.075 0.1 0.3} for various parameters. For s = {+−+}, these hy-
bridisations are not generi, and hene we have hosen Γ = {0.12 0.28 0.1 0.3 0.04 0.06 0.03 0.07}.
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FIG. 4.21: The same as Fig. 4.20, but for large level spaings.
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parameters, illustrating the appearan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k of three transmission
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ting ase (right panel).
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FIG. 4.23: Condutane G (blak) and transmission phase α (red) for a six-level dot with
Γ = {0.02 0.08 0.05 0.15 0.03 0.12 0.07 0.23 0.02 0.08 0.04 0.11} and s = {+ − − + −}. For
∆≪ Γ, one would expet the height and width of the resonanes to beome more omparable
and the hange of α in between the transmission zeros to beome preisely π when ∆ is slightly
dereased down to ∆/Γ = 0.01. Due to the limitations of the fRG, we annot onrm this
senario expliitly (as we enounter serious problems if both U ≫ Γ and ∆ ≪ Γ and if many
levels are onsidered; this will be explained in detail in the last hapter).
Six Levels
We end this setion with onsidering six parallel dots. The projeted free propagator
and the expression for the ondutane an be written down in omplete analogy with
the four-level ase, and also our results in the regimes ∆≪ Γ and ∆≫ Γ turn out to be
the same. For nearly degenerate levels, we observe six resonanes and ve transmission
zeros in between them in the G(Vg) urve (Fig. 4.23, left panel). The transmission
phase jumps by π at eah zero and approximately hanges by π over eah resonane.
Further orrelation indued strutures are observed if the strength of the interation is
inreased. If on the other hand the level spaing is the dominant energy sale, we nd six
Lorentzian resonanes of separation U +∆ and transmission zeros (and orresponding
phase jumps) between those assoiated with transport through levels whih ouplings
have the same relative sign (Fig. 4.23, right panel).
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FIG. 4.24: Gate voltage dependene of the ondutane G (blak) and transmission phase α
(red) for parallel double dots with U/Γ = 6.0, degenerate levels, s = −, and generi level-
lead hybridisations Γ = {0.27 0.33 0.16 0.24} for nite temperatures. Inreasing T , the CIRs
gradually disappear.
4.1.5 Finite Temperatures
Up to now we have only onsidered the T = 0 limit. This might be a meaningful
simpliation sine transport through quantum dots is generally measured at very low
temperatures. Nevertheless, it is important to investigate whether the qualitative results
derived in this setion are stable against very small but nite temperatures, espeially
when one is onerned with the very sharp strutures (for example the CIRs or the
DPLs) one would expet to be smeared out at nite T .
For the geometry whih we are going to disuss in detail in the next setion, a single
level ontaining interating spin up and down eletrons, we have already argued that
our fRG trunation sheme whih neglets all frequeny dependenies yields a spetral
funtion of Lorentzian lineshape very dierent from the exat one. Sine for arbitrary
T the ondutane is omputed as an integral of the latter with the derivative of the
Fermi funtion, we annot expet to obtain reliable results beyond the limit of very
small T (and we have indeed heked that this is the ase), and the same should hold
for other spinful geometries. Nevertheless, we an hope that things are dierent for
spin-polarised models. Unfortunately, no other alulations for suh models at nite
temperatures have been performed up to now, rendering it impossible to hek the
trustworthiness of our results. Therefore we will only employ the T > 0 alulations
to hek the aforementioned stability of the sharp orrelation indued features against
small temperatures T . Γ but refrain from a detailed study of arbitrary T .
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FIG. 4.25: Critial temperature where the orrelation indued resonanes observed for par-
allel double dots with degenerate levels vanish as a funtion of the two-partile intera-
tion U . Left panel: Hybridisations Γ = {0.27 0.33 0.16 0.24}, and s = −. Right panel:
Γ = {0.5 0.25 0.07 0.18}, s = +.
The ondutane for nite temperatures is omputed using the general expression
(3.28), and we dene the T 6= 0 transmission phase as
ασ(T ) := arg

∫ dǫ g′(ǫ)∑
l,l′
tRl (t
L
l′ )
∗Gσl;l′(ǫ+ i0)

 , (4.18)
with g(ǫ) being the Fermi funtion, and the expression for spin-polarised models follows
by dropping all spin dependenies. First, we study the T  dependene of the CIRs
observed for a parallel double dot with degenerate levels for suiently large interation.
It turns out that they are stable against temperatures T . Γ. To be more preise, the
evolution of G(Vg) with inreasing temperature is similar to the one arising when U
is lowered in that sense that the four-peak struture observed for T = 0 merges into
two single resonanes if the temperature exeeds a ritial T
rit
depending on all other
dot parameters (Fig. 4.24). This temperature sale is roughly given by T
rit
≈ Γ/4,
and it depends linearly on the interation strength (Fig. 4.25). On the other hand, the
transmission phase whih shows a jump by π at Vg = 0 for zero temperature evolves
ontinuously for T 6= 0 with a slope that dereases if T is inreased. An interesting
question is whether this `smoothing' of both G(Vg) and α(Vg) is aused only by smearing
with the Fermi funtion. In fat, we have tested that the T  dependene of G(Vg) is
qualitatively the same if one onsiders the nite temperature propagator at z = i0, or
if one omputes the latter at T = 0 and alulates the ondutane and transmission
phase as an integral of this G(ǫ+ i0) with the Fermi funtion.
Surprisingly, the sharp orrelation indues features that appear for geometries with
more than two dots (those similar to the ones observed for the triple dot at the entral
resonane) beome more pronouned for T 6= 0. In partiular, the double phase lapses do
not vanish unless T is so high that the whole struture of G(Vg) is smeared. The generi
evolution of the ondutane and transmission phase urves with inreased temperature
is shown in Fig. 4.26. The DPLs whih show up beause of the left-right symmetri
hybridisations are more emphasised in the sense that they beome less sharp.
To understand the temperature dependene of G(Vg) for large level spaings, it is
meaningful to onsider a single spin-polarised impurity rst. The ondutane an then
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FIG. 4.26: Condutane G (blak) and transmission phase α (red) as a funtion of the gate
voltage for a four-level dot with U/Γ = 1.0,∆/Γ = 0.05, Γ = {0.1 0.1 0.15 0.15 0.05 0.05 0.2 0.2},
and s = {−− −} for four nite temperatures.
be omputed exatly as an integral of the derivative of the Fermi with the (exat)
spetral funtion. As one would intuitively expet, the transmission resonane entred
at Vg = µ beomes wider and its height dereases at temperatures T ≈ Γ (Fig. 4.27,
left panel). The transmission phase evolves less steeply. Having this in mind, the
temperature dependene of the peaks observed for interating multi-level dots with large
∆ is straight-forward to understand. The width (height) of eah resonane inreases
(dereases) at a temperature sale given by the strength of the individual hybridisations,
T ≈ Γl. At the same time, the slope of the phase α beomes smaller and the jumps
by π at the transmission zeros are gradually smeared out, in partiular if they are
loated lose to a resonane. It is important to note that here it is no longer T/Γ but
rather T/Γl whih determines a typial temperature sale, implying that temperatures
whih are small for nearly degenerate levels have a onsiderable eet at large ∆ if
some levels are weakly oupled or if the number of dots N beomes large suh that
T/Γ≪ T/Γ
typ
= T/(Γ/N). This is shown in the right panel of Fig. 4.27.
4.1.6 Summary & Disussion
In this setion, we have disussed the generi transport properties of N quantum dots
with level spaing ∆ onneted in parallel to soure and drain leads. The latter were
modelled by a noninterating tight-binding approah while we allowed nearest-neighbour
interations U between the eletrons on the dierent dots. Using the fRG approah,
we alulated the full propagator of the system whih determines the linear-response
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FIG. 4.27: Left panel: Condutane G (blak) and transmission phase α (red) for a single
impurity with on-site energy Vg for T/Γ = 0.0 (solid lines), T/Γ = 0.5 (dashed lines), and
T/Γ = 2.0 (dotted lines). Note that this is an exat result. Right panel: The same from fRG
for a four level dot with U/Γ = 5.0, ∆/Γ = 5.0, Γ = {0.05 0.15 0.075 0.225 0.025 0.075 0.1 0.3},
and s = {+ − +} at zero temperature (blak and red urves) and at T/Γ = 0.2 (orange and
blue urves).
ondutane and the transmission phase. To fully desribe transport, we omputed G
and α as a funtion of a variable gate voltage that simultaneously shifts the energies of
all dots.
For nearly degenerate levels ∆≪ Γ and nonzero interations we found N transmission
resonanes separated by U of almost equal width and height, the former being of order
Γ, with N − 1 transmission zeros in between. The phase hanges approximately by π
when rossing eah peak and jumps by π at the zeros. If the strength of the two-partile
interations exeeds a ritial value depending on the dot parameters, additional or-
relation indued features in the N -peak struture are observed. They vanish for level
detunings larger than ∆({s,Γ})≪ Γ, only the double phase lapses observed for geome-
tries with three and more dots beome more pronouned if ∆ is inreased. However, the
sale ∆
DPL
that determines their appearane strongly depends on the left-right asym-
metry of the hybridisations Γsl , and in partiular it is no longer muh smaller than Γ for
generi asymmetri Γsl . Furthermore, the additional strutures beome exponentially
sharp if the interation strength is inreased, and only the N usual `Coulomb blokade
peaks' remain visible.
If the level spaing is inreased above ∆
ross
({s,Γ}) . Γ, the lineshape of the N
peaks hanges as the quantum dot enters the rossover regime. Some of the resonanes
split up while others beome vanishingly small. In the limit of ∆≫ Γ, we end up with
N Lorentzian resonanes separated by ∆ + U orresponding to transport through the
individual levels. The width and height of eah peak is determined by the assoiated
hybridisations ΓLl and Γ
R
l . The transmission phase α drops by π over eah resonane.
Transmission zeros and orresponding phase jumps are loated between those peaks
related to levels whose relative level-lead ouplings do not dier in sign, while the
ondutane stays nite and α evolves ontinuously otherwise.
The regime of large level spaings is idential in both the U = 0 and U > 0 ase, only
that in the latter the separation of the resonanes is inreased due to Coulomb repulsion.
For nearly degenerate levels, things are dierent. For some parameters, the ondutane
and transmission phase urves are similar in both ases if one is only onerned with
the number of transmission zeros, but the observed strutures are extremely sharp on
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FIG. 4.28: Measurement of the linear-response ondutane (blue lines; the y axis is saled in
arbitrary units) and transmission phase (green lines) of a quantum dot experimentally realised
as in Fig. 3.1 as a funtion of a plunger gate voltage (x axis, saled in mV ) that lowers the
energy of the dot region. The oupation N of the dot was also measured and is show within the
plots. (Reprinted by permission from Mamillan Publishers Ltd: Nature 436, 529, opyright
2005.)
a sale of Γ and the width of the individual peaks dier by orders of magnitudes of Γ.
For other parameters, there are even less than N − 1 transmission zeros in the U = 0
ase. Thus the two-partile interations are a vital ingredient in order to nd N almost
equal resonanes with N − 1 phase jumps in between.
As stated in the introdution, these results might serve as an explanation of the puz-
zling behaviour of the transmission phase observed in a series of transport experiments
through single quantum dots [AHZMU 2005, SBHMUS 1997,YHMS 1995℄, espeially
sine in the very reent one ( [AHZMU 2005℄) in addition to the transmission probabil-
ity and phase also the average oupation of the dot was measured. In the ondutane,
resonanes were found eah time another eletron was added to the system. It showed
that for dots that were only oupied by a few eletrons (∼5; mesosopi regime) the
phase either evolved ontinuously or jumped by π in between,4 depending on the peak
onsidered and on the dot measured (Fig. 4.28, left panel), whih is a typial `meso-
sopi' behaviour. Surprisingly, α universally jumped by π between all resonanes for
every experimental realised dot under onsideration if the oupation of the latter was
already `fairly large' (∼15; universal regime, Fig. 4.28, right panel). This is the be-
haviour whih was observed in all previous experiments where the average oupation
was not measured. As was already pointed out by [AHZMU 2005℄, the fundamental
dierene between dots populated by a dierent number of eletrons is the level spaing
between the states that are oupied if further eletrons are added to the system. For
dots from the mesosopi regime (those with a few eletrons) one would expet the lat-
ter to be larger than for dots from the universal regime (whih are oupied by a large
number of eletrons). Hene the size of the detuning between the levels should be taken
as an input from the experiment if one seeks to set up a model to theoretially desribe
transport through suh a single quantum dot. In this sense, our ndings are onsistent
with the experimental observations. For ∆ ≪ Γ (universal regime), our alulations
yield N transmission resonanes with N − 1 zeros and orresponding phase jumps in
between, with N being the number of levels in the dot under onsideration. This is pre-
isely the behaviour found in the experiment for dots from the universal regime. On the
other hand, for large ∆≫ Γ the evolution of the phase in between the N ondutane
4
Note that in the experimental papers the gate voltage is dened with opposite sign.
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peaks depends on the atual parameters of the dot, in partiular on the relative signs
of the ouplings of the levels assoiated with onseutive resonanes. These signs are
onneted to the parity of the underlying wavefuntions and annot be ontrolled in an
experimentally realised system. Hene the theoretial predition would just be that for
dots oupied by a few eletrons the phase should jump in between some peaks while
evolving ontinuously between other and that the observed behaviour should hange
with the system under onsideration. Again, this is preisely what was observed in the
experiment.
A few things onerning our model alulations need to be pointed out. First, it is
important to note that the behaviour in the universal regime follows from the presene
of the two-partile interation; it is not observed if one solves the noninterating model.
Seond, the generi behaviour in both regimes is ompletely independent of all other dot
parameters in the limits ∆≪ Γ and ∆≫ Γ. The rossover regime and the sale ∆
ross
where the latter sets in depend on the level-lead hybridisations and the relative signs
of the ouplings, but in the limits of small and large level spaings one always ends up
with the same behaviour haraterising the universal and the mesosopi regime. The
typial ratio used in the alulations is ∆ ≫ Γ/∆ ≪ Γ ≈ 200, whih orresponds to
15 levels if one assumes a quadrati dispersion of the dot level energies, a value whih
is in agreement with the experiment. Of ourse, one might argue that in the latter
one probed the phase evolution for arbitrary many eletrons in between both limits
oupying the quantum dot, and hene the level spaing should derease ontinuously.
Our alulations, however, yield resonanes aompanied with non-universal phase be-
haviour even for ∆ from the rossover regime, onsistent with what is measured for
mesosopi dots. Third, one has to ontemplate about why the additional orrelation
indued strutures were not observed in the experiment. This might be beause the
interation is too small, the temperature too high, or beause the spaing of the levels
that are lled in the universal regime is still too large. However, this argumentation
is awed by the fat that it would lead to strongly non-universal behaviour depend-
ing on the dot under onsideration. In partiular, there are no universal values of U ,
T or ∆ suh that the additional features do not appear (or are smeared) but at the
same time the desired N -peak struture with N − 1 fairly sharp phase jumps is still
observed no matter how the ouplings are hosen. For eah individual dot, there are
ertainly hoies of {U, T,∆} suh that no orrelation indued phenomena but otherwise
well-pronouned resonanes and phase jumps are visible; however, another dot (with
dierent ouplings) might for the same hoie {U, T,∆} be in the rossover regime, or
the temperature might be so high that the resonanes or the jumps are already smeared
in either the universal or the mesosopi regime (remember that for the latter it is T/Γl
whih determines a typial temperature sale). A muh more likely explanation why the
additional features are not observed that would not spoil the universality for ∆≪ Γ and
∆≫ Γ ould be that the experimental resolution is muh too small to observe these in
general sharp strutures whih beome even exponentially sharper with the interation
strength inreased beyond Uc. Taking a look at the urves measured in the experiment
(Fig. 4.28), this does not seem to be too far-fethed. Fourth, one should note that it
would of ourse be interesting to extend our model to inlude the spin degree of freedom
(though the latter seems to play no role in the experiment (following [Silvestrov&Imry
2000,Golosov&Gefen 2006℄); note that, however, our ndings for spinful models in the
next setion do not ontradit the interpretation presented here), and to perform alu-
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lations at nite temperatures (though T is the smallest energy sale in the experiment;
see [AHZMU 2005℄). Finally, we want to point out very learly that we do not seek
to t the experimental urves by our alulations. It is of ourse important that the
transmission resonanes we omputed are of omparable width and height and that the
phase almost hanges by π over eah of them. Nevertheless, the atual lineshape of the
urves measured in the experiment might deviate from our ndings, maybe beause we
use an oversimplied model, or maybe beause the resolution in the experiment does
not allow for a unique t of the measured points. The most important observation,
however, is that in the two-level ase at large interations U ≫ Γ, our alulations yield
urves whih quantitatively resemble those observed in the experiment, in partiular if
one is onerned with the separation of the resonanes and the S-like struture of the
phase. Employing NRG alulations [KHODM 2006℄ one an show that the same holds
for multi-level dots where we are unable to takle large interations U ≫ Γ. However, all
this is of minor importane sine it does not inuene or main argument: for small level
spaings (universal regime), independent of the dot's parameters we nd N transmission
resonanes with N − 1 phase jumps in between, while for large level spaings (meso-
sopi regime) α evolves ontinuously or jumps by π depending on the system under
onsideration. Thus we might hope that our alulations provide a natural explanation
of the experiments.
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4.2 Spinful Dots
In this setion we will study transport through dots inluding the spin degree of freedom,
where the loal interation of spin up and down eletrons leads to Kondo physis [Hew-
son 1993℄ at suiently low temperatures. Signatures of the Kondo eet were rst
observed in 1934 as an inrease of the resistivity of gold when the temperature was suf-
iently lowered. The set-in of the regime where the resistivity does no longer derease
with dereasing temperature was found to depend on the quality of the sample under
onsideration, and it was only observed at all if the latter ontained loal magneti
moments. In 1964 it was nally Y. Kondo who sueeded in tting the experiments by
quantum mehanial alulations based on a Hamiltonian that desribes free eletrons
antiferromagnetially oupled to a spin one-half magneti impurity. Below a hara-
teristially energy sale, the Kondo temperature, this magneti moment gets sreened
by the deloalised free eletrons whih leads to an inreased sattering and hene the
resistivity inreases as well. If, on the other hand, a single quantum dot has an average
oupation lose to an odd integer number, it shows a resonane in the ondutane due
to quantum utuations between two spin-degenerate states. In fat, it an be shown
that a quantum dot with a single eletron in the state of highest energy modeled by an
Anderson impurity type Hamiltonian is similar to a magneti spin one-half impurity. In
ontrast to metals, an inreased sattering leads to an inreased ondutane through
the quantum dot (beause additional transport hannels are available).
First, we will study the Kondo resonane in transport through a one-level quantum dot
and espeially show how the Kondo temperature, the typial energy sale that destroys
this resonane, an be extrated even from the linear-response ondutane at T = 0 by
the appliation of a magneti eld. We will then report on transport properties of up
to four of these dots oupled in series, whih an be viewed as a short Hubbard hain.
Suh systems have been studied reently using the numerial renormalization group
(NRG) [ONH 2005,Oguri&Hewson 2005,ZBRR 2006,Nisikawa&Oguri 2006℄. Here, we
will demonstrate the power of the fRG to san the parameter spae for regions usually
not overed by NRG. In partiular, we will show that hoosing non-symmetri ouplings
to the leads (whih in general would orrespond to the generi ase) results in a vanishing
of transmission resonanes. Next, we will desribe the so alled two-stage Kondo eet
that is harateristi for transport through a quantum dot to whih another dot is
attahed by a tunnelling barrier, the so-alled side-oupled geometry. This situation
has been of reent interest as well [Cornaglia&Grempel 2005, itko&Bon£a 2006℄, and
FIG. 4.29: Dot geometries onsidered in this setion.
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we will again demonstrate the power of the fRG to san the whole parameter spae,
this time verifying that the results obtained by the aforementioned authors using the
NRG indeed represent the generi situation. Finally we will again turn to the system of
parallel double and triple dots studied in the previous setion, but here we will desribe
the physis that arises if we inlude the spin degree of freedom. These geometries have
not been investigated in the literature so far.
4.2.1 A Single Impurity
Appliation of the fRG - the Kondo Resonane
The free propagator with the leads projeted out (3.11) reads
G0σ(iω) =
1
iω − Vg + σB/2 + i sgn(ω) Γ , (4.19)
with B being a magneti eld applied to the system, Vg the gate voltage that shifts
the on-site energy of the dot, Γ the sum of left and right hybridisations, Γ = ΓL + ΓR,
and we have (as usual) performed the wide band limit. The fRG ow equations for the
self-energy and the eetive interation (2.40) and (2.41) take the form
∂ΛVσ(Λ) =− U(Λ)
2π
∑
ω=±Λ
G˜σ¯(iω) = 1
π
U(Λ)Vσ¯(Λ)
(Λ + Γ)2 + V 2σ¯ (Λ)
∂ΛU(Λ) =
U2(Λ)
2π
∑
ω=±Λ
[
G˜↑(iω)G˜↓(−iω) + G˜↑(iω)G˜↓(iω)
]
=
2
π
U2(Λ)V↑(Λ)V↓(Λ)
[(Λ + Γ)2 + V 2↑ (Λ)][(Λ + Γ)2 + V
2
↓ (Λ)]
,
where G˜ is obtained from (4.19) by the replaement Vg − σB/2 → Vσ, and the initial
onditions read Vσ(Λ → ∞) = Vg − σB/2 and U(Λ → ∞) = U , with U := Uσ,σ¯ being
the loal interation of spin up and down eletrons.
If we solve these dierential equations numerially and ompute the linear-response
ondutane,
G = G↑ +G↓ = 4
e2
h
ΓLΓR
V 2↑ (0) + Γ2
+ 4
e2
h
ΓLΓR
V 2↓ (0) + Γ2
, (4.20)
we reover preisely what was laimed in the introdution. The Lorentzian lineshape
that orresponds to the noninterating ase is gradually transformed into a box of
width U where the ondutane reahes the unitary limit if the interation is inreased
(this is shown in the left panel of Fig. 4.30 for the left-right symmetri ase; hoosing
ΓL 6= ΓR hanges only the height of the resonane). For gate voltages within this
Kondo resonane the mean oupation of the dot is odd and the spin degeneray of the
states with one eletron give rise to an inreased sattering amplitude and an therefore
be understood as the reason for the perfet ondutane. Despite the fat that the
transmission phase α and level oupation nσ are diretly related to G by a generalised
Friedel sum rule [Hewson 1993℄ (whih holds exatly in our approximation sine we are
deriving an eetive noninterating model), the latter is shown as well in Fig. 4.30.
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FIG. 4.30: Left panel: Gate voltage dependene of the ondutane G (solid lines) and average
level oupation (dashed lines) for a single-level dot with ΓL/Γ = ΓR/Γ = 0.5 and zero magneti
eld for dierent loal interations. If the interation is large enough (U/Γ≫ 1), the Lorentzian
lineshape of G(Vg) observed in the noninteration ase is altered and the Kondo eet leads to
a wide plateau of almost perfet ondutane in a region of width U entred around Vg = 0.
Within this plateau, the average oupation of the dot is onstant (and in partiular odd). Right
panel: The same as the left panel, but for xed U/Γ = 15.0 and various magneti elds. The
spin degeneray is lifted and the Kondo resonane gets destroyed at B ≈ TK . This implies that
the Kondo temperature an be extrated from the linear-response ondutane at T = 0. For
B/Γ = 0.1, the partial ondutane of the spin up (dashed) and spin down (dotted) eletrons
is shown as well.
Sine we have dropped all frequeny dependenies in the fRG ow equations and
mapped the interating system to an eetive noninterating one, for arbitrary Vg the
spetral funtion will always be a Lorentzian entred around Vσ(0). This lineshape
diers strongly from the exat one (obtained from the analyti Bethe ansatz solution
[Hewson 1993℄, or very preise NRG data [GDCO 2000℄). In partiular, neither the
resonane at ω = 0 is very sharp, nor the spetral funtion exhibits the signatures of
atomi physis for large U , the Hubbard bands. Hene, we annot expet to obtain
reliable results for the ondutane at high temperatures. For T = 0, however, all that
enters in the omputation of the latter is the spetral funtion at zero frequeny, and it
turns out that the fRG suessfully aptures its pinning at ω = 0 for gate voltages lose
to Vg = 0. In partiular, the renormalized level energy Vσ(0) is approximately zero in a
region of size U ≫ Γ around Vg = 0. For the fRG trunation sheme that keeps only the
ow of the self-energy an exponential pinning of the spetral weight at ω = 0 an even
be shown analytially [KEM 2006℄. If on the other hand one keeps the whole frequeny
dependene of the two-partile vertex, it is possible to ompute a spetral funtion that
shows a the sharp Kondo resonane as well as the Hubbard bands, although with muh
higher numerial eort [HMPS 2004℄.
Adding a magneti eld B to the system lifts the spin degeneray at the partile-
hole symmetri point and thus destroys the Kondo resonane. The wide plateau in
G(Vg) present for B = 0 splits up and for large elds (in partiular when B is the
dominant energy sale) we reover two Lorentz-like resonanes separated approximately
by U + B whih orrespond to individual transport of the spin up and spin down
eletrons (Fig. 4.30, right panel). This is similar to the spinless two-level dot with large
level spaing.
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FIG. 4.31: Left panel: The Kondo energy sale BK of a single-level dot as a funtion of U for
dierent gate voltages within the Kondo resonane, Vg = 0.0 (blak), Vg = 2.0 (red), and Vg =
4.0 (blue). The data points obtained from fRG where tted as BK = a exp (− |bU/Γ− cΓ/U |).
The values omputed for the tting parameters are shown in the inset. Their error is less than
one perent, and the tting urves annot be distinguished from the original data on the sale
of this plot. Right panel: Gate voltage dependene of the tting paramater c.
Determination of the Kondo Energy Sale
A meaningful denition of the energy sale on whih the Kondo resonane survives
ould be the magneti eld strength BK required to redue the ondutane down to
half the unitary limit (with Vg impliitly assumed to be hosen suh that G(Vg) is of
almost unitary height, i.e. within the ondutane plateau). If on the other hand one
takles the system by an NRG approah that gives the orret spetral funtion, one
usually denes this energy sale, whih is then alled Kondo temperature TK , as the
width of the Kondo resonane at zero frequeny. In the exat solution, its dependene
on the dot paramaters is given by
TK = C(U, Vg) exp
[
−
∣∣∣∣∣π8 UΓ − π2 V
2
g
Γ2
Γ
U
∣∣∣∣∣
]
, (4.21)
where the prefator C(U, Vg) is onstant to leading order in Vg and U [Hewson 1993℄.
Hene it is meaningful to probe whether the fRG results for the Kondo energy sale
dened by the magneti eld dependene of the ondutane give reliable results by
omputing BK for several values of U and Vg and t the resulting urves BK(U) by a
funtion of the form
f(U/Γ) = a(Vg) exp
[
−
∣∣∣∣b(Vg)UΓ − c(Vg) ΓU
∣∣∣∣
]
. (4.22)
This is done in Fig. 4.31. It turns out that the tting parameter b ≈ 0.32 is almost
independent of Vg and indeed lose to the exat value π/8 ≈ 0.39. Furthermore, the
fator c depends approximately quadratially on the gate voltage (Fig. 4.31, right panel),
while the Vg dependene of prefator a is only weak. Altogether, this shows that the
exponentially small Kondo energy sale an indeed by extrated from the linear-response
ondutane omputed by our fRG approximation sheme at zero temperature.
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4.2.2 Linear Chains of Dots
General Considerations
In this setion we study transport through a system that ontains N single-level dots
onneted in series, a short Hubbard hain. The projeted free propagator for this
geometry reads
[G0σ(iω)]−1 = iω − Vg + σB2 +


i sgn(ω) ΓL t12 · · · t1N
t21 −∆1 · · ·
.
.
.
.
.
.
tN1 · · · −∆N−1 + i sgn(ω) ΓR

 ,
(4.23)
with real hoppings tij = tji, arbitrary level spaings ∆i, a magneti eld B, the gate
voltage Vg that simultaneously shifts the on-site energies of the dierent levels, and
hybridisations with the left and right lead ΓL := π|tL1 |2ρlead and ΓR := π|tRN |2ρlead,
respetively. In the following we will mainly fous on the speial ase where only
equal nearest-neighbour hoppings t := ti,i+1 are present and all on-site energies are
the same, implying ∆i = 0. Furthermore, we will assume that there is only a loal
interation U := Uσ,σ¯i,i between spin up and down eletrons, whih we will also hoose
to be independent of the level onsidered. Later on, we will relax all these assumptions
and show that all our main results remain unhanged. It is important to note again
that within our fRG approah this neither auses oneptional problems nor extreme
numerial eort sine all parameters enter the ow equations only via the free propagator
(or the initial onditions), leaving at maximum ((2N)2+(2N)4− symmetries) ordinary
dierential equations to solve. We will not onsider the eets of a magneti eld here.
If we solve the fRG ow equations (2.40, 2.41), we an as usual alulate the full
propagator of the system G = G˜(Λ = 0) and ompute the linear-response ondutane
at zero temperature (3.33) as
G = 4
e2
h
ΓLΓR
{∣∣∣G↑1;N (0)∣∣∣2 + ∣∣∣G↓1;N (0)∣∣∣2
}
. (4.24)
Even in the ase that we start out only with nearest-neighbour hoppings and loal
interations, it turns out that in general all elements of the self-energy and two-partile
vertex (exept those that violate spin-onservation and anti-symmetry) suh as hoppings
between arbitrary sites and long-range interations are generated by the ow.
A Chain of Three Dots
We will start with three dots with nearest-neighbour hoppings t and equal hybridi-
sations with the left and right lead, respetively. It is again instrutive to onsider
the noninterating ase rst, whih is very simple if we hoose a basis where the dot
Hamiltonian is diagonal. Sine the eigenvalues of the latter are given by ω2 = Vg and
ω1,3 = Vg ∓
√
2t and the orresponding normalized eigenvetors read (− 1√
2
, 0, 1√
2
) and
(12 ,± 1√2 ,
1
2), transport through the system an be understood by three parallel levels
with level spaing
√
2t, hybridisations ΓL2 /Γ = Γ
R
2 /Γ = 0.25 and Γ
L
1,3/Γ = Γ
R
1,3/Γ =
0.125, and relative signs of the level-lead ouplings s1 = −, and s2 = −. Hene for
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FIG. 4.32: Gate voltage dependene of the ondutane G (blak) and total average oupation
(red) of a linear hain of three dots with ΓL/Γ = ΓR/Γ = 0.5 for two dierent nearest-neighbour
hoppings t for the noninterating ase and for the largest U/Γ that an be takled by our fRG
approximation sheme. Well-pronouned plateaus of unitary ondutane and espeially the
wide plateau at Vg = 0 aused by the suppression of harge utuations are only observed for
larger interations (see for example t/Γ ≈ 8, U/Γ ≈ 16π in [ONH 2005℄).
large nearest-neighbour hoppings t ompared to the strength of the level-lead hybridi-
sation Γ = ΓL + ΓR (the moleular orbital regime) we expet to nd three Lorentzian
ondutane resonanes of width 2(ΓLi + Γ
R
i ) separated by
√
2t, and the total average
oupany n of the dot system to derease by two (due to the two spin diretions) over
eah peak. The transmission phase ασ is no independent quantity sine it is onneted
to n by ασ = πn/2 [Nisikawa&Oguri 2006℄, implying that it hanges by π over eah
peak and evolves ontinuously in between, as required by the two relative signs s1,2 = −.
If the nearest-neighbour hopping is dereased and beomes omparable to Γ, the three
levels overlap and ontribute simultaneously to the transport. The resonanes merge
and for t≪ Γ only one peak at Vg = 0 is observed.
If we turn on an loal interation U between the spin up and down eletrons, the
Kondo eet alters the G(Vg) lineshape. For a hain omprising N dots, the sharp
Lorentzian resonanes away from the partile-hole symmetri point in the moleular
orbital regime are transformed into box-like peaks of width U/N , while the resonane
at Vg = 0 beomes a box even wider than the others. [Nisikawa&Oguri 2006℄ suggested
to interpret this as a strong suppression of harge utuations at half-lling of the hain.
The average number of eletrons in the dots is onsistent with the single-level Kondo
behaviour. For gate voltages on-resonane, the oupation is odd and almost onstant
whih leads to a half-integer total spin and hene a ondutane plateau at the unitary
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FIG. 4.33: Gate voltage dependene of the ondutane G (solid lines) and total average ou-
pation (dashed lines) of a linear hain of three dots with ΓL/Γ = ΓR/Γ = 0.5 for six dierent
hoies of the nearest-neighbour hoppings tij , level spaings ∆i, loal interation Ulo and
inter-level interation UN := U
σ,σ
i,j = U
σ,σ¯
i,j present between all eletrons of dierent levels.
Left panel: t12/Γ = t23/Γ = 3.0, ∆i/Γ = 0.0, Ulo/Γ = 1.5π, UN/Γ = 0.0 (blak urves),
t12/Γ = 2.7, t23/Γ = 3.5, ∆1/Γ = −0.7, ∆2/Γ = −0.3, Ulo/Γ = 1.5π, UN/Γ = 0.0 (red
urves), t12/Γ = t23/Γ = 3.0, ∆i/Γ = 0.0, Ulo/Γ = UN/Γ = 1.5π (green urves). Right
panel: t12/Γ = t23/Γ = 8.0, ∆i/Γ = 0.0, Ulo/Γ = 2.0π, UN/Γ = 0.0 (blak urves),
t12/Γ = 7.4, t23/Γ = 9.5, ∆1/Γ = 0.9, ∆2/Γ = −0.9, Ulo/Γ = 2.0π, UN/Γ = 0.0 (red
urves), t12/Γ = t23/Γ = 8.0, ∆i/Γ = 0.0, Ulo/Γ = UN/Γ = 2.0π (green urves).
limit. Between the resonanes the oupation is even and transport is suppressed. Sine
for a hain with an odd number of sites half-lling orresponds to an odd number of
eletrons, the suppression of harge utuations around Vg = 0 leads to a wide region
of almost perfet ondutane.
If the interation beomes muh larger than the separation of the peaks (whih is
still of order of the nearest-neighbour hopping t), or t is smaller than the hybridisations
with the leads suh that already the noninterating hain is no longer in the moleular
orbital regime, the resonanes begin to merge, and only one wide plateau of perfet
ondutane around Vg = 0 is observed (the loal regime). Within our approximation
sheme, however, this parameter region is out of reah. A muh more detailed disussion
of the limitations of the fRG trunation sheme that neglets the frequeny dependene
of the two-partile vertex as well as the ow of all higher-order vertex funtions will
be given in the next hapter. In partiular, by expliit omparison to very aurate
NRG data we will establish upper boundaries for the interation strength that an still
be takled within this approah for every system under onsideration. A omparison
between the noninterating ase and the largest U that an be treated for a hain with
three sites is shown in Fig. 4.32.
Relaxing the assumption of diret hoppings being present only between nearest-
neighbours and that all levels have the same on-site energy does not lead to a qual-
itative hange of the results. Adding an inter-level interation between all eletrons
of dierent levels shifts the resonanes further outwards, as should be expeted due to
the additional Coulomb repulsion. Surprisingly, now the outer peaks beome wider and
their box-like struture evolves earlier than for the resonane at half-lling, at least for
the interations we an treat here. This is shown in Fig. 4.33.
Applying a left-right asymmetry A := ΓR/ΓL between the hybridisations with the
left and right lead has a more dramati eet if the hopping t is omparable to the
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FIG. 4.34: Left panels: Gate voltage dependene of the ondutane through a linear hain of
three dots for the noninterating ase and for U/Γ = 1.0 for four dierent left-right asymmetries
A := ΓR/ΓL. For U > 0, the entral resonane vanishes if A is inreased. Right panels:
Eigenenergies ωi (solid lines) and orresponding hybridisations with the leads γ
L
i and γ
R
i of the
isolated dot system with renormalized parameters for U/πΓ = 1.0 as a funtion of Vg for two
dierent asymmetries A = 1 (dashed lines: ΓLi + Γ
R
i ) and A = 9 (dotted lines: Γ
L
i , dashed
lines: ΓRi ). For referene, the ondutane is shown as well (blak long-dashed line; the y-axes
is saled to one).
hybridisation strength, t ≈ Γ. While for the noninterating ase inreasing A basially
leads to an overall derease of the ondutane (whih is more or less obvious for not too
small t sine the height of eah peak arising from one level rossing the hemial potential
dereases with inreased A), the peak at Vg = 0 ompletely vanishes in presene of a loal
interation if one moves away from the left-right symmetri ase that was treated before
(Fig. 4.34, left panel). This might be understood as follows. Due to spin degeneray, we
an desribe our system by three eetive energies ωi(Vg) (the eigenenergies of the dot
system deoupled from the leads at the end of the ow), whih for the noninterating
ase ross the hemial potential separately, leading to a transmission resonane no
matter how A is hosen. One would not expet this piture to break down if a small
interation is turned on, and indeed it turns out that also in this ase for A = 1 one
eetive level rosses the hemial potential approximately at the position of eah peak
(Fig. 4.34, upper right panel). Surprisingly, the same holds for very large asymmetries
(Fig. 4.34, lower right panel). In fat, the eetive energies for this ase nearly oinide
with the ones for A = 1 (whih implies that the total average oupation of the hain
barely hanges as well). What auses the resonane at Vg = 0 to vanish is that the new
hybridisations γLi (Vg) and γ
R
i (Vg), whih almost oinide with the noninterating ones
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FIG. 4.35: Gate voltage dependene of the ondutane G (blak) and total average oupation
(red) of a linear hain of four dots with ΓL/Γ = ΓR/Γ = 0.5 for two dierent nearest-neighbour
hoppings t for the noninterating ase and for the largest U/Γ that an be takled by our
fRG approximation sheme. To observe well-pronouned plateaus of unitary ondutane, the
interation needs to be even larger (see for example t/Γ ≈ 8, U/Γ ≈ 16π in [Nisikawa&Oguri
2006℄), while the `Mott-insulating' type of behaviour at half-lling is already visible.
in the left-right symmetri ase, are strongly altered by the interation for A ≫ 1. In
partiular, the asymmetry and oupling strength of the level that rosses the hemial
potential at half-lling are both inreased in those regions of Vg where it signiantly
ontributes to the transport. In ontrast, the left-right asymmetry of the levels that
ross at the outer peaks is slightly redued while their hybridisation strength remains
almost unhanged ompared to the A = 1 ase, at least lose to the point where they
ross µ. The ombined eet of the inreased asymmetry and level broadening explains
the vanishing of the resonane at half-lling. For a nearest-neighbour hopping from the
moleular orbital regime, this eet is no longer observed.
A Chain of Four Dots
The situation of a hain ontaining four dots is very similar. For U = 0 and large
hoppings t≫ Γ we observe four resonanes that merge if the nearest-neighbour hopping
t beomes omparable to the hybridisation with the leads Γ = ΓL+ΓR. In the moleular
orbital regime (large t) a loal interation U transforms the Lorentzian lineshape of
the peaks into boxes of width U/N due to the set-in of the Kondo eet. The total
oupation, whih in the noninterating ase hanges by two at eah resonane and
remains onstant in between, gradually beomes step-like, in partiular odd for gate
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voltages within the resonanes and even in between. Again, harge utuations are
strongly suppressed lose to Vg = 0, but this time half-lling orresponds to an even
number of eletrons in the hain so that a ondutane valley is observed instead of a
plateau of unitary height. Even if t is lowered suh that in the noninterating ase the
ondutane is not small at Vg = 0 due to the overlap and dereased separation of the
two nearest levels, the interation leads to an exponential redution of the ondutane.
Hene due to the suppression of harge utuations at half-lling the four-site hain
tends towards a Mott insulator.
One should note that the behaviour of G(Vg) at Vg = 0 observed here holds for
arbitrary long hains. If the latter omprises an odd number of sites, there is a wide
ondution plateau of unitary height at the partile-hole symmetri point, while for
an even number of dots half-lling orresponds to an even number of eletrons and
transport is strongly suppressed.
The eets of the interation in a four-site hain were omputed by [Nisikawa&Oguri
2006℄ employing an NRG approah. Our fRG approximation sheme allows to treat
values of U as large suh that the strong suppression of harge utuations at Vg = 0
shows up, but we are unable to treat U large enough to observe strongly-developed
box-like resonanes (see next hapter). The ondutane G(Vg) for the noninterating
ase and the largest interation that an still be takled by our approah is depited
in Fig. 4.35. Introduing arbitrary hoppings, level spaings, left-right asymmetri hy-
bridisations, or an additional inter-level interation between the dots does not alter the
results qualitatively.
4.2.3 The Side-Coupled Geometry
General Considerations
The side-oupled geometry onsists of a single-level dot onneted to the leads (the
embedded dot) to whih another dot with one level (the side-oupled dot) is attahed
by a tunnelling barrier t (see Fig. 4.36). The projeted free propagator reads
[G0σ(iω)]−1 = iω − Vg + σB2 +
(
i sgn(ω) [ΓL + ΓR] t
t 0
)
, (4.25)
where B is a magneti eld applied to the system, Vg denotes the gate voltage that
ontrols the on-site energies of both dots, and ΓL,R are the hybridisations with the
left and right lead in the wide-band limit. As usual, we hoose the total hybridisation
strength Γ = ΓL +ΓR as the unit of energy. The ow equations (2.40) and (2.41) yield
the full propagator G = G˜(Λ = 0) of the system in presene of the interations, whih in
general will be a loal interation U := Uσ,σ¯l,l between spin up and spin down eletrons
on both dots and a nearest-neighbour interation UN := U
σ,σ
l,l¯
= Uσ,σ¯
l,l¯
between eletrons
on the two dierent dots. The zero temperature ondutane an then be omputed as
(3.34),
G =
4πe2
h
ΓLΓR
ΓL + ΓR
∑
σ
ρσ(0). (4.26)
Here ρσ(iω) denotes the spetral funtion of the embedded dot.
When onsidering the parallel double dot in the next setion, it will prove helpful
to relate this problem bak to the side-oupled one. In fat, it is possible to map the
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FIG. 4.36: The side-oupled geometry.
side-oupled dot onto a parallel double dot by a basis transformation to bonding and
antibonding states,
{|e, σ〉, |s, σ〉} →
{
|A, σ〉 := 1√
2
(|e, σ〉 + |s, σ〉), |B,σ〉 := 1√
2
(|e, σ〉 − |s, σ〉)
}
,
with |e(s), σ〉 being the single-partile wavefuntion of the embedded (side-oupled) dot.
The noninterating part of the Hamiltonian H
1P
desribing the side-oupled geometry,
H
1P
=
∑
σ
[ ∑
l=e,s
(Vg + σB/2)nl,σ − t
(
d†e,σds,σ +H..
)
−
(
tLd
†
e,σc0,σ,L + tRd
†
e,σc0,σ,R +H..
)]
,
then maps onto
H˜
1P
=
∑
σ
[
(Vg + σB/2 + t)nA,σ + (Vg + σB/2− t)nB,σ −
∑
l=A,B
s=L,R
[
ts√
2
d†l,σc0,σ,s +H..
] ]
.
This is just the noninterating part of a Hamiltonian desribing a parallel system of
single-level dots with level spaing 2t and level-lead ouplings tAL,R = t
B
L,R =
tL,R√
2
. The
mapping of the interation part of the side-oupled Hamiltonian,
H
int
= U (ne,↑ne,↓ + ns,↑ns,↓) + UN (ne,↑ns,↑ + ne,↑ns,↓ + ne,↓ns,↑ + ne,↓ns,↓) ,
is very simple for equal loal and nearest-neighbour interations U and UN . Namely,
H
int
/U = ne,↑(ne,↓ + ns,↑ + ns,↓) + ns,↑(ns,↓ + ne,↓) + ne,↓ns,↓
= ne,↑(nA,↓ + nB,↓ + ns,↑) + ns,↑(nA,↓ + nB,↓) + ne,↓ns,↓
= (nA,↑ + nB,↑)(nA,↓ + nB,↓) + ne,↑ns,↑ + ne,↓ns,↓
= (nA,↑ + nB,↑)(nA,↓ + nB,↓) + nA,↑nB,↑ + nA,↓nB,↓
= H˜
int
/U,
where we have used that for both spin diretions the following identity holds,
4nens = 4c
†
ecec
†
scs
= (c†A + c
†
B)(cA + cB)(c
†
A − c†B)(cA − cB)
= −(c†A + c†B)(c†A − c†B)(cA + cB)(cA − cB)
= (c†Ac
†
B − c†Bc†A)(cBcA − cAcB)
= 4nAnB .
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Alltogether this shows that an equal integration between all eletrons of the side-oupled
dot maps to the same kind of interation of the parallel two-level dot. Unfortunately,
this beomes more ompliated if initially only a loal interation U in the side-oupled
geometry is present. In this ase, also orrelated hoppings are generated by the trans-
formation,
U(ne,↑ne,↓ + ns,↑ns,↓) =
U
2
[
nA,↑nA,↓ + nB,↑nB,↓ + nA,↑nB,↓ + nB,↑nA,↓
−c†A,↑c†A,↓cB,↑cB,↓ − c†A,↑c†B,↓cB,↑cA,↓
−c†B,↑c†A,↓cA,↑cB,↓ − c†B,↑c†B,↓cA,↑cA,↓
]
.
Small Inter-Dot Hoppings: Two-Stage Kondo Regime
The mapping between both geometries will be helpful to gain further insight into the
interating double dot studied in the next setion. In the noninterating ase, however,
the transport through the parallel two-level dot with spin is by denition equivalent to
transport through the spin-polarised one whih has been studied in Se. 4.1.2. This im-
mediately gives insight into the behaviour of the side-oupled geometry if no interation
is present. In partiular, if the inter-dot hopping t is small ompared to the hybridisa-
tion strength Γ, the ondutane as a funtion of the gate voltage Vg has a Lorentzian
lineshape with a dip lose to the partile-hole symmetri point. Sine for t = 0 the
side-oupled geometry maps onto a non-generi situation of the double dot whih in
partiular does not exhibit a dip in G(Vg) at Vg = 0, the separation of the `resonanes'
for small but nite t is very poor (for example ompared with the situation shown in
Fig. 4.2 for degenerate levels). This dramatially hanges if we add a loal interation
U of the spin up and spin down eletrons on the embedded and side-oupled dot to the
system. At zero temperature, in absene of the side-oupled dot the spin on the em-
bedded dot gets sreened by the lead eletrons whih gives rise to the Kondo resonane
in the ondutane (the rst stage Kondo eet). Hene, oming from large negative
gate voltages, G inreases with a slope determined by U/Γ similar to the single-level
ase (Fig. 4.38, left panel). If the side-oupled dot is present its spin gets sreened as
well (the seond stage Kondo eet), so that at some point the ondutane falls o
and merges into a valley where transport is strongly suppressed (Fig. 4.37, left panel).
Again in analogy to the single-level ase, it is roughly U/t2 that determines how steeply
G(Vg) falls o (as slightly indiated in Fig. 4.38). Thus, if the inter-dot hopping is
small ompared to the hybridisation strength, already for U ≈ Γ we would expet a
well-pronouned valley around Vg = 0, while the Kondo resonane on the embedded dot
has not evolved yet and hene the ondutane should vanish slowly when inreasing
|Vg|. If the interation is large ompared to the hopping t, the width of the region where
transport is suppressed is given by U (Fig. 4.38, left panel) and is independent of the
atual hoie of t (Fig. 4.38, right panel), whih is onsistent with the single-level ase.
The behaviour of the average level oupanies is in agreement with this piture. For
U ≫ t2, the side-oupled dot is either oupied by two eletrons or unoupied outside a
region of width U around Vg = 0, while at Vg = ±U/2 the oupation abruptly hanges.
The oupation of the embedded dot falls o muh more ontinuously from Vg = −∞
to Vg = +∞ beause U/Γ is small. All this is similar to the single-level ase, but the
behaviour within the Kondo valley is dierent. The oupany of the side-oupled dot
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FIG. 4.37: Gate voltage dependene of the ondutane G (blak), transmission phase α (red)
and average level oupanies (green: embedded dot, blue: side-oupled dot) of the side-oupled
geometry with ΓL/Γ = ΓR/Γ = 0.5 and zero magneti eld for parameters from the two-stage
Kondo (left panel) and the loal spin-singlet (right panel) regime. For the former, the two-stage
Kondo eet auses a valley of width U where transport is strongly suppressed. In ontrast,
the loal spin-singlet phase an be understood as individual transport through the bonding and
anti-bonding states of the isolated moleule.
does not show a plateau but depends non-monotonially on the gate voltage. This also
holds for the embedded dot. In ontrast, the total oupation depends monotonially
on Vg whih is neessary beause of the behaviour of the ondutane to whih it an be
diretly related by a generalised Friedel sum rule [Cornaglia&Grempel 2005℄. For the
side-oupled geometry, this relation reads G/e2h−1 = 2 sin2(nπ/2), whih implies that
G almost reahes the unitary limit for an oupation lose to an odd integer number
while it vanishes if there is an even number of eletrons in the dot region. This again
justies why transport is strongly suppressed if the Kondo eet is ative on both the
embedded and the side-oupled dot. The transmission phase α, whih is also related to
the ondutane by a Friedel sum rule, hanges by π over eah of the two `resonanes'
and jumps by π in between, whih is similar to the noninterating ase. Both the
average level oupanies and the phase for a small hopping from the two-stage Kondo
regime are also shown in Fig. 4.37.
Choosing asymmetri ouplings to the left and right lead only lowers the overall height
of the ondutane urve G(Vg) but does not lead to new physis (Fig. 4.39, upper left
panel), whih is similar to the single-level ase. Relaxing the assumption of equal loal
interations on both dots only leads to quantitative hanges. An important observation,
however, is that the strength of the interation on the side-oupled dot determines the
width of the Kondo valley for small U/Γ, whereas its dependene on the the loal
interation strength on the embedded dot is only weak (Fig. 4.39, upper right panel).
This manifests the interpretation that at T = 0 the Kondo eet on the side-oupled dot
is ative and auses the wide valley of small ondutane. Adding a nearest-neighbour
interation to the system spreads up the whole urve but does not lead to new physis.
The energy sale that determines the breakdown of Kondo physis for this geometry
an be determined from the (numerially) exat T = 0 spetral funtion obtained by
NRG, whih shows a sharp resonane at zero frequeny harateristi for the (rst stage)
Kondo eet of the embedded dot and an even sharper dip at ω = 0 within this resonane
due to the (seond stage) Kondo eet on the side-oupled dot. The width of these two
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FIG. 4.38: Gate voltage dependene of the ondutane G of the side-oupled geometry with
left-right symmetri hybridisations and zero magneti eld for various parameters from the
two-stage Kondo regime.
resonanes then dene the energy sales T 1K and T
2
K at whih the orresponding Kondo
resonane gets destroyed. As indiated, it turns out that T 1K ≫ T 2K . This is onsistent
with the single-level dot where the Kondo temperature is proportional to exp(−U/Γ),
and hene for small inter-level hoppings we would expet the energy sale T 1K determined
by U/Γ to muh larger than T 2K determined by U/t
2
. Thus, if we move away from T = 0,
the ondutane at Vg = 0 should inrease beause the spin on the side-oupled dot is
no longer sreened above a temperature T 2K . If the T exeeds the seond harateristi
energy sale, T 1K , also the eletron on the embedded dot is no longer sreened and thus
one would expet the ondutane to derease again. All this was shown in an NRG
alulation by [Cornaglia&Grempel 2005℄. As explained above, sine the fRG trunation
sheme we use neglets all frequeny dependenies we annot expet to obtain reliable
results for nite temperatures. In ontrast, it is no problem to takle another quantity
that destroys the Kondo resonanes, a magneti eld, to extrat the two Kondo energy
sales. In analogy to the single-level dot, we dene the Kondo `temperature' T 2K of the
seond stage of the Kondo eet as the eld required to raise the ondutane at Vg = 0
to half the unitary limit, while the Kondo sale T 1K is just that of the single-level dot
obtained from the side-oupled geometry if we set t = 0. The fRG results obtained from
the magneti eld denition of T 1K and T
2
K are onsistent with those obtained from the
spetral funtion within the NRG approah. A more detailed omparison will be given
in the next hapter.
The magneti eld dependene of the ondutane within the two-stage Kondo regime
is shown in the left panel of Fig. 4.40. As explained above, for B > 0 the ondutane
inreases and the valley around Vg = 0 evolves into a maximum sine the seond stage
of the Kondo eet is no longer ative above an energy sale T 2K . For small magneti
elds B ≈ 0 . . . 10T 2K , the ondutane urves are qualitatively idential with those
obtained by [Cornaglia&Grempel 2005℄ for B = 0 but nite T . This shows again that a
magneti eld destroys the Kondo resonane similar to the temperature, justifying our
denition of the Kondo energy sales. Further inrease of the magneti eld strength
lets the ondutane around Vg = 0 derease again sine also the Kondo resonane on
the embedded dot gets destroyed for B ≈ T eK . In the limit of large elds we nally
reover twie the spin-polarised struture in the G(Vg) urve, whih orresponds to the
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FIG. 4.39: Left panel: Condutane of the side-oupled geometry as a funtion of Vg for B = 0
and dierent left-right asymmetri hybridisations with the leads A := ΓR/ΓL for one parame-
ter set from the two-stage Kondo regime (upper row) and one from the loal spin-singlet phase
(lower row). Right panel: The same for symmetri hybridisations, but dierent loal intera-
tions on the embedded and side-oupled dot Ue and Us and an additional nearest-neighbour
interation UN (denoted as U = {Ue, Us, UN}).
noninterating one if only a loal interation is present.
Large Inter-Dot Hoppings: Loal Spin-Singlet Phase
The physis in the limit of large hopping between the embedded and the side-oupled
dot is very dierent from the two-stage Kondo regime. In the noninterating ase, whih
an again easily be understood by the mapping on the double dot geometry, and at zero
magneti eld the ondutane shows two Lorentzian peaks of width Γ separated by 2t.
These resonanes orrespond to transport through the bonding and antibonding level of
the isolated two-dot `moleule'. The average oupany drops by two at the two peaks.
The transmission phase hanges by π over eah of them and jumps by π in between
sine side-oupled dot maps onto a double dot with relative sign of the hybridisations
s = +. Turning on a loal interation on both dots gradually transforms the Lorentzian
resonanes into box-like strutures and enlarges their separation (Fig. 4.37, right panel)
due to the set-in of the Kondo eet on the bonding and antibonding level. For large U ,
the average oupation within eah resonane is onstant and lose to an odd integer.
For large interations, it is again meaningful to treat the isolated two-dot `moleule'
deoupled from the leads to understand the width and the separation of the resonanes.
The single-partile part of the Hamiltonian of the single-level double dot with param-
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FIG. 4.40: Condutane G as a funtion of Vg of the side-oupled geometry with ΓL/Γ =
ΓR/Γ = 0.5 for various zero magneti elds. Left panel: Two-stage Kondo regime with T
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eters arising from the mapping of the side-oupled geometry is diagonal with entries
Vg−U/2+ t and Vg−U/2− t. Hene the vauum and the single-partile state of lowest
energy are degenerate if Vg = t + U/2. For higher gate voltages, the isolated moleule
is unoupied. In the oupation number basis,
{|nA,↑, nA,↓,nB,↑, nB,↓〉} =
{|1, 1, 0, 0〉, |0, 0, 1, 1〉, |0, 1, 0, 1〉, |1, 0, 0, 1〉, |0, 1, 1, 0〉, |1, 0, 1, 0〉},
the two-partile part of the Hamiltonian reads
2Vg − U +


2t+ U/2 +U/2
+U/2 −2t+ U/2
0
+U/2 −U/2
−U/2 +U/2
0

 .
The smallest eigenvalue, whih is obtained from diagonalising the rst blok of this
matrix, is given by 2Vg − 0.5U − 0.5
√
U2 + 16t2. This eigenvalues and the lowest of
the single-partile part of the Hamiltonian are degenerate if Vg = −t+ 0.5
√
U2 + 16t2,
hene for gate voltages in the interval (t+U/2,−t+0.5√U2 + 16t2) the single-partile
state is that of lowest energy and thus at T = 0 the moleule is oupied by one
eletron. Alltogether this means that we would expet a transmission resonane of
width 2t + U/2 − 0.5√U2 + 16t2 entred at 0.25(√U2 + 16t2 + U) (and likewise for
negative gate voltages due to partile-hole symmetry), whih is indeed observed for
large interations [itko&Bon£a 2006℄. As for the hain of dots studied in the previous
setion, we are unable to reah regions of U where the ondutane shows ompletely
box-like strutures whih width and position is given by these values within our fRG
approah.
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The eigenvetor that orresponds to the two-partile state of lowest energy at half-
ling is of the form
λ|1, 1, 0, 0〉 + µ|0, 0, 1, 1〉 = (λ|A〉+ µ|B〉)⊗ (|↑↓〉 − |↓↑〉)
= (λ˜|e〉+ µ˜|s〉)⊗ (|↑↓〉 − |↓↑〉),
whih is a spin-singlet state. Therefore the `moleular' regime for large inter-dot hop-
pings is also alled loal spin-singlet phase.
An asymmetry in the hybridisations with the left and right lead only results in an over-
all derease of the ondutane (Fig. 4.39, lower left panel). Relaxing the assumption
of equal loal interations or introduing an additional nearest-neighbour interation to
the system leads only to qualitative hanges but no new physis (Fig. 4.39, lower right
panel).
Applying a magneti eld B to the system lifts the spin degeneray and hene the
Kondo resonanes of the bonding and antibonding levels get destroyed. Similar to the
single-level ase the box-like resonanes split up, whereas the ondutane at half-lling
always remains a minimum. As before, the Kondo energy sale TK an be dened
by the magneti eld required to lower G to half the unitary limit within the peaks,
and again the results obtained from this denition yield values onsistent with those
alulated in an NRG approah [Cornaglia&Grempel 2005℄ (see the next hapter for
more details). Furthermore, the G(Vg) urves for small magneti elds B ∈ [0, TK ] are
similar to those omputed by the aforementioned authors for nite temperatures, whih
again illustrates that a small magneti eld and small nonzero temperatures indeed
similarly destroy the Kondo resonane, justifying our denition of the energy sale TK .
For large magneti elds we reover twie the spin-polarised struture in G(Vg). Hene,
if only loal orrelations are present we reover four Lorentzian peaks. The inuene
of a magneti eld in the moleular-orbital regime is again shown in the right panel of
Fig. 4.40.
As the evolution of the ondutane urves for small magneti elds at T = 0 and nite
temperatures in both regimes is similar, the former provides a zero temperature riterion
whether a ertain hoie of parameters orresponds to the two-stage Kondo regime or
the loal spin-singlet phase. The distintion between the two is not unambiguously
possible if one only onsiders the gate voltage dependene of the ondutane sine the
latter is strongly suppressed at half-lling in both ases. For all parameters shown in
this setion, we have tested the evolution with nite magneti elds of G(Vg) to justify
that they indeed orrespond to the regime laimed.
4.2.4 Parallel Double Dots
In this setion, we will generalise the results derived for the parallel double dot geometry
in Se. 4.1.2 to the ase inluding the spin degree of freedom. The geometry is again
depited in Fig. 4.41. The free propagator, whih is by denition diagonal in spin spae,
reads
[
(Gσ(iω))0]−1 =

iω − Vg +
∆+σB
2 + i sgn(ω) ΓA i sgn(ω)
[√
ΓLAΓ
L
B + s
√
ΓRAΓ
R
B
]
i sgn(ω)
[√
ΓLAΓ
L
B + s
√
ΓRAΓ
R
B
]
iω − Vg − ∆−σB2 + i sgn(ω) ΓB

 ,
(4.27)
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FIG. 4.41: The double dot geometry.
where Vg is the gate voltage that shifts the on-site energies of the dots, ∆ a level
detuning, and B is a magneti eld applied to the system. The hybridisations with the
left and right leads are denoted by ΓL,RA,B, the relative sign of the level-lead ouplings by
s, and as usual we dene Γl := Γ
L
l +Γ
R
l , and Γ := ΓA+ΓB. If we introdue orrelations
to the systems, whih will in general be a loal interation Uσ,σ¯l,l between the spin up
and spin down eletrons on eah dot as well as nearest-neighbour interations Uσ,σ
l,l¯
and
Uσ,σ¯
l,l¯
, we have to solve the ow equations (2.40) and (2.41) to obtain (an approximation
to) the full propagator G = G˜(Λ = 0). The ondutane for eah spin diretion an
than be alulated in analogy to the spin-polarised ase, (4.10),
Gσ = 4
e2
h
∣∣∣∣√ΓLAΓRAGσA;A(0) +√ΓLBΓRAGσA;B(0) + s√ΓLAΓRBGσB;A(0) + s√ΓLBΓRBGσB;B(0)
∣∣∣∣2 .
(4.28)
The parallel double dot geometry allows for a large amount of parameters to be
varied. Fortunately, the noninterating ase is well understood sine it is by denition
equivalent to the spin-polarised ase whih was disussed in detail in Se. 4.1.2. In
presene of orrelations, it seems reasonable to stik to two speial hoies out of all
possible interations, namely the one where only loal orrelations on eah of the dots
are present and that with equal interations between all eletrons. The rst situation
an be interpreted as two spatially well-separated dots with one level eah, while the
seond would be a reasonable model for a single dot ontaining two levels. Despite the
fat that it might be rational to introdue a diret hopping t between two separated dots,
we will onsider t = 0 here sine suh a hopping ould always be tuned away by a basis
transformation of the dot states. As for spin-polarised dots, we will fous on studying
the generi behaviour of all quantities of interest. In partiular, we would expet that
all the G(Vg) urves in dependene of the other parameters are qualitatively similar for
all level-lead hybridisations up to a few pathologial ases. As in the spin-polarised ase
we have heked that this is indeed true by omputing roughly 5000 points within the
parameter spae {U,∆, B,ΓL,RA,B , s}.
Purely Loal Interations, s = +
We will start with s = +, small level detunings ∆ ≪ Γ and the ase where only loal
orrelations U between the eletrons on eah of the two dots are present. Already
for small interations U ≈ Γ, the `Fano-antiresonane' observed in the noninterating
ase is transformed into a wide valley of width U where the ondutane is strongly
suppressed. At Vg ≈ ±U/2 two resonanes show up whose wings beome smaller for
|Vg| > U/2 if the interation is inreased (Fig. 4.42, lower left panel). An inreased
left-right asymmetry in the hybridisations leads to an overall derease of G (Fig. 4.42,
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FIG. 4.42: Comparison of the double dot at s = + and purely loal interations U with the side-
oupled geometry. Upper row: Gate voltage dependene of the ondutane for the side-oupled
dots with ΓL = ΓR = 0.5, U = 1.5, t = 0.3 (blak) and of the parallel double dot (red) with
U = 1.5, ∆ = 0.6 for Γ = {0.125 0.125 0.125 0.125} (left panel), and Γ = {0.05 0.1 0.25 0.1}
(right panel). For larity, all energies are given in arbitrary units. Lower left panel: Condutane
through the double dot geometry with degenerate levels, Γ = {0.1 0.2 0.5 0.2} for U/Γ = 1.0
(blak), U/Γ = 1.5 (red), and U/Γ = 2.0 (green). Lower right panel: The same but for
U/Γ = 2.0 and Γ = {0.1 0.2 0.5 0.2} (blak), Γ = {0.1 0.2 0.6 0.1} (red), Γ = {0.04 0.26 0.6 0.1}
(green), and Γ = {0.26 0.04 0.6 0.1} (blue).
lower right panel). Not surprisingly, all this is in omplete analogy to the side-oupled
dots in the two-stage Kondo regime. As explained in the previous setion, the latter an
be mapped onto the parallel double dot geometry with A-B-symmetri hybridisations
and additional interation terms. However, by going over to arbitrary hybridisations
and slowly hanging the interation to a purely loal one we onvined ourselves that
the physis does not hange. The ondutane as a funtion of the gate voltage has
qualitatively the same struture (Fig. 4.42, upper row), and, more important, the valley
at half lling disappears when turning on small magneti elds (see below). Alltogether,
this means that the physis of the double dot geometry with s = +, small level spaings
and purely loal interations an be understood from the side-oupled dot in the two-
stage Kondo regime.
Sine we know that for the side-oupled geometry with diret hopping t it is U/t2
that determines whether the seond stage of the Kondo eet is ative or not, for
small t/Γ the interation already beomes important for fairly small U/Γ and hene we
should expet the fRG only to give reliable results for U . Γ. At the beginning of this
hapter, we have laimed that we were only going to show data for interation strength
where the fRG still produes assured results. In all situations under onsideration
up to now this was indeed fulllled, as will be shown in the next hapter by expliit
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FIG. 4.43: Gate voltage dependene of the ondutane G (blak), transmission phase α (red)
and average level oupanies (dot A: green, dot B: blue) for the parallel double dot with generi
level-lead hybridisations Γ = {0.1 0.2 0.5 0.2} and purely loal interations U for four dierent
level spaings ∆. For small level detunings, the phase was hidden within the region where the
ondutane is strongly suppressed (see text). For ∆/Γ = 10.0, the ondutane for U/Γ = 5.0
is shown as well (blak dotted line).
omparison to very aurate NRG data. However, for the parallel double dot geometry
an interesting parameter regime is ertainly that with degenerate levels, where by the
aforementioned argumentation the fRG results should be questionable already for fairly
small interations. This indeed turns out to be the ase, but again we will delay an
appropriate disussion to the next hapter, sine it proves that the fRG still overs the
essential physis. Here, we should only keep in mind, that for s = + and small level
detunings lose to (away from) half lling we will apture the behaviour of G(Vg) and
all other quantities of interest qualitatively (quantitatively).
Similar to the noninterating ase, the transmission phase α hanges by π over eah
of the resonanes. Within the valley, it is almost onstant up to several jumps by π.
They are aused by additional transmission zeros numerially appearing beause the
ondutane is far underestimated. Hene these phase jumps are almost ertainly an
artifat aused by the appliation of the fRG at too large U . The same holds for the
average level oupanies. For large negative gate voltages, both dots are oupied by
two eletrons. The more weakly a level is oupled, the more steeply its oupation falls
o lose to Vg = −U/2 and merges into a plateau within the valley, whih also seems
to be overestimated. All this is depited in the upper left panel of Fig. 4.43.
Inreasing the level spaing up to ∆ ≈ Γ does not hange the lineshape of G(Vg)
substantially (Fig. 4.43), whih is plausible sine even for t/Γ ≈ 0.5 we found the side-
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FIG. 4.44: Gate voltage dependene of the ondutane G (blak) for the double dot geometry
with purely loal interations, left-right symmetri hybridisations Γ = {0.15 0.15 0.35 0.35},
and s = −. For these parameters, G(Vg) (and in partiular its four-peak struture) an be
understood from the behaviour of the ondutane Gs (dashed lines) and transmission phase αs
(dotted lines) of two single-level dots with ΓL/Γ = ΓR/Γ = 0.15 (red) and ΓL/Γ = ΓR/Γ = 0.35
(green) separated by ∆ (note that Γ still refers to the hybridisation strength of the double dot).
oupled geometry to be within the two-stage Kondo regime (Fig. 4.38). An interesting
observation, however, is that for suh level detunings (where the fRG is known to give
reliable results) the average oupanies depend non-monotonially on the gate voltage
within the ondutane valley (Fig. 4.43, lower left panel), a senario similar to the
side-oupled geometry. For large ∆ ≫ Γ, we nally reover two separated resonanes.
Their Lorentzian lineshape exhibited at U = 0 is transformed into box-like strutures
for large interations U/ΓA,B ≫ 1 beause of the Kondo eet that is ative on one dot
at eah peak. This piture is supplemented by the fat that eah level oupany shows
the typial Kondo behaviour at one of the resonanes while being onstant otherwise.
The same holds for the transmission phase (up to a phase jump of π in between the
resonanes). In addition, the height of the individual peaks is determined by the left-
right asymmetry of the hybridisations ΓLA/Γ
R
A and Γ
L
B/Γ
R
B . For large U and ∆ (and
U < ∆) the position of the two resonanes an be understood as usual by diagonalising
the isolated dot system. The lowest energies of states with one, two, three and four
eletrons read Vg − ∆/2 − U/2, 2Vg − ∆ + U/2, 3Vg − ∆/2 + U/2, and 4Vg + 3U/2,
and hene at zero temperature the dot is oupied by an odd number of eletrons in
the Vg-regions [∆/2,∆/2 + U ] and [−∆/2 − U,−∆/2]. Assuming that in analogy to
the single-level ase transport is possible in these situations, it follows that we would
expet two peaks of width U separated by ∆.
Applying a magneti eld to the system loses the analogy between the side-oupled
geometry and the parallel double dot. For small ∆, the ondutane lose to half lling
is rst inreased for nite elds B ≪ Γ due to the suppression of the seond stage Kondo
eet. At some B . Γ, it starts to derease again and for large B ≫ Γ we reover twie
the spin-polarised struture in the lineshape of G(Vg), whih is here idential with the
noninterating one (Fig. 4.47, upper left panel). For large ∆, the situation for nite
magneti elds is again ompletely similar to the single-level ase at eah resonane.
The box-like strutures split up on an energy sale determined by the orresponding
Kondo temperatures proportional to exp(−U/ΓA,B) (Fig. 4.47, lower left panel). For
large ∆, we reover the noninterating lineshape for the partial ondutane and spin-
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FIG. 4.45: Gate voltage dependene of the ondutane G for the double dot geometry with
degenerate levels, s = −, and generi hybridisations Γ = {0.1 0.2 0.5 0.2} for purely loal
interations U (left panel) and in presene of additional nearest-neighbour orrelations UN
(right panel). The evolution of four resonanes in the left panel an be easily understood in the
left-right symmetri ase (Fig. 4.44).
dependent transmission phase ασ of the spin up and down eletrons (Fig. 4.47, lower
right panel).
Purely Loal Interations, s = −
If the relative sign of the level-lead ouplings is s = −, we an no longer map the
parallel double dot geometry to the side-oupled one. Fortunately, for the speial ase
of left-right symmetri hybridisations the ow equations for the self-energy and the
eetive interation an be related to those of a single-level, allowing for an analogy
between both situations within our approximation. In partiular, if ΓLl = Γ
R
l , the free
propagator (4.27) is diagonal, and if only loal orrelations are present, no o-diagonal
terms are generated by the ow. This means that the full propagator of the system is
diagonal with entries that orrespond to two individual single-dot problems eah with
interation between spin up and down eletrons U and level-lead hybridisations ΓA
and ΓB . The ondutane G of the system is then proportional to the absolute square
of the dierene of both single-level propagators evaluated at z = i0, implying that
transport through the system an be interpreted as quantum interferene between two
independent hannels eah orresponding to a single spinful impurity.
In Fig. 4.44 we show the ondutane through the double dot system with purely loal
interations and s = −. For degenerate levels and U exeeding a ritial value depending
on the hybridisations, we observe four transmission resonanes instead of two. They
gradually disappear when ∆ is inreased. As stated above, this an be understood by
onsidering the G(Vg) urves of the individual levels. In general, the box-like struture
of these urves is developed with dierent strength beause of the dierent U/Γl, and
hene both urves will interset somewhere around Vg ≈ ±U/2, at least if the interation
is large enough for the width of both peaks to be determined by U rather than by ΓA,B.
Sine the same holds for the transmission phase, the ondutane of the double dot
system shows three transmission zeros at Vg = 0 and Vg ≈ ±U/2, whih implies a
total of four resonanes whose separation should inrease with U (see also Fig. 4.45, left
panel). A nonzero level spaing shifts two of the zeros loser together and they nally
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FIG. 4.46: The same as Fig. 4.43, but for s = − and purely loal interations U/Γ = 4.0. In
eah plot, the ondutane for U/Γ = 1.0 but otherwise idential parameters is shown as well
(blak dotted lines). The rossover from small to large ∆ is analogous to the spin-polarised
ase.
disappear for ∆ = O(U). At rst sight this might sound surprisingly sine the G(Vg)
urves of the individual levels shifted by ∆ against eah other still interset twie for
arbitrary large level level spaings. However, this does not hold for the transmission
phase. In fat, the latter determines the ondutane by a Friedel sum rule, G = 2 sin2 α,
but this does not imply that on the other hand the ondutane xes the phase uniquely.
Hene, an intersetion of the two G(Vg) urves is not neessarily aompanied by equal
transmission phases, so that it is no ontradition that for ∆ = O(U) only one of the
zeros in the ondutane remains.
Relaxing the assumption of left-right symmetri hybridisations leads to a small but
nite diagonal entry in the free propagator whih stays small during the fRG ow. Hene
one would not expet to nd qualitatively dierent behaviour for suh more general
hybridisations, and this is indeed the ase (Fig. 4.45, left panel). The resonanes prove
to be robust against fairly large additional nearest-neighbour interations and they only
disappear if all interations in the system are approximately of equal strength (Fig. 4.45,
right panel).
The transmission phase α jumps by π at eah of the three transmission zeros, but its
hange over eah resonane is less than π. In the left-right symmetri ase, the average
level oupanies are exatly those of two single-level dots with hybridisations ΓA,B, and
again for arbitrary level-lead ouplings the results are qualitatively the same (Fig. 4.46,
upper left panel).
As mentioned above, two of the three transmission zeros present if the interation is
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FIG. 4.47: Condutane G as a funtion of the gate voltage for a parallel double dot with
generi level-lead hybridisations Γ = {0.1 0.2 0.5 0.2} and purely loal interations U for various
magneti elds. Lower panels: Note that the Kondo temperatures for the two Kondo resonanes
determined from the orresponding single-level problems read TAK/Γ = 0.01 and T
B
K/Γ = 0.25.
The right panel shows G(Vg) for B/Γ = 30.0 (blak urve). The partial ondutanes (red: spin
up eletrons, green: spin down eletrons) and the transmission phases (α↑: blue, α↓: violet)
are presented as well.
large enough vanish if the level spaing beomes of order U . The third zero is shifted to
larger Vg and the orresponding resonane that is loated at even larger gate voltages
beomes vanishingly small. The peak that is moved outwards and gradually disappears
is always the one one would assoiate with the more weakly oupled level (better: it is
the right resonane that vanishes if ΓA is more weakly oupled). For further inrease of
the level spaing, the ondutane in the region where originally the other three peaks
were loated evolves into one wide resonane whih splits up and nally we reover two
Kondo resonanes for ∆ ≫ Γ. This is ompletely similar to the s = + ase exept for
the fat that there is no transmission zero and orresponding jump by π in between the
peaks. If U is so small that for degenerate levels only two resonanes are observed, one
of them splits up while the other is shifted outwards and beomes small if∆ is inreased.
One should note that this whole senario is ompletely idential to the rossover regime
of the spin-polarised double dot studied in Se. 4.1.2 (aside from the fat that it starts
out with four instead of two resonanes for U suiently large).
The magneti eld dependene of the G(Vg) urves is similar to the s = + ase.
For degenerate levels, the ondutane lose to half-lling rst inreases and evolves
into a maximum when a eld is turned on (Fig. 4.47, upper left panel). For left-right
symmetri hybridisations, this an again be understood from the interfering single-levels
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FIG. 4.48: The appearane of the novel resonanes for a parallel double dot with equal loal
and nearest-neighbour interations U , degenerate levels, and s = + in dependene of U for xed
level-lead hybridisations Γ = {0.1 0.2 0.5 0.2} (left panel) and in dependene of Γ for xed U
(right panel).
dots. Sine there the ondutane at half lling is suppressed at an energy sale that
exponentially depends on the strength of ΓA and ΓB , one of the single-level G(Vg) urves
will fall o muh earlier than the other one when a magneti eld is turned on. If B
exeeds a ertain strength, the ondutane at Vg = 0 falls o again and for large B we
reover twie the spin-polarised, i.e. the noninterating, struture. For equal strength
of the interation, the sales on whih the ondutane rst inreases and then begins
to derease again are of the same order of magnitude for both the s = + and s = −
ase (ompare the upper panels in Fig. 4.47). This suggests a small energy sale, or, in
other words, a large eetive interation within the system. This is surprising sine one
would expet a large eetive interation to be reognised by a breakdown of the fRG
sheme for fairly small U ompared to the `real' energy sales of the system. However,
for s = − no suh breakdown was observed (see the next hapter for the lariation of
the word `breakdown' in ases where no referene data known to be preise is available).
Interations Between All Eletrons, s=+
Next, we study the ase where we have equal loal and nearest neighbour interations U
within the system. This should be an appropriate model for a single dot ontaining two
levels. The easiest ase is that with relative sign of the level-lead ouplings s = + sine
forA-B-symmetri hybridisations it an be mapped onto the side-oupled geometry with
equal loal and nearest neighbour interations. For small level detunings ∆≪ Γ lose to
half-lling we nd the well-known valley of width U of suppressed transport assoiated
with the seond stage Kondo eet. For degenerate levels, by inreasing the interation
strength the wings of the ondutane peaks beome at and at a ertain ritial Uc
depending on the hybridisations two additional peaks split o so that we nd a total
of four transmission resonanes loated at Vg ≈ ±U/2 and Vg ≈ ±U . The additional
peaks lose to the valley of suppressed ondutane beome inreasingly sharp when
the interation gets stronger. This whole senario is quite similar to the appearane of
additional resonanes (the CIRs) within the spin-polarised model disussed in Se. 4.1.2.
The ondutane valley at half-lling and the evolution of the four-peak struture when
inreasing the interation strength is depited in the left panel of Fig. 4.48. The ritial
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FIG. 4.49: Stability of the new resonanes against small level detunings (left panel) and asym-
metri interations (right panel). The hybridisations read Γ = {0.1 0.2 0.5 0.2}. In the left
panel, the features ofG(Vg) in the valley are artifats of the fRG approximation sheme (see next
hapter). The parameters of the right panel are Uσ,σ¯A,A/Γ = U
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B,B/Γ = U
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Uc only depends on the dierene between the left-right asymmetries of the dierent
dots and on the bare A-B-asymmetry. The larger the former and the smaller the latter,
the larger is Uc (4.48, right panel). In general, it was always found to be of the order of
magnitude of Γ for all systems onsidered. The additional resonanes are robust against
a very small level detuning ∆≪ Γ and against asymmetri interations (Fig. 4.49). The
former explains why they were not observed when onsidering the side-oupled geometry
sine there we only foused on t . Γ.
For ∆ ≪ Γ, from large |Vg| to the valley the transmission phase hanges by π over
the resonanes and jumps by π lose to Vg = 0. If present, α evolves steeply when
rossing one of the additional strutures loated at Vg ≈ ±U/2 whih is again similar
to the CIRs observed for the spin-polarised ase. The average level oupanies both
fall o with a slope determined by the orresponding Γl when inreasing Vg → −U/2
and merge into a plateau of width U with indiations of a nonmonotoni dependene
on the gate voltage. The details are shown in the upper left panel of Fig. 4.50.
Inreasing the level spaing, only the outer resonanes remain and their separation
beomes larger, in omplete analogy to the ase where only loal interations are present.
For ∆≫ Γ we reover the two Kondo resonanes assoiated with the individual levels.
Their position an be estimated by diagonalising the dot system deoupled from the
leads. In this ase, the lowest energies of states with one, two, three and four eletrons
read Vg −∆/2− 3U/2, 2Vg −∆ − 2U , 3Vg −∆/2 − 3U/2, and 4Vg, and hene at zero
temperature the Vg-regions where the dot is oupied by one (three) eletrons are given
by [(∆ + U)/2, (∆ + 3U)/2] ([−(∆ + 3U)/2,−(∆ + U)/2]). Therefore we expet two
ondutane peaks of width U separated by ∆+2U . The evolution from small to large
∆ is shown in Fig. 4.50.
The magneti eld dependene of the urves G(Vg) is idential to the ase with loal
orrelations. The ondutane at half lling rst inreases for elds muh smaller than
in the ase onsidered before, whih seems plausible beause of the additional intera-
tion terms. Further inrease of B destroys the rst stage of the Kondo eet and G
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FIG. 4.50: The same as Fig. 4.43, but with equal loal and nearest-neighbour interations.
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FIG. 4.51: The same as Fig. 4.46, but for equal loal and nearest-neighbour interations. The
rossover from ∆≪ Γ to ∆≫ Γ is similar to the spin-polarised ase.
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FIG. 4.52: The same as Fig. 4.47, but for equal loal and nearest-neighbour interations. Note
that for the parameters of the upper left panel U is large enough to reover the CIRs predited
by the spin-polarised model in the limit of large B.
dereases again. For large elds, we nally reover twie the spin-polarised struture
in the lineshape of the ondutane. In partiular, we observe the orrelation indued
resonanes in quantitative agreement with the spinless model if the interation is large
enough (Fig. 4.52). For large level spaings, the magneti eld dependene of the on-
dutane is idential to the ase where only loal orrelations are present.
Interations Between All Eletrons, s = −
As desribed above, the additional resonanes observed for s = −, degenerate levels and
large enough loal orrelations (see Fig. 4.46, upper left panel) gradually disappear and
for equal loal and nearest-neighbour interations only two peaks loated at Vg ≈ ±U/2
are found (Fig. 4.51, upper right panel). The transmission phase hanges by π over
eah of them and jumps by π at the transmission zero in between. Surprisingly, the
behaviour of the average level oupanies is very dierent from all previous situations.
The oupation of the more strongly oupled level drops by one at eah of the two
resonanes while being onstant otherwise. The average oupany of the more weakly
oupled dot falls o ontinuously when the gate voltage is raised and the dots are
heightened in energy.
Inreasing the level spaing the evolution of the ondutane is similar to the ase
with only loal orrelations. In partiular, it is again analogous to the rossover regime
of the spin-polarised ase. The peak that `orresponds' to the more strongly oupled
level splits up while the other is shifted outwards and gradually vanishes at a rossover
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FIG. 4.53: Condutane G (blak) and transmission phase α (red) as a funtion of the gate
voltage for parallel triple dots with equal loal- and nearest neighbour interations and level-
lead hybridisations from regime S, Γ = {0.06 0.14 0.3 0.4 0.07 0.03}. The rossover from ∆≪ Γ
to ∆≫ Γ is illustrated by four dierent level spaings. It is analogous with the spin-polarised
ase. The smallest detuning is hosen suh that the fRG results are still reliable.
sale depending on the dot parameters. For large ∆, we nd the two Kondo resonanes
of the individual levels separated by ∆+ 2U as for the s = + ase. In ontrast to the
latter, the phase evolves ontinuously in between the peaks (Fig. 4.51).
The magneti eld dependene of G(Vg) for degenerate levels is puzzling as well.
Its evolution with inreasing eld strength is idential to all other ases, but the on-
dutane at half-lling is signiantly raised at a sale muh larger then in the situ-
ation where only loal orrelations are present (ompare Fig. 4.47, upper right panel
to Fig. 4.52, lower left panel). For large magneti elds, however, we reover twie the
spin-polarised struture and in partiular the CIRs if the interation exeeds the ritial
strength depending on the hybridisations. For ∆≫ Γ we observe the usual splitting of
the two single-level resonanes.
A brief summary of the variety of phenomena arising for the dierent parameter
regimes of the double dot (in partiular for nearly degenerate levels) is given in Se. 4.2.6.
4.2.5 Parallel Triple Dots
Finally, we will study the triple dot geometry similarly to the one of Se. 4.1.3, only
that now we are aounting for the spin degree of freedom. The free propagator and
the expression for the ondutane follow similar to the spin-polarised ase. We intro-
due equal loal and nearest-neighbour interations of strength U and assume the level
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FIG. 4.54: The same as Fig. 4.53, but for nite magneti elds. The left panel suggests a large
eetive interation within the system. The right panel shows that for large B/Γ = 5.0 we
reover the spin-polarised strutures in G(Vg) and ασ(Vg).
spaing ∆ to be the same for all levels.
For large level spaings, the behaviour of the ondutane is ompletely analogous to
the double dot ase. We observe three resonanes of width U (Fig. 4.53, lower right
panel). The Kondo eet is ative at eah of them and the noninterating Lorentzian
lineshape is gradually transformed into a box-like struture depending on the size of
the interation ompared to the orresponding hybridisations, U/Γl. The transmission
phase hanges by π over eah resonane with a lineshape similar to the single-level ase.
Transmission zeros and related phase jumps are loated between those peaks assoiated
to transport through levels whose relative ouplings do not dier in sign.
Surprisingly, for s = {+−,−−} the dot enters a rossover regime ompletely similar
to the spin-polarised ase if the level spaing is lowered. In partiular, some of the
Kondo resonanes merge while the height of others whih are loated outside the three-
peak struture and are unobservably small for ∆ ≫ Γ gradually inreases (Fig. 4.53
shows an example for s = {−−}). If one dereases the level spaing step by step, in the
limit ∆ ≪ Γ one ends up with three resonanes of omparable width and height with
transmission zeros in between. The phase hanges by π over eah peak and jumps by π
at the zeros (Fig. 4.53, upper left panel).
In the spinful double dot ase, we experiened problems with our fRG approximation
for s = + and small level spaings due to a strong eetive orrelation. It turns out that
the same holds for the triple dot with s = {++}, and also for the other hoies of the
relative signs the fRG yields results that seriously deviate from exat NRG data, though
at muh smaller values of ∆. However, despite the fat that for some hoies of the
hybridisations we are not able to perform reliable alulations for level spaings smaller
than ∆
ross
, it seems reasonable to assume that the behaviour of the ondutane and
the transmission phase in between the limits ∆ ≫ Γ to ∆ ≪ Γ is similar within the
spin-polarised and the model ontaining spin in what onerns the number of peaks and
transmission zeros.
The fat that we have to expet a strong orrelation eet to be present for small
level spaings is also signalled by the magneti eld dependene of G(Vg). Applying
very small elds B ≪ Γ leads to a signiant hange of the lineshape of the ondutane
(Fig. 4.54, left panel). In analogy to the single-level ase, the sale of magneti elds
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destroying the Kondo resonane should be given by exp(−U/Γ). This is of the order
of one for U ≈ Γ, and hene the inuene of small elds B ≪ Γ on G(Vg) and the
breakdown of the fRG for small level spaings ould onsistently be interpreted as some
large eetive interation within the system. For the double dot with s = +, this
large interation was identied to be the seond stage Kondo eet of the side-oupled
geometry. Unfortunately, we are unable to present suh an easy explanation here.
If we apply large magneti elds to the system, we reover twie the spin-polarised
struture in the lineshape of G(Vg). In partiular, we an quantitatively reprodue all
the results of Se. 4.1.3, espeially the three-peak struture of the ondutane with the
transmission zeros loated in between for nearly degenerate levels (ompare the right
panel of Fig. 4.54 with the upper left panel of Fig. 4.16).
4.2.6 Summary
In the rst setion, we have presented how the fRG an be used to ompute the most
ommon signature of Kondo physis in zero temperature transport through quantum
dots, the Kondo resonane exhibited by the ondutane of a single impurity oupled
to noninterating leads. We have shown how the harateristi energy sale on whih
utuations destroy this resonane, the Kondo temperature, an be extrated from the
linear-response ondutane at T = 0 by onsidering the magneti eld dependene of
G(Vg).
Next, we have turned to short Hubbard hains whih are onstruted by oupling N
of these single-level dots in series. In the limit of large nearest-neighbour hoppings,
on whih we mainly foused here, the ondutane of these hains shows well-separated
Kondo resonanes eah time they are oupied by an odd number of eletrons. The most
important physial observation was, however, the suppression of harge utuations
exhibited if N is an even number. Furthermore, a vanishing of transmission resonanes
was found for generi asymmetries in the hybridisations with the leads.
Next, we disussed transport through the side-oupled geometry where the size of
the hopping t between the embedded and the side-oupled dot determines two distint
regimes of dierent physis. For small t the behaviour of the system is governed by
a two-stage Kondo eet. In partiular, due to the seond stage Kondo eet taking
plae on the side-oupled dot the Kondo resonane that one would expet if only the
embedded dot was present is transformed into a valley of width U where the ondutane
is strongly suppressed due to the large U/t2. On the other hand, two well-separated
Kondo resonanes attributed to individual Kondo eets of the bonding and antibonding
states are observed for large t (the moleular-orbital regime).
Finally, we put muh eort in desribing transport through the most omplex geome-
try onsidered here, the spinful double dots. For nearly degenerate levels, the behaviour
of G(Vg) depends on the system parameters, in partiular on the relative sign s of the
level-lead ouplings. For s = + the ondutane is strongly suppressed in a region of
width U around Vg = 0. This an be understood as the two-stage Kondo eet of
the side-oupled geometry. In presene of equal interations between all eletrons, the
`peaks' surrounding the ondutane valley split up at a ritial strength of U suh that
for even larger interations a total of four transmission resonanes loated at Vg = ±U
and Vg = ±U/2 are found. In both ases the ondutane at half-lling is signi-
antly inuened by the appliation of extremely small magneti elds (ompared to
exp(−U/Γ)). For s = − and purely loal interations exeeding a ritial sale of order
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Γ, G(Vg) exhibits a four-peak struture of ompletely dierent nature. Within the fRG
approximation sheme, this an be interpreted as interferene between two independent
single-level dots. If additional nearest-neighbour orrelations are added to the system,
two of the resonanes gradually disappear. For purely loal U , the appliation of a mag-
neti eld of size omparable to the s = + ase has a strong impat on the ondutane.
Surprisingly this does no longer hold for equal interations between all eletrons in the
dots. If the level spaing is inreased above ∆
ross
< Γ, the system enters a rossover
regime ompletely similar to the spin-polarised ase. The additional orrelation indued
features whih are observed for s = + and equal interations between all eletrons as
well as for s = − and purely loal orrelations vanish. For s = −, one of the remaining
peaks splits up and the transmission zero is gradually moved outwards to larger |Vg|,
while for s = + only the lineshape of the two resonanes hanges. In all ases, one ends
up with two well-separated Kondo peaks of strength U/Γl assoiated with the individual
levels in the limit ∆ ≫ Γ. For s = +, a transmission zero (and a orresponding phase
jump) is loated in between, while G stays nite and α evolves ontinuously for s = −.
The most important things one should learn from the disussion of the double dot
geometry are the following. First, it exellently demonstrates how a two-partile in-
teration leads to omplex strutures (in partiular to more than ordinary Coulomb
blokade peaks) in the ondutane. Even more, we demonstrated that the noninter-
ating limit does not exhibit the rih variety of dierent physis (and the same holds
for the other geometries), stressing the importane of orrelations. Seond, one should
note that in presene of large magneti elds we preisely reover all the results of the
spin-polarised model on a quantitative level, justifying that the latter is more than just
a `toy model'. Finally it is important to realise that our ndings for the ase of al-
most equal interations between all eletrons (whih is likely to be the experimentally
realised situation) basially allow for an explanation of the `phase lapse' experiments
in omplete analogy to the disussion at the end of the last setion. There is reason to
believe that the same holds if more than two dots are onsidered (whih was illustrated
for N = 3), but alternative methods are required to hek this more systematially.

Chapter 5
Comparison With Other Methods
In this hapter, we will prove that the funtional renormalization group indeed provides
a powerfull tool to study transport through orrelated quantum dot systems in the
zero temperature limit. In order to do so, we will ompare our T = 0 results for
almost every physial situation whih has been previously investigated to numerial
renormalization group (NRG, see [Wilson 1975,KWW 1980,CHZ 1994℄) data or, if the
atual problem allows for it in some speial ases, to the exat solution. As mentioned
in the introdution, the NRG has been frequently used in reent papers as a reliable
method non-perturbative in the two-partile interation to study spinful dot systems.
Only reently, also spinless systems where treated by mapping them bak to ones with
spin [Meden&Marquardt 2006,Heht 2006℄. All data whih has not been published so
far has been heked against exat U = 0 results ensuring that all NRG alulations
presented here are very preise and therefore suited as a referene to ompare the
fRG against. In partiular, for every system under onsideration we will show up to
whih interation strength we an still obtain reliable results by our seond order fRG
trunation sheme that neglets the frequeny-dependene of the two-partile vertex as
well as the ow of all higher-order vertex funtions.
Next, we will establish a riterion to judge the quality of fRG results whih is inde-
pendent of the availability of referene data from other methods. In partiular, we will
argue that a breakdown of the usual seond order approximation is always signalised
by diverging omponents of the eetive interation at the end of the ow.
Finally, we will demonstrate that the fRG is superior to onventional Hartree-Fok
alulations in desribing the eets of the interation between the eletrons. For the
simplest ase of a spinless two-level dot, we will show that suh a mean-eld approah
aptures the Coulomb blokade physis, but it fails in orretly desribing the phe-
nomena onneted with the appearane of the orrelation indued resonanes where
the interation is of partiular importane. Furthermore, we will prove that taking
into aount quantum utuations remedies for some artifats by whih Hartree-Fok
is plagued due to its mean-eldish nature.
Unless stated otherwise, the fRG data presented in this hapter was always obtained
by the usual seond order trunation sheme that aounts for the ow of the self-energy
and the two-partile vertex evaluated at zero external frequeny, and we will generally
speak of it as `the' fRG result, implying the linguisti sloppiness that in priniple it is
of ourse not forbidden to arry out arbitrary-order alulations. Furthermore, we will
employ the same simpliations as in Chapter 4. In partiular, we will always perform
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the wide-band limit (whih leads to energy-independent level-lead hybridisations) and
set the hemial potential of the noninterating leads to zero. All data shown was
obtained for T = 0.
5.1 NRG Calulations
5.1.1 Spin-Polarised Dots
We will start omparing NRG alulations for parallel geometries of spinless quantum
dots whih we have investigated in great detail in Se. 4.1. The NRG data we use was
provided by [Heht 2006℄ (see also [KHODM 2006℄). Its reliability has been established
by omparison with the exat U = 0 ase.
Parallel Double Dots
In Fig. 5.1, we onsider the parallel double dot with generi parameters {s,Γ}. For
both small and large level spaings, the NRG and fRG urves for the ondutane, the
transmission phase and the average level oupanies as a funtion of the gate voltage
are almost indistinguishable even for very large U/Γ = 15. In partiular, we an onrm
the observed non-monotoni dependene of the oupanies on Vg lose to the partile-
hole symmetri point. Even more important, the NRG alulations expliitly show
that the additional sharp orrelation indued resonanes (CIRs) are no artifat of the
fRG approximation (a muh more detailed omparison between fRG and NRG in what
onerns the CIRs an be found in [Meden&Marquardt 2006℄).
In fat, there is one speial hoie of parameters that allows for an exat solution of
the interating many-partile problem. Similar to Se. 4.2.3, the general double dot
Hamiltonian with A-B-symmetri hybridisations and s = +,
H = (Vg − U/2−∆/2)nA + (Vg − U/2−∆/2)nB −
∑
l=A,B
s=L,R
[
tsd
†
l c0,s +H..
]
+ UnAnB,
an by introduing bonding and antibonding states, |±〉 := 1√
2
(|A〉 ± |B〉), be mapped
onto
H˜ =
∑
l=+,−
(Vg − U/2)nl +
[
∆
2
d†+d− −
√
2tLd
†
+c0,L − tRd†+c0,R +H..
]
+ Un+n−.
For degenerate levels (∆ = 0), we have [H˜, n−] = 0, and hene the partile number
operator n− is a onserved quantity. Therefore the ondutane G of the system is
exatly given by
G =
4e22t2L2t
2
R
h
∣∣∣∣ 1Vg − U/2− 2i[t2L + t2R] + f(Vg)U
∣∣∣∣2 ,
and partile-hole symmetry stipulates that the funtion f(Vg) ∈ {0, 1} whih determines
whether the antibonding state is oupied or not has to read f(Vg) = 0 for Vg > 0 and
f(Vg) = 1 otherwise. Therefore the ondutane exhibits two Lorentzian peaks of
width 2Γ separated by U but no orrelation indued resonanes no matter how big the
interation is hosen. Therefore A-B-symmetri ouplings together with s = + do not
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FIG. 5.2: Comparison of the 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represent the generi behaviour of the system (whih an already be seen by onsidering
the noninterating ase). This is the reason why this parameter set was ompletely
ignored when disussing the double dot in Se.4.1.2, but a without any eort exatly
solvable model is always welome as a omparison for any method whether it desribes
generi physis or not. It turns out that fRG results agree well with the exat ones (see
Fig. 5.2).
Parallel Dots with Four Levels
Unfortunately, the triple dot geometry annot be takled by NRG (see Se. 5.4 for more
details), so that we turn to the four-level ase next. Fig. 5.3 shows the omparison of
the ondutane G(Vg) and the transmission phase α(Vg) omputed by fRG and NRG
for U/Γ = 1.0, nearly degenerate levels, relative signs of the level-lead ouplings s =
{−−−}, and left-right symmetri hybridisations. The latter ause double phase lapses
(DPLs) loated near a very sharp resonane whih appears in addition to the ordinary
four Coulomb blokade peaks. Similar orrelation indued phenomena were observed at
the entral resonanes of the triple dot geometry. For ∆/Γ = 0.05 < ∆
ross
/Γ, it turns
out that the results of both methods agree well. In partiular, the very sharp DPLs
are onrmed by NRG and are therefore no artifat of our trunation sheme. If the
level spaing is further dereased, fRG and NRG results begin to deviate seriously for
Vg lose to half-lling (see the omparison for ∆/Γ = 0.01). In partiular, the number
of transmission zeros omputed by both methods is dierent and the ondutane from
fRG is muh too strongly suppressed. This holds even when the interation is gradually
swithed o, only that the detuning and the width of the aeted region of Vg where the
fRG no longer returns reliable results derease. Suh behaviour was never observed for
the double dot geometry where fRG and NRG agree extremely well even for degenerate
levels, and unfortunately it laks an easy explanation as a signature of some strong
orrelation eet with a large `eetive' interation.
The right panels of Fig. 5.3 show the eetive interations of the type ninj at the
end of the ow for the same four-level dot. Surprisingly, some of these interations
beome attrative in some region of Vg, a phenomenon that we frequently observed for
other geometries. More importantly, all γ2(i, j; i, j; Λ) stay of order of their initial value
U if ∆ is hosen suh that fRG and NRG agree well. The same holds for all other
omponents not forbidden by symmetries whih are zero for Λ = ∞ but in general of
ourse generated by the ow. In ontrast, some renormalized interation terms grow
large (U(Λ = 0)/U ≈ 100) if the level spaing is so small that the fRG seriously deviates
from the reliable NRG data. The evolution of the breakdown of the fRG approximation
sheme in the limit ∆ ≪ Γ an be observed if the level spaing is suessively lowered
(see again Fig. 5.3). For ∆/Γ = 0.05, lose to Vg = 0 some omponents of the two-
partile vertex grow signiantly larger than their initial value. Nevertheless, they still
remain of roughly the same order and fRG and NRG only deviate quantitatively. On
the other hand, for ∆/Γ = 0.01 some γ2 beome at least one order of magnitude larger
than U and the results of both methods strongly disagree. Alltogether, this will be the
aforementioned self-onsistent riterion to judge the trustworthiness of our results when
no referene data is available: fRG alulations are reliable when no omponents of the
two-partile vertex diverge.
If we inrease the strength of the interation (Fig. 5.4 shows U/Γ = 5.0), the fRG
and NRG alulations of the ondutane deviate quantitatively for nearly degenerate
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FIG. 5.3: Left panels: Comparison of fRG (solid lines) and NRG (dashed lines) alulations of
the ondutane G (blak, orange) and transmission phase α (red, blue) as a funtion of the gate
voltage of a spinless four-level dot with hybridisations Γ = {0.1 0.1 0.15 0.15 0.05 0.05 0.2 0.2}.
The NRG data was taken from [Heht 2006℄. Right panels: Some omponents of the two-partile
vertex at the end of the fRG ow.
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FIG. 5.4: The same as the left panels of Fig. 5.3, but for larger U/Γ = 5.0.
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FIG. 5.5: Left panel: Gate voltage dependene of the ondutane G for a single-level dot with
U/Γ = 4π, ΓL/Γ = ΓR/Γ = 0.5, and zero magneti eld obtained by fRG alulations (blak
solid line) and the exat Bethe ansatz solution (red line). The data for the latter was taken
from [Costi 2001℄. First order fRG alulations (blak dotted line) and the eetive interation
at the end of the ow (blue line) are shown as well. Right panel: The same for U/Γ = 3π. The
red line shows NRG data from [GDCO 2000℄.
levels (∆/Γ = 0.05). In partiular, the additional orrelation indued strutures are
dierently far evolved, while the number of transmission resonanes and zeros and the
transmission phase are still in good agreement. This beomes worse if the level spaing
is lowered, and for ∆/Γ = 0.01 both methods do no longer yield the same number of
transmission zeros. As before, this breakdown of our trunation sheme is signalised by
some omponents of the two-partile vertex whih start to grow large if ∆ is gradually
dereased. On the other hand, the larger the level detuning beomes, the more G(Vg)
and α(Vg) agree, and for ∆ ≈ Γ the fRG and NRG results an barely be distinguished.
To summarise, one ould say that the fRG performs extremely well for nearly degen-
erate levels for all parameters under onsideration if the strength of the interation is
U/Γ ≈ 1.0. Even for larger U/Γ ≈ 5.0, it aptures the right number of transmission
resonanes, but the NRG data is no longer mathed quantitatively. This hanges if the
level spaing is inreased, and for ∆ ≈ Γ the results of both methods an barely be dis-
tinguished. We enounter serious problems with our seond order fRG approximation
sheme if the level spaing beomes very small (typially ∆/Γ = 0.01 for U/Γ ≈ 1).
5.1.2 Spinful Dots
In this setion, we will ompare fRG and NRG alulations for every geometry of spinful
dots that was desribed in Se. 4.2 in order to obtain a omplete piture of how the
fRG performs in the dierent physial situations.
The Single-Level Case
We will start with the simplest ase of a single-level dot ontaining interating spin up
and down eletrons. Surprisingly, this geometry allows for an analyti solution based
on Bethe ansatz [Hewson 1993℄, and it shows that the fRG sueeds in desribing the
Kondo plateau whih develops for large U/Γ in G(Vg) even on a quantitative level. In
partiular, for U/Γ = 4π (Fig. 5.5, left panel), the fRG urve and the exat solution
are barely distinguishable. The right panel of Fig. 5.5 shows another omparison for
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FIG. 5.6: Condutane G (left panel) and partial ondutane Gσ=up (right panel) as a funtion
of the gate voltage for a single-level dot with U/Γ = 3π, ΓL/Γ = ΓR/Γ = 0.5 for three dierent
magneti elds B/TNRGK = 0.5 (red), B/T
NRG
K = 1.0 (green), and B/T
NRG
K = 5.0 (blue). Eah
panel shows a omparison between fRG (solid lines) and NRG (dashed lines, taken from [Costi
2001℄) data. The Kondo temperature determined by NRG is TNRGK /Γ = 0.116.
U/Γ = 3π with NRG data, whih yields results pratially idential to the exat ones
on the sale of U . The agreement between fRG and the analyti Bethe ansatz solution
beomes only sightly worse for the largest U/Γ = 25 for whih data for the latter is
available in the literature. Consistent with the reliability of our results is that rst and
seond order alulations are in good agreement, or, equivalently, that the renormalized
interation at the end of the ow does not diverge.
Next, we onsider how the fRG performs in presene of nite magneti elds that
lift the degeneray between the eletrons of both spin diretions. For B > 0, the
Kondo resonane splits up at a sale determined by the Kondo temperature (whih
in an NRG approah is usually dened by the width of the sharp resonane at zero
frequeny in the spetral funtion), and it shows that the fRG exellently aptures this
behaviour (Fig. 5.6). The same holds for the partial ondutane of the spin up and
spin down eletrons. A point of partiular importane is that the NRG alulations
onrm that for B ≈ TNRGK the ondutane at half lling is indeed suppressed down to
half the unitary limit, whih justies the reliability of our fRG denition of the Kondo
`temperature' by the magneti eld dependene of G(Vg). Due to the (pratial) lak of
NRG data for arbitrary interation U , it seems meaningful to probe this reliability again
by onsidering the dependene of T fRGK on the dot parameters Vg and U . As shown in
Se. 4.2.1, it turns out that the numerially omputed T fRGK (Vg, U) an indeed be tted
by a funtion onsistent with the exat form of T exatK (Vg, U),
f(U/Γ) = a(Vg) exp
[
−
∣∣∣∣b(Vg)UΓ − c(Vg) ΓU
∣∣∣∣
]
,
with t oeients a, b, and c that are to by determined as a funtion of the gate
voltage. It proved that while b ≈ 0.32 barely hanges and is lose to the exat value
π/8, c inreases quadratially with Vg while the dependene of a on U and the gate
voltage is only weak. Alltogether, this shows that the fRG exellently desribes the
ondutane for the single-level dot no matter how the parameters U and B are hosen.
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FIG. 5.7: Comparison between fRG and NRG alulations of the ondutane G (fRG: blak,
NRG: red) and average oupation n (fRG: blue, NRG: green) of a hain of four spin-degenerate
dots with loal interation U , nearest-neighbour hopping t, and left-right symmetri ouplings
with the leads. Note that here G and n are not diretly related. The NRG data was taken
from [Nisikawa&Oguri 2006℄. Upper right panel: Eetive loal interation on the rst dot at
the end of the fRG ow for t/Γ = 1.0, ΓL = ΓR, U/Γ = π (red), U/Γ = 1.5π (green), and
U/Γ = 2π (blue).
Linear Chains of Dots
Next, we turn to the ase of a few single-level dots oupled by a nearest-neighbour
hopping t to a short Hubbard hain. As explained in Se. 4.2.2, the Kondo eet is
ative and the ondutane for this geometry exhibits a resonane eah time the dot
region is lled by an odd number of eletrons. For large t, on whih we have mainly
onentrated, the peaks are well-separated. If the hain omprises an even number
of sites, there is a wide valley of small ondutane around half-lling beause harge
utuations are strongly suppressed. On the other hand, half-lling orresponds to
an odd number of eletrons if the number of dots in the hain is odd, and hene the
resonane at Vg = 0 is muh wider than the others in suh ases.
By omparison to NRG data for the four-site hain provided by [Nisikawa&Oguri
2006℄, it shows that our seond order fRG trunation sheme quantitatively aptures
the physis, espeially the wide ondutane valley at half-lling, for interations as
large as U/Γ = 2π if the nearest-neighbour hopping is of size t/Γ = 1.0 (Fig. 5.7, upper
left panel). If U is further inreased, some omponents of the eetive interation at
the end of the ow grow larger and larger for gate voltages on-resonane or lose to
Vg = 0, signalising a breakdown of our approximation. This an already be observed
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FIG. 5.8: Left panel: The same as Fig. 5.8, but for a hain with three sites with NRG data
from [ONH 2005℄.
for the aforementioned parameter set (Fig. 5.7, right panel): at half-lling, we nd
U(Λ = 0)/U ≈ 30 and the ondutane in the valley is signiantly underestimated by
fRG. The agreement between both methods improves if the hopping t is inreased. For
example, for t/Γ = 4.167 and U/Γ = 1.67π, G(Vg) and n(Vg) are barely distinguishable
on a sale Γ (Fig. 5.7, lower left panel). Inreasing the interation to U/Γ = 8.33π,
some omponents of the two-partile vertex grow large and the fRG results seriously
deviate from the reliable NRG data (Fig. 5.7, lower right panel).
The piture when omparing fRG and NRG data (the latter taken from [ONH 2005℄)
for a hain with three levels is basially the same. For U/Γ = 1.67π and t/Γ = 4.17,
the results from both methods an barely be distinguished (Fig. 5.8, left panel). The
smaller the hopping between neighbouring sites beomes, the sooner the seond order
approximation sheme enounters problems for gate voltages on-resonane when U is
gradually inreased. For example, for U/Γ = 2π and t/Γ = 1.0, the fRG overestimates
the suppression of harge utuation at half-lling (Fig. 5.8, right panel). Again, this
breakdown is aompanied by diverging omponents of the two-partile vertex.
The Side-Coupled Geometry
Now, we turn the side-oupled geometry whih was disussed in detail in Se. 4.2.3.
We have argued that in presene of a loal interation U two regimes with dierent
physis arise in dependene of the inter-dot hopping t. Close to half-lling, either a
loal spin-singlet state is formed between the eletrons on the two dots (large t), or the
low-energy physis is dominated by a two-stage Kondo eet (small t). In both ases,
the ondutane at Vg = 0 is heavily suppressed, and so at T = 0 both phases an only
be distinguished unambiguously by the magneti eld dependene of the ondutane.
In Fig. 5.9, we ompare our seond order fRG results with NRG alulations by [Cor-
naglia&Grempel 2005℄. For U/Γ = 2.0 and t/Γ = 0.2, both methods agree surprisingly
well despite the large `eetive' interation U/t2 = 50 (left panel). Nevertheless, one
should note that the ondutane lose to half-lling is severely underestimated by fRG,
and as usual this is signalised by large-growing omponents of the two-partile vertex
(right panel, dashed lines). This beomes worse for smaller t, and the Fano-like feature
in G(Vg) observed by [itko&Bon£a 2006℄ for extremely large U/t
2
is out of reah within
our approah. On the other hand, both methods agree in assoiating the aforementioned
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FIG. 5.9: Left panel: Comparison between NRG data from [Cornaglia&Grempel 2005℄ and fRG
for the ondutane G (fRG: blak, NRG: red) of the side-oupled geometry in the two-stage
Kondo regime. The level-lead ouplings have been hosen left-right symmetri. Right panel:
Eetive loal interation at the end of the fRG ow on the embedded dot (green) and on the
side-oupled dot (blue) for the two dierent parameter sets U/Γ = 8.0, t/Γ = 4.0 (solid lines,
left sale), and U/Γ = 2.0, t/Γ = 0.2 (dashed lines, right sale).
parameters to the two-stage Kondo regime. In partiular, the evolution of G(Vg) with
small magneti elds alulated by fRG and that with small temperatures obtained by
NRG is qualitatively idential (ompare the left panel of Fig. 4.40 with Fig. 6 in [Cor-
naglia&Grempel 2005℄). Moreover, the energy sale of the rst stage Kondo eet for
these parameters determined by fRG (by the eld neessary to raise the ondutane
at Vg = 0 to half the unitary limit), (T
1
K)
fRG ≈ 1.16Γ, is lose to the NRG estimate,
(T 1K)
NRG ≈ Γ.
If we inrease the level spaing, the agreement of the fRG alulations with the reliable
NRG data beomes better. For U/Γ = 8.0, t/Γ = 0.8 (Fig. 5.10, left panel), the former
still underestimates the suppression of G lose to Vg = 0, but not as severely as for the
parameters onsidered before, and onsistently also the eetive interation does not
grow that large (U(Λ = 0)/U ≈ 500 at Vg = 0). Again, both methods agree in assigning
the parameter set to the loal spin-singlet phase. If we nally onsider U/Γ = 8.0,
t/Γ = 4.0 (Fig. 5.10, right panel), it proves hard to distinguish the fRG G(Vg) urve
from the preise NRG one, and U(Λ = 0) stays always of order U (right panel of
Fig. 5.9, solid lines). Again, the physis is onsistently identied to be dominated by
the formation of the spin-singlet state, in partiular the evolution of G(Vg) with small
temperatures and magneti elds is similar (ompare the right panel of Fig. 4.40 and
Fig. 8 in [Cornaglia&Grempel 2005℄). The fRG omputation of the energy sale of the
Kondo eet ative at eah resonane (dened by the eld required to suppress the
ondutane down to half the unitary limit), (TK)
fRG ≈ 0.16Γ is in good agreement
with the NRG estimate, (TK)
NRG ≈ 0.156Γ.
Parallel Double Dots
To the end of this setion, we nally look whether the fRG performs similarly well in
presene of Kondo physis that arises if the spinless double dot model onsidered in the
previous setion is extended by the spin degree of freedom. As referene data, we use
very reent NRG alulations arried out by [Heht 2006℄.
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FIG. 5.10: The same as in the left panel of Fig. 5.9, but for two dierent sets of parameters
from the loal spin-singlet phase.
We start with desribing the ase where the level-lead ouplings have the same relative
sign, s = +. For nearly degenerate levels and even for small interations U . Γ, the
fRG signiantly underestimates the ondutane in a region of width U around Vg = 0,
while still being in good agreement with NRG outside for large U (see U/Γ = 3.0 in
the lower left panel of Fig. 5.11). The same holds for the transmission phase and the
average level oupanies whih show an overpronouned plateau-like behaviour lose
to Vg = 0. To understand this, it proves helpful to onsider again the mapping of the
parallel double dot bak to the side-oupled geometry that was introdued in Se. 4.2.3.
Stritly speaking, it requires A-B-symmetri hybridisations and the introdution of
additional orrelated hopping terms. However, we showed that the parallel dots with
level spaing ∆ an be understood as the side-oupled geometry with hopping ∆/2 even
if these assumptions are relaxed. In partiular, we an easily interpret the double dot
with nearly degenerate levels as the side-oupled dots being in the two-stage Kondo
regime, and due to the very large U/∆2, whih is its relevant sale, it is not surprising
that the seond order fRG approximation fails to apture this eet quantitatively.
Following this line of argumentation, it is also lear that the agreement between fRG
and NRG improves if ∆ is inreased, and for ∆ ≈ Γ both results are pratially idential
on a sale Γ (see ∆/Γ = 5.0 in the lower right panel of Fig. 5.11).
Surprisingly, the fRG results ompare well with the preise NRG data even for nearly
degenerate levels if the relative sign of the level-lead ouplings is s = − (Fig. 5.11,
upper left panel). Consistent with this is the observation that in ontrast to s = +
all omponents of the two-partile vertex at the end of the ow are of order of their
initial value. The same holds if the level spaing is inreased, and for ∆ ≈ Γ the urves
produed by fRG and NRG are again barely distinguishable (Fig. 5.11, upper right
panel).
5.2 Comparing fRG with fRG: Self-Consisteny Cheks
By onsidering many physial situations and parameter regions where the fRG performs
dierently well ompared with preise NRG data and at the same time looking at
the behaviour of the renormalized two-partile vertex at the end of the ow, we have
motivated an inner-fRG riterion to judge the quality of our results when no referene
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FIG. 5.11: Comparison between fRG (solid lines) and NRG (dashed lines) data of the gate
voltage dependene of the ondutane G (blak), transmission phase α (red), and average
level oupations (dot A: green, dot B: blue) of a spinful parallel two-level dot with equal loal
and nearest-neighbour interation, and Γ = {0.15 0.15 0.35 0.35} for four dierent parameter
sets. The NRG data was taken from [Heht 2006℄. Note that due to the non-generi symmetry
of the hybridisations, G(Vg) does not exhibit the additional resonanes desribed in Se. 4.2.4
for s = + and nearly degenerate levels. Furthermore, the average partile numbers omputed by
fRG are not shown for this parameter set beause they exhibit numerially-aused osillations
in the Vg regions where the seond order approximation breaks down. Outside, they are in
perfet agreement with the NRG data. Note that in the right panels fRG and NRG almost
oinide rendering solid and dashed lines partly indistinguishable.
data is available. More preisely, we observed that a breakdown of our seond order
approximation sheme was always aompanied by some omponents of γ2 whih grew
at least one order of magnitude larger than their initial value, while remaining of order
U in situations where fRG and NRG agreed well. Equivalently, one would assume that
fRG results are reliable if rst and seond order alulations, the former only aounting
for the ow of the self-energy (see Se. 2.2.3), yield qualitatively similar results.
We will now use this experiene to expliitly demonstrate that our ndings for the
spinless triple dot geometry, whih does not allow for an NRG referene alulation
(see Se. 5.4), are indeed reliable. We start with nearly degenerate levels, relative
signs of the ouplings s = {−−}, and left-right symmetri hybridisations with the
leads. For this hoie of parameters, G(Vg) shows additional non-generi transmission
zeros and assoiated double phase lapses (DPLs) sharply surrounding the orrelation
indued resonane lose to Vg = 0. Similar strutures were observed for the four-level
ase and there onrmed by NRG. Here, it shows that rst and seond order fRG
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FIG. 5.12: Comparison between rst and seond order fRG alulations of the ondutane
G (seond order: blak, rst order: green) and transmission phase α (seond order: red, rst
order: blue) for dierent situations. Upper row: Spinless triple dots, U/Γ = 1.0, ∆/Γ = 0.02,
s = {−−}, Γ = {0.15 0.15 0.2 0.2 0.15 0.15} (left panel), and Γ = {0.1 0.2 0.05 0.35 0.1 0.2}
(right panel). Lower row: Spinless triple dots, U/Γ = 1.0, ∆/Γ = 0.05, s = {+−}, Γ =
{0.06 0.14 0.3 0.4 0.07 0.03}. The right panel shows the eetive interations at the end of the
ow: γ2(A,B;A,B; 0) (blak), γ2(A,C;A,C; 0) (red), γ2(B,C;B,C; 0) (green).
alulations are almost idential (and, equivalently, no omponents of the two-partile
vertex grow large), and hene the appearane of the DPLs is obviously no artifat
of our approximation (see Fig. 5.12, upper left panel). The same holds for the fat
that the additional zeros vanish if one lifts the non-generi left-right symmetry of the
hybridisations in both the three- and four-level ase (the upper right panel of Fig. 5.12
shows the omparison for the former). Finally, we prove that the orrelation indued
peaks, espeially the ones exhibited at the entral resonane, whih appear for arbitrary
hoie of s and {Γ} an be onsidered as a reliable result of our alulations. As usual, it
turns out that they show up onsistently in rst and seond order, and all omponents
of γ2 stay of order of their initial value during the ow (Fig. 5.12, lower panels).
Next, we turn to the ase of triple dots with ompletely degenerate levels, a situation
whih we arefully avoided in Se. 4.1.3. Here, the usual nite U seond order fRG
alulations yield an additional transmission zero together with a π phase jump at Vg =
0 no matter how the relative signs of the level-lead ouplings s and the hybridisations are
hosen (Fig. 5.13, left panel). Unfortunately, the two-partile vertex grows large lose
to half-lling, and the rst order trunation sheme yields a dip but no transmission
zero at Vg = 0, at least above the numerial limit δVg/Γ ≈ 10−8, rendering the zero
and the jump of α a questionable result (Fig. 5.13, right panel). Fortunately, these
problems vanish for generi Γsl if the degeneray of the levels is lifted to ∆/Γ ≈ 0.005
for interations of order Γ, and only the onrmed two transmission zeros remain;
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FIG. 5.13: Comparison of seond (left panel) and rst (right panel) order fRG alula-
tions of the ondutane G (blak) and transmission phase α (red) for parallel triple dots
with loal interation U/Γ = 1.0, degenerate levels, s = {+−}, and hybridisations Γ =
{0.06 0.14 0.3 0.4 0.07 0.03}. First and seond order alulations dier qualitatively in what
onerns the appearane of a transmission zero at Vg = 0. Equivalently, some omponents of
the two-partile vertex grow muh larger than their initial value lose to half-lling.
unfortunately, they appear even for small U < Γ.
When omparing with NRG results for the spinless four-level dot, we observed a
similar breakdown of our approximation sheme for nearly degenerate levels, only that
the sale ∆ below whih the fRG results eased to be reliable as well the aeted
region of gate voltages around Vg = 0 were larger. On the other hand, the method
works well in the double dot ase even if the level spaing is exatly zero. Alltogether,
this leads to the onlusion that the fRG enounters serious problems in desribing
the orrelations between eletrons in nearly degenerate levels below a sale ∆ whih
inreases with the number of dots under onsideration. For three, four, and six levels,
we found this detuning to be ∆ = 0.005, ∆ = 0.01, and ∆ = 0.05, respetively. Be
that as it may; a plausible reason for a strong orrelation eet that anels the base of
our fRG approximation (negleting everything but the ow of the self-energy and the
two-partile vertex evaluated at zero external frequeny) remains to be found.
For one partiular ase, the self-onsisteny hek an even be extended beyond the
usual seond order approximation sheme. As mentioned above, for spinful double dots
with purely loal interation, relative sign of the level-lead ouplings s = +, and left-
right symmetri hybridisations, the free propagator is diagonal, and no o-diagonal
elements an be generated by the ow. This implies that the problem separates into
four independent ow equations orresponding to two single-dot problems, for whih
we know that fRG perfetly desribes the physis on a quantitative level. Of ourse,
this does not imply that same holds for the double dot ase. Nevertheless, it was
shown [HMPS 2004℄ that using a trunation sheme that aounts for the full frequeny
dependene of the two-partile vertex leaves the single-level results in perfet agreement
with the exat ones. Sine aounting for frequenies does not spoil the split-up of the
double dot problem for the aforementioned set of parameters, we an dedue that even
if we took into are the ow of the full two-partile vertex, this would not lead to
a quantitative improvement of the omputed urves. As the inuene of asymmetri
hybridisations is only minor, we an expet the fRG results for the spinful double dot
with loal interations and s = − to be very reliable. This is an important observation
sine in the omparison with NRG data (Fig. 5.11) the loal- and nearest-neighbour
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interations were assumed to be equal.
5.3 Mean-Field Approahes
Having established the power of fRG alulations, we will now ompare them to a self-
onsistent Hartree-Fok approah (SCHFA) whih treats the interation between the
eletrons on a mean-eld level. In partiular, we refer to [Golosov&Gefen 2006℄ (to be
noted as GG from now on), who have extensively studied the spinless parallel double
dot geometry by SCHFA.
GG start out from the the typial Hamiltonian desribing the two-level dot,
H = (Vg − U/2)nA + (Vg − U/2 +∆)nB + UnAnB
−
[
c0,L(t
L
Ad
†
A + t
L
Bd
†
B) + c0,R(t
R
Ad
†
A + t
R
Bd
†
B) +H..
]
,
whih by stiking to a 3D subspae of all possible hybridisations dened by ΓLA − ΓRA =
ΓRB − ΓLB an be mapped onto
H˜ = (Vg − U/2)n˜A + (Vg − U/2 + ∆˜)n˜B + Un˜An˜B − t
[
d˜†Ad˜B + d˜
†
B d˜A
]
−
[
c0,L(tAd˜
†
A + tB d˜
†
B) + c0,R(tAd˜
†
A + tBd˜
†
B) +H..
]
,
with σ˜ = sgn(tAtB) = −1. The key point of a mean-eld treatment of the interation
is the replaement
−n˜An˜B = d˜†Ad˜†B d˜Ad˜B → d˜†Ad˜A〈d˜†B d˜B〉+ d˜†B d˜B〈d˜†Ad˜A〉 − d˜†Ad˜B〈d˜†B d˜A〉
−d˜†B d˜A〈d˜†Ad˜B〉+ 〈d˜†Ad˜A〉〈d˜†B d˜B〉 − |〈d˜†ad˜B〉|2,
and the subsequent self-onsistent determination of 〈d˜†i d˜j〉 within the (eetive) nonin-
terating problem.
Carrying out suh alulations for xed U and ∆˜ but variable t and A-B-hybridisation
asymmetry αˆ := (|tA| − |tB|)/
√
t2A + t
2
B ,
1
GG always found two resonanes loated at
E1 and E2 in the ondutane G(Vg), while the phase showed dierent behaviour in
sharply separated regions of the parameter spae {αˆ, t} (see Fig. 5.14). In partiular,
they distinguish three main phases where α(Vg) behaves dierently: in phase 1 (2), there
is a transmission zero and an assoiated phase jump (whih GG all `lapse' beause
their gate voltage is dened with opposite sign) by π in between (outside) the two
resonanes. Surprisingly, they observe jumps larger than π loated in between E1 and
E2 for a signiant region of {αˆ, t} (phase 3).
If we arry out the usual seond order fRG alulations for the dot Hamiltonian H˜,2 we
an basially onrm GG's ndings for the phase 1 and 2. For parameters assoiated
with the former (latter), we nd two resonanes with a zero in between (outside).
1
We have introdued the hat in ontrast to GG's notation to avoid notational onfusion with the
transmission phase.
2
In prinipal, it would of ourse be best to treat H diretly sine this Hamiltonian ontains the
original dot parameters; nevertheless, we only want to demonstrate how the fRG performs in omparison
with SCHFA, and thus we will fous on H˜ used by GG.
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FIG. 5.14: Phase diagram of spinless parallel double dots with parameters U/Γ = 6.4,
∆/Γ = 0.256, s = σ˜, and left-right symmetri hybridisations. The inter-dot hopping t is intro-
dued as t = −κ∆/2√1− κ2, and the ouplings are determined by αˆ := (|tA|−|tB|)/
√
t2A + t
2
B.
The dierent olours mark the dierent `phases' of the system whih are haraterised by
the position of the transmission zero(s) Zi relative to the two transmission resonanes E1
and E2 and the magnitude of the phase jump |Θtr| at eah zero. The diagram was obtained
by [Golosov&Gefen 2006℄ using a self-onsistent Hartree-Fok alulation. (Reprinted by per-
mission from the author.)
However, the transition between both regimes is smooth if quantum utuations are
taken into aount (see the upper panels of Fig. 5.15).
For parameters from phase 3, going beyond the mean-eld level has a more dramati
eet. In partiular, the jump of the transmission phase at the zero in between the
two resonanes in this regime is preisely π (and not larger than π). Furthermore, we
observe additional orrelation indued resonanes desribed in Se. 4.1.2 in a region of
{αˆ, t} that roughly oinides with GG's phase 3 whih Hartree-Fok fails to apture.
Hene orrelations are of partiular importane in this part of the parameter spae,
rendering it reasonable that a mean-eld approah is plagued by artifats like phase
jumps larger than π. The transition from GG's phase 3 to phase 1 is shown in the lower
panels of Fig. 5.15.
5.4 Summary: Advantages and Disadvantages of the fRG
In this setion, we have ompared our T = 0 fRG results to very preise NRG data
from the literature. It proved that for every physial situation under onsideration, the
usual seond order approximation sheme that only aounts for the ow of the self-
energy and the two-partile vertex with external frequenies set to zero quantitatively
agrees with NRG up to interation strength where orrelations between the eletrons
have strongly altered the U = 0 physis. For large U (where the meaning of `large'
depends on the system under onsideration), both methods begin to disagree as one
would naturally expet beause of the approximate nature of the fRG, so that it is no
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FIG. 5.15: FRG alulation of the gate voltage dependene of the ondutane G (blak) and
transmission phase α (red) for spinless parallel double dots with parameters idential to those
of the right panel (s = σ˜ = −1) of Fig. 5.14. Note that the α in the aption of eah plot is
idential to the α introdued by GG and is alled αˆ in the text.
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Geometry Number of ODEs
Time required to
ompute 100 data
points G(Vg)
Spinless double dots 4 0.21s
Spinless triple dots 12 3.6s
Spinless four-level dots 31 16.9s
Spinful single-level dot 3 0.09s
Side-oupled geometry
3
19 1.1s
Spinful double dots
3
19 0.93s
Spinless double dots, nite T 4 1.36s
TABLE 5.1: Typial times needed to numerially solve the seond order fRG ow equations
for various geometries on a 3GHz single-ore engine.
longer justied to neglet the frequeny-dependene of γ2 as well as all higher order
funtions. In some situations, the breakdown ours at small U ompared to the usual
energy sale set by the hybridisation strength. For models with spin, it proved possible
to relate this to some strong orrelation eet with a large `eetive' interation not
obvious at rst sight (for example the seond stage Kondo eet in the side-oupled
geometry; or the suppression of harge utuations for a half-lled linear hain). On
the other hand, fRG enounters serious problems in desribing even small interations
U < Γ between the eletrons on nearly degenerate (∆ ≪ Γ) spin-polarised parallel
levels, and they beome worse the more dots are onsidered. A reason (or a motivation)
for this failure still needs to be found.
Alltogether, the omparison with NRG proved that fRG aptures the physis in trans-
port through quantum dots up to interation strength where the latter is dominated
by eletron-eletron orrelations. In ontrast to NRG, fRG has the following striking
advantages:
• Flexibility: fRG an desribe any quantum dot geometry at will. In prini-
pal, it would even be possible to write a graphial user interfae to build up
geometries ontaining inter-dot hoppings, dierent level positions, arbitrary inter-
ation terms, ..., automatially set up the orresponding ow equations, tell the
omputer to turn on a red ashing light if the two-partile vertex diverges, and
provide a user who has never read a word about quantum many-partile systems
with the ondutane for the system. In ontrast, NRG is limited to situations
of high symmetry, and every dierent geometry needs individual implementation.
For example, spinless parallel dots are treated by NRG by mapping them bak
onto systems with spin by an even-odd-transformation of the lead states. Un-
fortunately, this is only possible for left-right symmetri hybridisations, an even
3
The omputation time for these geometries is lower than that for the spinless triple dots (although
we have to solve more independent equations) beause all symmetries of the two-partile vertex were
exploited. In partiular, the right-hand side of the ow equations (2.40, 2.41) was simplied analytially
before implementation. This yields messy expressions in ontrast to N = 1 and N = 2 (where the
orresponding simpliations were given in the previous hapter).
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number of dots, and some speial hoies of the relative oupling signs.
• `Simpleness': fRG is easy to implement. Having understood the formalism,
writing down the ow equations for any situation is straight-forward (as stated
above, write a graphial user interfae...).
• Speed: fRG is extremely fast and thus well-suited to san wide regions of the
parameter spae of the system under onsideration. Table 5.1 gives an impression
of how long a mainstream personal omputer with a 3GHz ore needs to solve the
set of oupled dierential equations for typial parameters.
• Unarbitrarity: The fRG sheme does not ontain non-physial tunable param-
eters.
On the other hand, the disadvantages of the fRG are:
• Approximate nature: fRG still remains an approximate method. Therefore it
fails to apture all eets whih show up for extremely large (eetive) intera-
tions, suh as the Fano-like behaviour observed for U/t2 ≫ 1 at the side-oupled
geometry by [itko&Bon£a 2006℄. Nevertheless, we showed that in most situations
it works for U strong enough to observe the physis dominated by orrelations far
beyond the mean-eld level. Furthermore, there is reason to believe that the om-
parison between rst and seond order alulations provides a reliable riterion
to judge the quality of fRG results in new situations where no referene data is
available.
• Finite frequenies: The alulation of nite-frequeny properties by the simple
seond order fRG trunation sheme employed here is questionable. For spinful
models, in partiular for the single-impurity ase, we have argued that a frequeny-
independent self-energy leads to a spetral funtion whih strongly diers from
the exat one. Hene we annot expet to obtain reliable T > 0 results for suh
a situation (beyond the limit of very small temperatures), as it indeed shows
by omparison with NRG. We an hope that things are dierent for spinless
models, but this remains to be proven as soon as nite temperature referene
data for the ondutane of these systems to ompare the fRG results against
is available. Using a trunation sheme that aounts for the full frequeny-
dependene of the two-partile vertex seems, however, not very desirable sine
it would be aompanied with a vast inrease of the omputational resoures
required.
To summarise one ould say that the fRG is a very promising tool to study zero
temperature transport properties of quantum dots with loal Coulomb orrelations.

Chapter 6
Summary & Outlook
In this thesis, we have studied zero temperature transport properties of few-level orre-
lated quantum dots arranged in various geometries. The Hamiltonian that governs suh
systems onsisted of several levels with hoppings and arbitrary interations to model
the geometry under onsideration, and this `dot region' was onneted to noninterating
tight-binding leads by tunnelling barriers. In order to takle the two-partile intera-
tions, we have employed the funtional renormalization group. This method starts from
an innite set of ow equations for the one-partile irreduible vertex funtions whih ex-
atly desribe arbitrary eletron-eletron orrelations. This set was trunated to render
it solvable, leading to the trunation sheme used allover this thesis, aounting for the
ow of the self-energy and the two-partile vertex evaluated at zero external frequeny.
Hene the fRG yields a frequeny-independent self-energy whih an be interpreted as
a renormalization of the original single-partile energies of the system, and we showed
that onsistent with this approximation is to ompute transport properties of quantum
dots, in partiular the linear-response ondutane, with the eetive noninterating
expressions.
With a tool at hand to takle eletron-eletron orrelations, we onentrated on two
dierent physial problems. First, we studied the ondutane G and transmission phase
α of parallel spin-polarised quantum dots as funtion of a gate voltage Vg that simulta-
neously heightens the energies of all levels. The small omputational eort required by
fRG allowed us to systematially san the vast parameter spae of these systems, the
speial fous being on the inuene of the single-partile level spaing ∆. If the latter
was assumed to be small ompared to the total strength of the tunnelling barriers Γ,
we found both the ondutane and the transmission phase to show strikingly univer-
sal behaviour independent of all other parameters of the system, suh as the individual
level-lead ouplings
√
Γsl , their relative signs s, and the number N of dots under onsid-
eration, assuming there is a two-partile interation U & Γ in the system. In partiular,
we observed N `Coulomb blokade' resonanes of almost equal height, width of order Γ,
and separation of order U . Additional strutures (orrelation indued features) showed
up when the interation strength was suessively inreased. The phase dropped by
π over eah Coulomb peak and exhibited a π jump at the N − 1 transmission zeros
loated in between. In ontrast, the behaviour of G(Vg) and α(Vg) strongly depends on
the dot parameters if the level spaing is inreased. In the limit of large ∆, we found N
Lorentzian resonanes separated by U+∆ and the phase to drop by π over eah, but the
number of transmission zeros (and assoiated jumps of α) was observed to be governed
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by s. These ndings might serve as an explanation of the transport properties of a
quantum dot frequently measured in the experiment. While in some early ones [YHMS
1995, SBHMUS 1997℄, the transmission phase was observed to jump by π in between
all transmission resonanes ourring if the energy of the dots was suessively lowered
(heightened), in ontrast to the expeted `mesosopi' behaviour prediting α to exhibit
jumps between some peaks while evolving ontinuously between others. Fortunately, in
a very reent experiment [AHZMU 2005℄ also the oupation of the dot was measured,
providing a lue to this puzzling behaviour. For dots oupied by only a few eletrons
(∼ 5; mesosopi regime), the phase was indeed found to behave mesosopially, in
partiular showing jumps only between some resonanes whih hanged with the sys-
tem under onsideration. On the other hand, for dots with a fairly large oupation
(∼ 15; universal regime), the universal behaviour of α jumping between all resonanes
independent of the atual experimental realisation was reovered. One major dierene
between both situations is the level spaing, whih one would expet to derease for
the topmost lled levels. In this sense our alulations provide a natural explanation
of the experiment: for nearly degenerate levels (those lled in the universal regime),
we observed N resonanes with N − 1 jumps of the transmission phase in between no
matter how all other dot parameters are hosen while for large level spaings (assoiated
with the mesosopi regime) the behaviour of α depends on the relative signs of the
level-lead ouplings, whih is determined by the parity of the underlying single-partile
wavefuntion and hene represents an experimentally unontrolled quantity depending
on the dot under onsideration. Within the fRG approximation sheme, more insight
into the behaviour of G(Vg) and α(Vg) ould be gained from diagonalising the eetive
dot Hamiltonian at the end of the ow. It turned out that for small ∆ irrespetive
of s the most strongly oupled eetive level rosses the hemial potential upwards
at eah resonane, while lose to the zeros it rosses another weakly oupled level (and
rosses µ downwards), so that the transmission zero an be interpreted as arising from a
Fano-antiresonane. Correlations enhane the asymmetries between the bare hybridisa-
tions suh that this strongly oupled level is muh broader than the others. In ontrast,
for large level spaings the eetive level energies do not ross but depend linearly on
the gate voltage (up to some shift by U eah time a level gets depleted), while their
ouplings are unhanged by the interation. This explains the resemblane with the
noninterating ase (only that the peak separation is now given by U + ∆), and the
behaviour of the transmission phase strongly depends on s.
Seond, we studied various spinful geometries. We showed how the Kondo tempera-
ture, the energy sale on whih the Kondo resonane exhibited by a single-level dot with
loal interation is destroyed, an be extrated from T = 0 alulations by the magneti
eld dependene of the ondutane. We investigated short Hubbard hains and the
side-oupled geometry whih have both been takled before in NRG approahes, and we
showed how the fRG an be used to san the parameter spae for regions of interesting
physis. In partiular, we observed a vanishing of transmission resonanes for generi
left-right asymmetri level-lead ouplings in a three-site hain. We extensively studied
the parallel double dot geometry whih shows a variety of orrelation indued features
in dierent parameter regimes. We veried that if large magneti elds are applied
to the system all the results of the spin-polarised model are reovered. Importantly,
our observations for parallel dot systems with equal interations between all eletrons
allow for an interpretation of the `phase lapse experiments' almost analogously to the
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spin-polarised ase. Unfortunately, the fRG enounters serious problems for double dots
with nearly degenerate levels and s = +, and the same holds if more than two levels are
onsidered. Therefore another method is needed to supplement the fRG results within
this parameter region.
In the last hapter, we ompared our fRG results with a very reliable method non-
perturbative in the two-partile interation, the numerial renormalization group (NRG).
It turned out that our usual seond order approximation sheme is in good quantitative
agreement with NRG up to fairly large interations, whih is surprising for a method
designed for small U . The word `fairly large' refers to the importane of the orre-
lations: while for a spinful single-level impurity we an treat interations as large as
U/Γ = 30, for the side-oupled geometry with small inter-dot hopping t fRG begins
to deviates from NRG at U/Γ ≈ 1 due to the presene of a large eetive interation
U/t2 related to the seond stage Kondo eet. To say it in other words, fRG still works
well for parameters where orrelations dominate the physis in the sense that all U = 0
properties are signiantly altered. Unfortunately, it is not always possible to relate the
breakdown of the fRG approximation to an eetive strong orrelation eet. To be
more preise, we enountered serious problems in the treatment of parallel spinless mod-
els with ∆≪ Γ whih grew worse with the number of nearly degenerate levels under
onsideration. In ontrast to NRG, fRG is very exible, easy-to-implement, and ompu-
tationally heap, whih renders it possible to perform exhaustive sans of the parameter
spae. At the same time, it allows for a treatment of the two-partile interations far
beyond the mean-eld level, as was shown by omparison with Hartree-Fok results for
a spinless double dot. Alltogether one ould say that the fRG is a very promising tool
to study zero temperature transport properties of quantum dots in presene of loal
Coulomb orrelations.
There are a lot of things left to be done. First, one an of ourse apply the usual fRG
approximation to any geometry at will. For example, we have started to desribe the
RKKY interation indued between two single-level impurities with loal interation
embedded in a noninterating hain. Seond, it would ertainly prove an interesting
hallenge to supplement the explanation of the `phase lapse' experiments by alulations
aounting for nite temperatures. To this end it would be interesting to ompare
the nite T results for spinless models to a referene method of some kind (whih
might be a rate equation or equation-of-motion approah working at high T ). Guided
by the experiene from spinful models where the simple frequeny-independent fRG
approximation omputes a spetral funtion far from the exat one, one should suspet
this omparison not to be very fortunate for large temperatures. Therefore: third, a
reliable nite-temperature (or, more general, nite-frequeny) extension of the fRG that
refrains from taking into aount the full frequeny dependene of the two-partile vertex
(sine this would terribly spoil the advantage omputationally heapness) is needed.
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